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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
Over the past five years, the Canadian Urban Transit Research & Innovation Consortium (CUTRIC) has 
established itself as Canada’s leader in electric transit bus technological and financial innovation and 
knowledge. As a member-owned, non-profit technology consortium, CUTRIC has supported dozens of 
Canadian transit agencies in preparing their systems for electrification.  
 
This report draws on a plethora of case studies in electric transit applications and deployment projects, 
focusing specifically on Canadian deployments. Several Canadian provinces rely heavily upon clean 
energy sources to generate electricity, making electrified transit in this country an effective solution in 
reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions nationwide. This enables Canada to move toward meeting its 
ambitious targets set forth in the “Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change.” By 
drawing upon lessons learned from current transit electrification projects in Canada, transit agencies can 
make informed decisions to transition toward full-fleet electrification or zero-emissions transit systems.  
 
This report intends to aid transit fleets and municipal, provincial and federal planners by supporting 
informed policy-making and shaping electric bus programming regarding both capital and operational 
investments in the near- to mid-term futures. Accordingly, this report summarizes results from an extensive 
literature review of different transit electrification deployments and experiences, including service provider 
insights, charging standards overviews and electric bus deployment data from Canadian agencies as well 
as globally. It also provides an overview of project goals emanating from implemented or planned transit 
electrification projects in Canada and the U.S., as well as an evaluation of data collected from widespread 
document reviews and interviews. The report summarizes literature related to both battery electric bus 
(BEB) and hydrogen fuel cell electric bus (FCEB) manufacturers, suppliers, integrators and operators 
worldwide. Additionally, it reviews pilot projects in Canadian cities, as well as provincial and territorial 
readiness for transit electrification, and also an overview of policies and incentives facilitating zero-
emissions bus (ZEB) adoption and fleet electrification.  
 
Finally, this report highlights data from a set of semi-structured interviews with transit agencies across 
Canada and the U.S., and it integrates outcomes from a series of semi-structured conference panel 
sessions hosted at CUTRIC’s 1st Canadian Low-Carbon Smart Mobility Technology Conference held in 
September 2019 in Winnipeg, Manitoba, as well as outcomes from a structured focus group consultation 
session held in Montréal, Québec, in November 2019.  
 
The report concludes with an overview of utility strategies across Canada to assess the status of business 
plans and strategies regarding electrified transportation in the utility sector today, resulting in a report that 
summarizes best practices in the form of recommendations to NRCan in its pursuit of transit electrification 
along with charging and hydrogen fuelling infrastructure deployment strategies that will help to deliver 
predictable, reliable and cost-effective electrified fleet systems to Canadians in the near- to mid-term 
future. 
 
Some of the key best practices and recommendations resulting from this study point to following high-level 
opportunities, challenges and solutions ahead for Canadian transit electrification: 

• BEBs, FCEBs and their respective charging/fuelling infrastructure are key components in the 
national effort and local initiatives aimed at radically reducing GHG emissions from 
transportation applications. Transit (and coach) electrification can serve to enable the 
electrification of heavy-duty vehicles in Canada, because the charging and fuelling infrastructure 
is similar for all heavy-duty transportation platforms. 

• Joint procurements and consortium-based financing models with manufacturer partnerships that 
offer financially innovative tools for rapid mass procurements and systems integration could be 
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viable options for cities and transit agencies to pursue within the next 12 to 48 months. While 
federal, provincial and municipal ZEB funding is not sufficient—even with recent 2016 and 2018 
federal (transit) infrastructure funding, which several transit agencies used to support initial ZEB 
fleet procurements—alternative funding and financing solutions should be created and deployed 
quickly to overcome misalignment at play in the national funding landscape, and to support the 
systems-wide energy infrastructure overhaul required for the mass electrification of transit, 
coach and truck fleets. 

• Public funding available for future ZEB deployments must be system-oriented. In other words, 
funding must account for the ZEB system assets including buses, chargers, fuelling system(s), 
energy storage devices, smart-charging software and controls systems, garage facilities 
redesign and life cycle real-time data collection tools (with cloud-based cyber-secure data-
sharing mechanisms). Historically, funding has focused only on the “bus,” which is desperately 
insufficient to achieving zero-emissions transit systems that are functional, reliable and 
inexpensive over the fleet life cycles. 

• If appropriate joint procurement mechanisms with coordinated funding and financing solutions 
are created by 2020, BEB and FCEB adoption in Canada may be relatively rapid and encourage 
domestic job growth immediately, given that several leading manufacturers in this space have 
Canadian headquarters or significant manufacturing footprints in the country. These include NFI 
Group Inc. in Manitoba and Nova Bus in Quebec, with recent additional investments by BYD 
Auto Co., Ltd. in Ontario. Major charging systems innovators, such as ABB Group and Siemens 
Canada, also have extensive operations in Canada, and relevant small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) such as eCamion, which focuses on energy storage and charging systems 
for BEBs, are also locally based and growing in this space. For FCEBs specifically, Ballard 
Power Systems and Hydrogenics (recently acquired by Cummins Inc.) remain Canadian-based 
as of 2020. The increase in ZEB technology adoption in Canada could create many new 
manufacturing, design and engineering jobs nationwide. Indeed, automotive parts 
manufacturers, such as Linamar Corporation and Magna International, would benefit from the 
systems effects of ZEB infrastructure deployments in cities today, as those deployments would 
support trucking fleet electrification in years ahead. Both companies (along with several others 
in the automotive sector) already support the design and manufacture of electrified heavy-duty 
powertrain and vehicle components, indicating overlapping transit and heavy-duty trucking 
interests beneath the surface of the “electrification” dialogue across Canada, and its bolster 
could potentially help create jobs based on systems-level electrification innovation across the 
heavy-duty supply chain. 

• All electrification-oriented Canadian transit agencies that CUTRIC interviewed recognize the 
need to develop robust utility relationships at the earliest stages of ZEB planning to ensure 
sustainable electrification initiatives. Most major utilities in Canada are, however, poorly 
prepared for transit and heavy-duty electrification since most of their electrification strategies 
have focused on electric vehicles (EVs) as personal passenger cars and not BEBs, FCEBs or 
heavy-duty trucking. Notable exceptions include transit-focused strategies emergent at BC 
Hydro, Newmarket-Tay Power Distribution Ltd (NMTPD), Toronto Hydro and Hydro Quebec—all 
of which could serve as nationwide strategic leaders in the transition to full-fleet public transit 
electrification. 

• The lack of standardized or real-time data-sharing among transit agencies in Canada has 
created a gap in evidence-based decision-making nationally. This needs to be resolved through 
real-time data tracking of BEBs, FCEBs and associated charging and fuelling infrastructure in 
the future (including on-route and in-depot chargers for BEBs, and electrolyzers for hydrogen 
production for FCEBs). If transit agencies in Canada create a real-time data-sharing mechanism, 
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they could observe one another’s asset performance in real time and generate improved and 
less costly procurement and operational plans.  

• Nearly all interview participants, focus group participants and panellists documented in this 
report acknowledged the need for better physics-based predictive modelling ahead of 
procurement decisions to support evidence-based decision-making during procurement 
processes.  

• Funding for future ZEB Roll Out Planning (2020-2024) will need to integrate predictive simulation 
modelling (i.e., block-based full fleet assessments) with facilities, civil works and electrical 
infrastructure planning in order to deploy 5,000 electric buses by 2025 nationwide. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) seeks to understand Canadian and global best practices 
regarding public and private fleet electrification, including transit buses, coaches and other vehicle 
types used in fleets. While there is no developed electric coach market outside of early prototype 
developments in North America and Europe, Canada and other countries worldwide have extensive 
electric transit bus experience.  
 
This report draws upon global applications and deployments, focusing on Canadian deployments 
primarily. Several provinces rely heavily upon clean energy sources to generate electricity, making 
electrified transit an effective solution in reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions nationwide. This 
enables Canada to move toward meeting its ambitious targets set forth in the “Pan-Canadian 
Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change.” By drawing upon lessons learned from current 
transit electrification projects in Canada, transit agencies can make informed decisions to transition 
toward full-fleet electrification. This report intends to aid transit fleets and municipal, provincial and 
federal planners by supporting informed policy-making and shaping electric bus programming 
regarding both capital and operational investments in the near- to mid-term futures.  
 
Over the past five years, the Canadian Urban Transit Research & Innovation Consortium (CUTRIC) 
has established itself as Canada’s leader in electric transit bus technological and financial innovation 
and knowledge. As a member-owned, non-profit technology consortium, CUTRIC has supported 
dozens of Canadian transit agencies in preparing their systems for electrification. With the additional 
support of a network of over 100 members from private and public sector agencies and organizations, 
many of which are world leaders in electric bus and disruptive e-mobility technology development and 
manufacturing, CUTRIC is well positioned to offer a nationally and globally informed vision of the 
market.  
 
CUTRIC possesses robust technical competency in understanding electrification strategies across 
North America and Europe. In addition, CUTRIC possesses qualitative methodological skill sets in 
organizing, structuring, delivering and analyzing the results of technical and policy-based consultation 
sessions that identify opportunities, challenges and solutions associated with e-mobility and zero-
emissions transportation technologies.   
 
The current study contains four methodological phases of data collection and analysis as presented 
below: 
 
Phase 1:  Overview of global transit electrification activities. 
Phase 2:  Overview of project data from implemented or planned transit electrification projects in 

Canada and the U.S. 
Phase 3: Evaluation of data collected from widespread document reviews and interviews. 
Phase 4:  Summary of best practices developed from key considerations regarding transit and 

public fleet electrification experiences and knowledge. 
 
This report summarizes results from an extensive literature review of various Canadian and global 
transit electrification deployments and experiences, including service provider insights, charging 
standards overviews and ZEB deployment data. It integrates outcomes from semi-structured panels 
hosted at CUTRIC’s 1st Canadian Low-Carbon Smart Mobility Technology Conference held in 
September 2019 in Winnipeg, Manitoba, as well as outcomes from a structured focus group 
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consultation session held in Montréal, Québec, in November 2019. This report also highlights data 
from a set of semi-structured interviews with transit agencies across Canada and the U.S. 
 
The report concludes with a best practices summary in the form of recommendations to NRCan in its 
pursuit of transit electrification along with charging and hydrogen fuelling infrastructure deployment 
strategies that will help to deliver predictable, reliable and cost-effective electrified fleet systems to 
Canadians in the near- to mid-term future. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Transit electrification technologies  
Electric vehicles (EVs) have existed since the nineteenth century. In the 1990s, automotive companies 
worldwide commercialized a recent series of modern prototypes and pilot vehicles. However, most 
contemporary EVs were designed and widely marketed only within the past decade. EVs use one or 
more electric motors to propel. They are classified into several vehicle types according to their battery 
sizes and functions or applications. Among cars and light-duty trucks are battery electric vehicles 
(BEVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and hydrogen fuel cell 
electric vehicles (HFCEVs). Among buses and heavy-duty vehicles are trolley electric buses (which are 
connected constantly to a grid system through a catenary conductive connection)1, battery electric 
buses (BEBs), hydrogen fuel cell electric buses (FCEBs), hybrid diesel-electric buses (“hybrids”), 
battery electric coaches (currently only in prototype form in North America), hydrogen and battery 
electric trucks, and low-speed electric shuttles carrying between six and 20 people.  
 
The term “electric bus” has been used historically to identify buses that use electric motors to propel 
and electricity from a grid system for primary fuel. However, “electric bus” has become more inclusive 
in recent years, now including both BEBs and FCEBs given that hydrogen fuel cell electric buses use 
hydrogen-powered electricity generated on board the vehicle.  
 
In the case of BEBs, the propulsion system on board the vehicle is based on propulsion generated by 
an electric traction drive system. The major differences across various BEB makes and models include 
different types of electric motors and engine power sources, battery pack sizes, battery management 
systems (BMS) and vehicle designs that integrate light-weighting and aerodynamic optimization. 
However, across all makes and models, BEBs use batteries and capacitors as their sole source of stored 
energy [2]. As shown in Figure 1, a bank of batteries and capacitors supplies energy to the powertrain, 
which typically comprises a converter and/or inverter with an electric motor coupled to the bus axis [3].  
 

 
Figure 1. Overview of a battery electric bus (BEB) powertrain [3]. 

 
1 Electric trolley buses were common across Canada in the twentieth century. Today, they operate in Vancouver 
as part of TransLink’s operations, while electric trolleys in Edmonton and Hamilton have been decommissioned. 
Meanwhile, streetcars, such as those operating in Toronto, are electrified catenary-connected vehicles, but they 
operate on rail lines and are typically categorized with rail vehicles rather than buses. 

Drive  
Axle 
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Over the past decade, stakeholders in the transit and utility sectors in Canada have frequently assumed 
that BEVs and BEBs are designed similarly and that they can be procured and operated similarly. This 
is problematic because these vehicles are characterized by drastically different energy and power 
requirements and operate in dramatically different operational conditions. As a simple comparison, 
BEBs require much more powerful motors, more energy stored on board and longer lifespans compared 
with BEVs. A typical BEV might integrate a 30 kWh to 50 kWh energy storage device (i.e., battery) on 
board, while a typical BEB might integrate a 200 kWh to 450 kWh energy storage device on board. A 
typical BEV might be expected to last four to seven years before an owner purchases or leases a new 
car. This enables manufacturers to design and integrate a BMS that supports high-speed performance 
combined with low levels of battery cycling (i.e., depletion and recharging) over the lifespan of the 
vehicle, given that EVs (like other cars) are mostly idle for the majority of their operational lives and can 
rely heavily on low-powered charging systems inside home garages or parking lots. By comparison, a 
typical BEB is expected to last 12 to 18 years in Canada and operate at higher frequencies on a daily 
basis, meaning the BMS must be designed to support the battery system’s slow degradation over a 
longer period of high-frequency rapid and deep cycling (i.e., daily deep discharge episodes with rapid 
recharging events using high-powered charging systems on route or in depot). Similarly, FCEBs differ 
from FCEVs in terms of the types of electric motors, batteries and fuel cell stacks on board the vehicles, 
as well as the pressure levels at which hydrogen fuelling systems refuel the vehicles. An FCEB will 
integrate more powerful motors, bigger batteries and more powerful fuel cell stacks on board compared 
with an FCEV. An FCEB will fuel up with hydrogen at 350 bar versus 700 bar for hydrogen cars.   
 
Innovation across the heavy-duty and light-duty electrification sectors over the past decade has led 
commentators to refer to the 2010s as the decade of North America’s “EV revolution.” To the extent that 
it exists, this “revolution” is based primarily on regulatory incentivization. The Corporate Average Fuel 
Economy (CAFE) standards [4] were originally introduced in the U.S. in the 1970s as a mechanism to 
ensure the energy independency of the country in light of a targeted oil embargo initiated by the 
Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC), resulting in skyrocketing oil prices for 
American consumers in the years following. Since then, the CAFE standards have been modernized as 
a tool used by the U.S. to fight against climate change. In the late-2000s, the program was revised to 
require the doubling in fuel efficiency of nearly all vehicles over the course of the following decade. The 
standards remained unchanged in stringency until recently. Nonetheless, when combined with 
California’s state-specific emissions standards [5] as issued by the California Air Resources Board 
(CARB), which requires additional emissions reductions across vehicle platforms, these U.S.-led 
regulatory frameworks have forced global auto and truck makers to design vehicle systems that meet 
low- and zero-carbon emissions targets. This means designing and selling an increasing number of 
makes and models of HEVs, PHEVs and BEVs. The same phenomenon—albeit with exponentially fewer 
units in volume—has affected the bus marketplace with U.S. emissions regulations for heavy-duty 
vehicles layering over municipally led climate action plans over the past decade, which have spurred 
nationwide manufacturing innovation in electrified powertrains and energy storage systems (ESSs).   
 
These industry trends have profoundly affected the Canadian transit landscape. Canada’s federal 
government adopted the CAFE standards for light- and heavy-duty vehicles. Combined with new low-
carbon fuel standards emerging under the current federal government, along with carbon pricing 
mechanisms that affect diesel and compressed natural gas (CNG) prices, transit agencies are under 
pressure to shift to electrified solutions that could result in operational savings over the next decade. 
Layered over recently issued municipal climate action plans that target zero-emissions or “net zero” city 
operations by 2040 to 2050 across a multitude of Canadian cities, Canadian transit agencies are joining 
the “EV revolution” by prioritizing designing, procuring and integrating ZEB systems for 2020 onward. 
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Electric bus types and technologies 
 
EVs, including electric buses, are technically categorized by the degree of electrification of their 
propulsion systems—i.e., partial or full electrification. From an engineering standpoint, a hybrid diesel-
electric bus is an electric bus even though it uses diesel fuel. It is a “partially” electrified vehicle. 
However, from an operations standpoint, transit agencies do not typically refer to hybrid diesel-electric 
buses as “electric buses.” Instead, they refer to BEBs as “electric buses” and FCEBs as “hydrogen 
buses,” while diesel-electric hybrid buses are frequently called “hybrids,” which are considered more 
akin to diesel buses than electric. However, from a technical standpoint, electrification occurs along a 
spectrum—from “mild” electrification (i.e., electrification of auxiliary systems but fossil fuel propelling 
the vehicle) to “partial” electrification (i.e., both a battery and a diesel engine system propel the vehicle 
in tandem) to “full” electrification (i.e., only a battery or a battery-fuel cell stack combination propels the 
vehicle). Differing levels of electrification require different systems-level planning efforts regarding 
requisite fuelling or charging infrastructure. The goal of treating BEBs or FCEBs “like diesel” or “like 
CNG” and, thus, seeking an electrified bus technology that will replace diesel or CNG on a one-to-one 
basis is diminishing in popularity. Instead, systems design thinking and systems engineering are 
emerging as prominent guidance tools in an era of transit electrification, where the vehicle is but one 
node in an entirely new energy-transportation matrix facing cities and provinces that own and operate 
transit fleets. 
This report focuses on two main types of electric buses and their allied infrastructure, both of which 
produce zero tailpipe emissions and integrate the full electrification of the propulsion system on 
board—namely, BEBs and FCEBs.  
 
In general, when BEBs are fuelled by renewable electricity delivered directly from the grid, or when 
FCEBs are fuelled by hydrogen produced using electrolysis powered by low-carbon and renewable 
electricity grids, electric buses can significantly transform the transportation landscape into a low-
carbon mobility system from a “well-to-wheel” perspective. This means that from the original energy 
source through to the vehicle’s tailpipe emissions a full fleet of electric buses can produce fewer 
emissions compared to diesel or CNG fleets (Figure 2). From an end-use perspective, or “tailpipe 
emissions” perspective, BEBs and FCEBs can offer zero or near-zero2 emissions solutions for urban 
environments and local communities concerned about local air quality and air pollutants. These 
technologies can aid Canadian jurisdictions in quickly achieving substantial GHG emissions reduction 
goals at regional and national levels given the readiness of the technologies involved, while also 
helping communities reduce local air contaminants from particulate matter, which is produced during 
some fossil fuel combustion processes. 
 

 
2 Some BEBs use diesel heaters on board for heating purposes in the winter. These generators do produce 
GHG emissions. 
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Figure 2. Well-to-wheel approach for electricity generation through to the end-use [6]. When electricity is renewably 

generated, BEVs, BEBs, FCEVs and FCEBs can be near zero-emissions. When electricity is fossil-fuel based, the emissions 
profile is not zero from well-to-wheel for these types of vehicles. 

 
Despite the potential to significantly reduce emissions and pollution globally and locally, many transit 
agencies in Canada today are still reluctant to procure large numbers of electric buses due to several 
unknown factors associated with their operations, maintenance and long-term performance. This 
creates procurement barriers, which will be addressed later in this report. Additionally, battery 
capacities and effective or nominal ranges of BEBs and FCEBs constitute key planning parameters 
that transit agencies must account for when deciding to procure electric buses. Most Canadian transit 
agencies lack adequate or precise block-based performance modelling and predictive simulations to 
assess how the vehicles will operate in their communities based on their local ridership and 
topographical environments.3 Meanwhile, the degradation of these systems combined with their price 
points per kWh (for batteries) or per kW (for fuel cell stacks) affect refurbishment costs at the mid-life 
of the bus and remain variable and difficult to predict based on shifting government commitments to 
zero-emissions procurements across North America today, which will affect refurbishment costs seven 
to 12 years later.   

 

Battery electric buses (BEBs) 
 
BEBs are powered by electricity stored in rechargeable on-board battery packages. BEBs receive 
most or all of their energy supply from a local electrical grid. While some BEBs procured for cold 
climate conditions integrate diesel-fuelled heaters on board as an auxiliary system, most BEBs 
procured across North America today are full ZEBs.  
 
Because only electrical power propels BEBs, the grid’s ability to provide sufficient electricity at the 
specific times required, especially for a large fleet, must be factored in at the earliest planning stage 
[7]. While Canada’s electrical grid systems are well positioned to deliver the amount of energy at the 
power levels required to fully electrify all of its transit fleets, they will need the support of smart 
controls, energy storage and demand management mechanisms to help “shave the peak” of energy 

 
3 The consortium designed CUTRIC’s RoutΣ.i™ tool to address exactly this need. To date, CUTRIC has used its 
RoutΣ.i™ tool to simulate the full-fleet or partial-fleet electrification of dozens of its member transit agencies in 
Canada and the U.S., including, most recently, the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC), le Réseau de transport 
de la Capitale (RTC), Grand River Transit (GRT), Burlington Transit, Riverside Transit (California) and Orange 
County Transit (California). 
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demands at specific points in the day. In other words, Canada’s electrical grid system can supply the 
power needed to fully electrify its transit fleets, but it cannot do so all the time or all at once. Energy 
management protocols are needed to ensure an undisrupted, steady and predictable electrical “fuel” 
supply. 
 
Additionally, although battery technology has advanced consistently over the past decade, BEB 
ranges are still limited compared with those of fully fuelled diesel, CNG or hybrid diesel-electric buses. 
Diesel and CNG-fuelled buses achieve 500 to 600 kilometres in range when they run until their tanks 
are nearly empty. By comparison, depending on the size of the battery pack integrated on board the 
vehicle, along with local conditions, BEBs can typically achieve between 40 and 400 kilometres of 
range between charges. Local conditions that affect BEB ranges include route ruggedness, average 
speeds, ridership, topography, and the number of stops and starts the bus must make while in service 
(e.g., stop signs, yield signs, pedestrian crossings, etc.), as all of these conditions consume energy. 
While these conditions also affect the energy consumption of a diesel, CNG or hybrid bus, they do not 
constitute precariously limiting factors because fossil fuels have greater energy density. In brief, diesel 
and CNG molecules carry much more energy compared with the same volume of space consumed by 
electrons stored in a battery. The low energy density of batteries compared with that of diesel and 
CNG molecules means transit agencies may need to assign some of their BEBs to operate only on 
specific routes rather than serving as omnibus assets that can be allocated to any route at any time 
under any conditions. It may also require transit agencies to explore alternative charging philosophies, 
such as on-route high-powered charging systems that top up a vehicle’s state-of-charge SOC 
throughout the day [2]. And it may require them to assess the non-revenue kilometres in their 
operations—sometimes also referred to as “dead-heading”—that consume energy during the day as 
buses are repositioned between routes or across garages. 
 
Determining the operational “range” of a BEB is not, therefore, a matter of battery size or capacity on 
its own. It is, rather, a matter of charging strategy while considering local conditions. A small battery 
pack of 76 kWh on board a bus, for example, could operate 20 hours a day and deliver over 600 
kilometres of range before returning to the depot if it had access to appropriate top-up charging 
throughout the day and if the routes it operated on were relatively flat or benefited from reasonably 
consistent speed limits.  
In brief, considering local conditions combined with intelligent charging strategies and philosophies 
are critical to transit electrification success; transit agencies have three commercially available types 
of charging strategies and allied technologies to consider as of 2020:  
 

1. High-powered “opportunity” charging (Figure 3), informally called “fast-charging” or “on-route” 
charging (although the charging systems can also be installed in depots and at garages via 
overhead pantograph systems), can reach power levels of up to 600 kW currently. Efforts are 
underway by some innovative utilities and research facilities globally to support 1 MW 
opportunity chargers in the future. Contemporary opportunity chargers are designed to be 
OppCharge compliant or standardized according to the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
J3105 standard (as discussed later this report).  

2. Low-powered “in-depot” charging (Figure 3), informally called “slow” or “overnight” charging 
(although these charging systems are frequently used during daytime to charge depleted buses 
upon their return to the garage mid-day), typically operates in the 150-kW power range or lower. 
Commercially available in-depot low-powered charging systems are typically compliant with the 
SAE J1772 standard (as discussed later this report). 

3. Mid-powered inductive charging, sometimes called “wireless” charging, includes systems that 
are embedded into roadways. They charge a vehicle from below via an inductive power transfer 
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mechanism that does not require conductive wires, cables or pantographs. Inductive charging 
can range from low-power levels of sub-100 kW up to 300 kW, according to current pilot 
deployments. Inductive charging can be installed as “opportunity” charging on route or “in-depot” 
charging at the garage. However, this technology is not considered in this report extensively, 
because it did not arise as a cited best practice or predicted best practice over the course of 
2020 to 2025 (i.e., it did not emerge prominently, or at all, from transit agency interviews, focus 
groups or panel discussions that form the basis of this study). This perception may change in 
the future as technologies develop through innovation, investment and commercialization, 
especially given recent announcements by BYD that it is demonstrating an operational on-route 
inductive charging system in the U.S. this year [8].  

 

 
Figure 3. Conceptual depiction of high-powered “opportunity” (left image) and low-powered “in-depot” (right image) chargers. 

 
In summary, high-powered opportunity chargers can deliver the highest amount of power in the shortest 
time, thereby enabling short charging episodes of only a few minutes while a vehicle is operating, and 
during passenger embarkation and disembarkation. This may enable BEBs to operate for nearly 24 
hours in the future without returning to the garage for charging top ups. The range that a vehicle obtains 
from these charging systems in a given time period (e.g., five to 10 minutes) depends upon the power 
level of the charging system and the total charging period available within a given transit schedule during 
in-service operations. Opportunity charging systems can vary in power level from 150 kW to 600 kW. 
According to some innovators, these systems will reach up to 1 MW in the future [9, 10]. A typical 
opportunity charging system with a 150 kW to 600 kW power rating can support the addition of 
approximately 20 to 50 kilometres within a five- to 10-minute charging period depending upon the route’s 
flatness and topographical conditions, as well as ridership and impediment stopping (such as traffic 
lights) [9]. Figure 4 shows an opportunity charging station in Hamburg, Germany.  
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Figure 4. Opportunity charging station in Hamburg, Germany [11]. 

 
Slow-charging in-depot, by contrast, can deliver energy at lower power levels but over longer periods 
at the garage. These systems can add several hundreds of kilometres in range over several hours [2].  
Capital costs of both the BEBs themselves and their associated charging infrastructure constitute 
critical planning parameters that transit agencies must consider when deciding to procure electric 
buses. While BEBs are more than their diesel counterparts in terms of upfront capital costs—i.e., BEBs 
typically cost between $1 million4 to $1.2 million per bus for 200 kWh to 450 kWh in onboard energy 
capacity, compared with diesel equivalents that cost between $500,000 and $600,000 per bus—they 
can often perform with significantly lower operational costs over time due to their lower fuelling costs 
since electricity is typically cheaper than diesel or CNG as a propulsion fuel over time. Also, BEBs 
contain fewer mechanical parts, thereby lowering long-term predicted maintenance costs.5 However, 
no transit agency in Canada or the U.S. has operated standardized BEBs long enough (i.e., over a 10- 
to 18-year period) to determine fully whether these expected cost savings are valid in all cases. 
Performance measures, including operational cost savings, constitute critical variables that both 
transit agencies and manufacturers will be assessing over the coming years. 
 
Supply chain infancy is another factor transit agencies must consider when planning for full-fleet 
electrification. While diesel and CNG fuelling systems are already established across Canada—
including fuel providers, fuel transport and shipping mechanisms, and local fuel storage systems—
electricity networks combined with high- and low-powered chargers as well as energy storage systems 
(ESSs) constitute new fuelling supply chains for transit. These require new network equipment 
installations and, often, new business models for utilities and energy providers nationwide to deliver 
fuel. In terms of basic capital costs, a typical high-powered opportunity charging system with up to 450 

 
4 All figures in this report are in Canadian dollars unless otherwise stated. 
5 Figures cited here emanate from CUTRIC’s own “Pan-Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration & Integration Trial: 
Phase I,” led by TransLink in British Columbia, and Brampton Transit and York Region Transit in Ontario. Pricing 
estimations shared here are approximations rather than vendor-specific procurement costs, and the price ranges 
are valid as of the 2018–2019 marketplace options in Canada. 
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kW of delivery capacity costs approximately $1 million, while lower-powered depot chargers cost 
anywhere between $50,000 and $500,000 per system depending upon the sophistication of the 
unit(s), the volume of units procured at one time and the complexity of the installation process [12]. 
On-route charging systems can also include inductive charging mechanisms, which can be installed 
on city streets under the pavement and below grade such that a bus can drive over the inductive 
charging unit. This may eliminate costly heavy-duty equipment installations on sidewalks or at 
terminals, but the full cost of inductive charging systems is less commercially known given there are 
few pilot projects to assess across North America and Europe. This may change in the future as BYD 
and Indianapolis Public Transportation Corporation announced a wireless fast-charging deployment of 
three on-route 300-kW inductive charging stations in 2019, which provide fast-charging points for 31 
BEBs [8].6   
 
All of these grid-integrated charging systems must also be paired with ESSs, grid management control 
systems (or “smart charging” software systems), grid system upgrades (such as transformer 
upgrades) and facilities redesigns to support new energy charging and fuelling equipment.7 Therefore, 
all ZEB charging or fuelling solutions available today require local transit agencies to fully overhaul 
their energy system, which requires capital investments that extend far beyond the differential cost of 
BEBs or FCEBs over diesel, CNG or hybrid diesel-electric bus equivalents. 
 
However, from an environmental and health perspective, ZEBs do demonstrate zero tailpipe 
emissions and substantially quieter operations. They can reduce transit bus emissions by more than 
90 per cent compared with diesel and CNG equivalents, and according to Altoona Testing in the U.S., 
passengers and drivers alike notice that BEBs operate very quietly;8 therefore, they can be integrated 
into community planning for vulnerable communities (i.e., school zones, health centres and seniors’ 
communities) where noise pollution is a matter of equity or social development. 
 
In brief, BEBs have higher up front capital and infrastructure costs compared with diesel, CNG and 
hybrid diesel-electric buses, and their per-charge driving ranges require system-wide planning to 
ensure adequate on-route and in-depot charging time, but they could gradually reduce operational and 
maintenance costs over time and, eventually, lower total transit costs for cities, regions and riders [13], 
while reducing emissions and noise pollution across the country.   
 
Figure 5 demonstrates the configuration of a New Flyer Inc. (NFI) Model XE40 BEB that complies with 
the OppCharge™ protocol for on-route charging [14]. Figure 6 highlights the designs of NFI’s Model 
XE60 BEB.  
 

 
6 Critics of inductive charging typically point out the energy losses that occur when energy transfers from the 
charger to the bus due to the lack of a conductive connector, as well as potential safety and maintenance 
concerns for on-street installations. These challenges will require a larger number of demonstration projects to 
overcome. 
7 Figures provided here emanate from CUTRIC’s technical planning sessions held from 2018 to 2019 related to 
the “Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Bus Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase I,” originally 
championed by Mississauga Transit (MiWay). Pricing estimations are approximations only rather than vendor-
specific cost variables, and price ranges are valid as of the 2018 to 2019 marketplace options available in Ontario. 
8 CUTRIC’s Rout∑.i™ modelling tool has demonstrated over 90 per cent emissions reductions in several transit 
applications across Canada based on simulations performed in 2019 to 2020. In the instance of London 
Transit’s previously proposed rapid transitway routes, “L” and “7,” early-stage CUTRIC modelling completed in 
2018 and shared with city council the same year showed approximately 95 per cent GHG reductions on those 
proposed routes. 
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Figure 5. NFI Model XE40 BEB configuration system [2]. 

Photo credit: New Flyer Industries Canada ULC 
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Figure 6. NFI Model XE60 BEB design highlights [2]. The Center Driven Axle technology is unique to New Flyer electric 
buses, and is offered as a standard on all zero-emission XE60 (battery-electric) and XHE60 (fuel cell-electric) models. 

Photo credit: New Flyer Industries Canada ULC 

 

Fuel cell electric buses (FCEBs) 
 
FCEBs require a hydrogen fuel cell (HFC) to charge an onboard battery, which then powers an 
onboard electric motor. FCEBs are similar to BEBs in that they are both fully electrified vehicles, and 
(in North America) both are battery-dominant vehicles. The difference is FCEBs carry an onboard 
electricity generator in the form of a hydrogen fuel cell stack, which operates as a range extender 
enabling constant battery recharging from hydrogen fuel, as opposed to BEBs that require plug-in 
episodes that conduct power directly from the electrical grid system to the battery. FCEBs use fuel 
cells that convert energy stored in hydrogen molecular bonds into electrical energy through a chemical 
reaction, which is then stored in onboard batteries. Electric motors on board the vehicle draw this 
energy from the battery packs as a main source of propulsion fuel [2]. FCEBs also boast longer driving 
ranges than BEBs (e.g., approximately 450 kilometres in one fuelling episode) because the energy 
density of hydrogen is greater than that of batteries on their own. Therefore, FCEBs can carry more 
energy on board than a BEB [9].  
 
The physical structure of FCEBs and the energy density of hydrogen can fulfill many driving range 
requirements among transit agencies, some of which may have a limited capacity to install sufficient 
charging systems for BEBs on routes or at depots. The range of FCEBs also addresses several 
constraints facing transit agencies when operating under rugged conditions (e.g., mountainous 
jurisdictions with extreme weather conditions, such as British Columbia and Alberta), where the 
energy density of hydrogen as an onboard fuel combined with a battery propulsion system 
outperforms the onboard energy density of batteries alone. In cases where auxiliary heating systems 
may create an intense energy load on a BEB in winter conditions, FCEBs can deliver longer ranges 
because hydrogen production generates heat on board that can be redeployed to heat the interior of 
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the vehicle.9 Combined with extreme or challenging bus blocks (or “runs”), steep slopes and gradients, 
along with heavy passenger loads or traffic impediments such as stop lights, pedestrian crosswalks, 
intersections, etc., transit operations in some cases may require more energy than BEBs can provide 
even when on-route charging options are available, making FCEBs a reasonable option for ZEB 
deployment across part or all of a fleet system.10 Figure 7 demonstrates the key components of a 
FCEB. 

 

 
9 By contrast, the heat outputs from hydrogen production do create additional energy loads for FCEBs in 
summer months when air conditioning for the interior cabin combined with cooling systems for fuel cell stacks on 
board the vehicles may result in FCEBs requiring more energy than their BEB equivalents. 
10 CUTRIC has performed several dozens of full-fleet and partial-fleet simulation studies with transit agencies 
across Canada and the U.S. over the course of 2019 and 2020 using its proprietary Rout∑.i™ simulation tool, 
which demonstrates exactly this outcome. The CUTRIC predictive simulation tool uses real-world data based on 
topographical conditions, passenger counts, transit schedules and impediment conditions combined with 
predictive energy consumption analyses to assess how multiple makes and models of BEBs and FCEBs will 
perform in real life based on manufacturer-supplied input variables defining vehicle systems. These results have 
been benchmarked against real-world data transit agency members have provided CUTRIC for external 
validation. 
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Figure 7. Key components of an FCEB [1].  

Photo credit: Van Hool NV 

 
In Canada, FCEBs are less popular—culturally and operationally—within the transit industry than BEBs. 
Currently, there are zero FCEBs on roads in Canada despite leading in the design and development of 
hydrogen fuel cell stacks and electrolyzers. This is due to three main factors, which are explored 
below.  
 
First, FCEB systems typically require higher up front capital costs than BEBs in terms of both bus and 
fuelling systems procurements. For example, an FCEB typically costs between $1.2 million to $1.7 
million per bus versus $1 million to $1.2 million per BEB and $500,000 to $600,000 for a diesel or 
CNG equivalent. From a complexity perspective, a hydrogen fuelling system is often deemed more 
complex than a BEB charging network at the outset of an electrification initiative because it requires 
regional or community alignment and systems planning to achieve cost competitiveness with diesel 
and CNG today. Specifically, a new electrolysis-based fuelling system installation and local supply 
chain development effort can easily range into the tens of millions of dollars including the electrolyzer 
and installation costs. By one account, local electrolyzers that produce hydrogen using grid-based 
electricity can cost approximately $3 million to $4 million per unit, not including installation costs [15]. 
A high-output hydrogen-generating fuel station that supports a medium-to-large FCEB fleet is 
estimated to cost over $20 million [12]. For transit agencies, there are many factors to consider when 
assessing the value and costs of installing a hydrogen fuelling solution, including capital costs for 
generation or storage, available space for generation, fuelling and storage, and permit requirements. 
Garage infrastructure would also need to be upgraded to stock hydrogen buses with pressurized 
reservoirs (i.e., hydrogen proofing). 
 
But this alone is insufficient. Hydrogen fuel produced by an electrolyzer today is typically more 
expensive than diesel or CNG equivalents unless produced at mass volumes. Although “green” 
hydrogen pricing depends on the provincial electricity market in which the hydrogen is produced, it is 
evident that across all jurisdictions in Canada hydrogen for vehicle applications must be produced at a 
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much higher volume (say, 5,000 to 10,000 kilograms of hydrogen daily) to bring its price point down to 
compete with diesel or CNG when production, compression, distribution and storage costs are 
considered, and especially in jurisdictions that do not price carbon or price carbon cheaply. This 
requires local transit agencies to coordinate as well as municipal trucking fleets, such as refuse trucks. 
Alternatively, achieving these volumes daily could be done with rail electrification of, say, a part of the 
GO network in Ontario, combined with parts of an integrated network of local transit fleets in Toronto, 
York Region, Mississauga, Brampton and Burlington. This level of community coordination is 
politically difficult to achieve, however. As of December 2019, those CUTRIC transit agency members 
that have been considering hydrogen as a potential solution have been exploring procurements of 
between 10 to 20 FCEBs to commence with, which amounts only to 300 to 600 kilograms of hydrogen 
daily. Thus, developing a mass volume of “green” hydrogen is politically complex while economically 
requisite [12].  
 
To overcome this perceived complexity, transit agencies could procure hydrogen immediately from 
existing steam methane reformation (SMR) supply chains in Canada, which already offer hydrogen 
that is priced competitively with diesel. Hydrogen produced through SMR does not, however, fulfill 
municipal needs for fully “green” fuel as judged from well-to-wheel, given that it is produced through a 
chemical process that reforms methane molecules into hydrogen and carbon dioxide, a GHG. 
However, advocates argue in favour of SMR, noting that methane left unreformed and released into 
the atmosphere is more damaging than just carbon dioxide. Meanwhile, if methane were procured 
from renewable natural gas (RNG) sources, it is possible that a “green” hydrogen supply chain would 
emerge in which RNG feeds into a low-carbon hydrogen production supply chain that is priced 
competitively with fossil fuels even at low volumes. While SMR suffers from an environmental 
branding challenge among transit agencies today—many of which are aiming to achieve low-carbon or 
zero-emissions footprints from well-to-wheel with their ZEB procurements—SMR hydrogen could 
support ZEB deployments immediately as the “green” hydrogen supply chain is built out around the 
epicentres of mass transit in Canada, namely Greater Toronto, Greater Montreal, Greater Vancouver, 
Calgary, Edmonton and Winnipeg. 
 
Second, although BC Transit led the world early on in demonstrating a fleet of FCEBs in the Rocky 
Mountains during the 2010 Winter Olympics in Whistler, B.C., the endeavour failed to inspire the 
transit agency to adopt long-term FCEB procurement strategies. Indeed, BC Transit’s FCEBs were 
themselves decommissioned following the Whistler trial period for a variety of technical, maintenance 
and project planning reasons. During this trial, NFI delivered the FCEBs; Ballard Power Systems 
delivered the fuel cells; and BC Transit operated the FCEBs. However, the lack of a central integrator 
responsible for optimizing the powertrain integration, bus operations and maintenance for the entire 
lifecycle of the vehicles, beyond the trial period, ultimately led to the inability of BC Transit to sustain 
the vehicles or procure more FCEBs following the Olympics. The lack of an effective integrator in the 
project led to a national narrative of technology failure that conflated financial, business and project 
execution failures with overall FCEB technological failures.  
 
From 2010 to 2019, this narrative had become so profoundly ensconced in Canadian transit culture—
despite the FCEBs actually performing well during the Olympics, and despite several successful 
FCEB procurements and deployments worldwide in the years following—that it created a legacy of 
inertia against FCEB procurement in Canadian transit. The result is Canadian transit systems are just 
now starting to learn about the merits of low-carbon hydrogen electrified propulsion systems, putting 
them approximately six years behind their European counterparts in considering integrating FCEB 
technologies into their full-fleet electrification strategies and approximately three years behind 
champion U.S. transit agencies that began those considerations between 2017 and 2018 as part of 
state-led ZEB rollout planning and transit-led pilots. And this is also despite Canada’s hydrogen 
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industrial sector leading the world in designing, deploying, maintaining and operating electrolyzers and 
fuel cell stacks (as discussed later in this report). 
 
Additionally, the BC Whistler FCEB trial also suffered from a branding problem from the lack of 
provincial long-term planning from a fuelling perspective. At the time of the trial, the hydrogen used for 
the FCEBs was transported from Québec to B.C. by diesel truck, causing poor environmental optics 
for a “green” transit solution. The Government of B.C. did not, however, put into place a plan to 
integrate services offered by BC Hydro, Fortis BC or other energy companies in the region to 
domesticate hydrogen production or the fuelling supply chain, which might have mitigated the negative 
branding and GHG emissions challenges facing the project long term, and which might have 
overcome the long-term gap in local hydrogen fuelling supplies that currently limit both TransLink and 
BC Transit [16, 17].   
 
Third, FCEB handling, operations and maintenance is deemed to be more complex than BEB 
equivalents due to the additional onboard components required, including an onboard fuel cell 
converter and a gaseous fuel tank along with gaseous fuel supplies [18].  
 
However, despite these challenges, FCEBs do offer a unique economic and job-creating opportunity 
specific to Canada. As of 2019, Canadian-based companies remain world leaders in hydrogen 
innovation technologies. Companies such as Ballard Power Systems (Ballard) [19], founded and 
based in B.C., and Hydrogenics (now part of Cummins Inc. globally) [20], founded and based in 
Ontario, are world leaders in designing and manufacturing hydrogen fuel cell stacks and electrolyzers, 
respectively. Hydrogen itself can be produced effectively from clean and renewable resources [12], 
and Canada’s electricity grid is predominantly low emissions in nature with many hydro-electric, 
nuclear, and renewable solar and wind sources already online across many regions. Hydrogen can 
also be delivered and generated on site or from an off-site regional fuelling system (e.g., in a hub-and-
spoke model) to reduce costs for fuel purchasers, making it dynamically and flexibly scalable over the 
long term.  
 
In Canada, several hydrogen suppliers offer high-quality hydrogen fuel that can be used in FCEBs 
today, including Air Products (operating in Ontario) [21] and Air Liquide (operating in Québec) [22]. 
While this hydrogen is produced through emissions-intense SMR, transit agencies could benefit from 
adopting FCEBs in the immediate future to achieve zero-tailpipe emissions while shifting over time 
from shipped SMR hydrogen to community-based hydrogen supplies that support local transit, 
trucking and municipal fleet vehicles. As noted above, electrolyzers for producing hydrogen can cost 
approximately $3 million to $4 million per unit [15]. However, once a hydrogen fuelling station is 
installed, it can fuel an entire fleet or sub-fleet of vehicles and offer scale-up opportunities to support 
municipal-wide or regional heavy-duty fleet vehicles and trucks. This type of solution would, however, 
require building out regional “green” energy strategies focused on transportation fuel supplies over the 
next 10 years to achieve low-carbon fuel solutions from well-to-wheel for hydrogen-propelled transit 
and trucking by 2030. Currently, no such strategy exists federally or provincially today other than 
B.C.’s “Hydrogen Study,” published in 2019 [18]. 
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Figure 8. A station featuring an electrolyzer to create hydrogen fuel for the FCEB [20]. 

Image credit: NASA 

 
In brief, FCEBs generally have zero tailpipe emissions and operate quietly like BEBs. FCEBs typically 
offer longer driving ranges than BEBs between fuelling episodes and can be suitable for some one-to-
one diesel, CNG or hybrid bus replacements across large swathes of a transit agency’s current fleet, 
depending on topography, ridership and impediment intensity across the transit agency’s service area, 
not including the fuelling supply chain considerations. Today, California leads the world in adopting 
both BEBs and FCEBs. As of 2019, it possessed only a small state-wide fleet of 20 FCEBs across all 
transit agencies and one university [21], yet California transit agencies have reported new FCEB 
procurements starting in 2020, and the percentage of FCEBs within the overall electric bus fleet in the 
state is set to rise over the next five years. 
 

Overview of current charging standards for BEVs and BEBs  
 
Charging systems for electric cars and electric buses differ in many ways. Historically, BEVs have 
included light-duty sedans and compact vehicle models, although sports utility vehicles (SUVs) and 
small truck platforms are increasingly emerging in BEV modes. These vehicles require much lower 
power levels when charging than BEBs. Charging requirements for BEVs range from the very low 
power level of 1 kW in a regular home-based wall outlet up to 150 kW in Tesla Superchargers [22]. By 
comparison, BEB charging systems start at 150 kW and can reach as high as 600 kW for market-
ready systems with proposals underway today to develop ones that deliver as high as 1 MW of power.  
 

Charging systems for EVs: overview 
 
Charging systems for EVs—both BEVs and PHEVs—fall into four general charging categories: Level 1, 
Level 2, Level 3 [23] and Tesla Superchargers [22]. 
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Level 1 charging 
Regular wall outlets in houses use Level 1 charging (Figure 9). It is characterized by the low 1 kW 
power level achieved by plugging into a standard 120 V, 15 A electrical outlet in a household or 
workplace [24]. A charging time of approximately eight to 20 hours using this method for a typical EV 
makes it impractical for many EV owners, although homes with garages could utilize this power level 
for many daily car usage needs. E-taxis and medium- to large-sized EVs, such as trucks, shuttles or 
buses, cannot rely on Level 1 charging because of its insufficient power level. 

 
Figure 9. Level 1 charging—a regular wall socket [25]. 

 
Level 2 charging 

Level 2 charging refers to both a charging system and a unit (Figure 10). They are normally sold 
separately from EVs as standalone units that must be wall-mounted or installed into ground spaces at 
parking lots or other public facilities.  
 
These units must be connected to a 240-V electrical outlet. The usual amperage of Level 2 chargers 
can be 16 A, 30 A, 32 A or 40 A, with the corresponding power levels being 3.8 kW, 7.2 kW, 7.7 kW 
and 9.6 kW, respectively. A Level 2 charger can charge a 30 kWh battery in four hours—charging time 
typically ranges from three to eight hours [26]. EV owners with parking spots in condos or homes 
where they can install personal systems for faster charging typically use Level 2 charging. The SAE 
J1772 charging standard [24] is currently the most commonly used connector type for Level 2 
charging. 
 
A plug-in charger may take approximately one to four hours to charge a plug-in hybrid car and 
approximately four to eight hours to charge a full BEB. A typical Nissan Leaf takes several hours to 
charge from empty to full SOC, depending on the vehicle’s battery capacity, whereas a Tesla Model S, 
with its much larger battery pack, takes longer to charge from empty to full SOC. Level 2 charging 
systems allow most car owners, who use their vehicles for urban travel, to obtain sufficient charge in 
one to two hours and serve their daily commuting needs. 
 
Level 2 chargers can also be used with heavy-duty vehicles, such as buses. The SAE J1772 standard 
has been used for BEBs (as described below) to support depot charging strategies either overnight or 
during the day between bus runs.   
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Figure 10. An example of Level 3 DCFC [29]. 

 
Level 3 DC fast-charging 
Level 3 charging is the fastest charging system for EVs (Figure 11). Unlike Levels 1 and 2, which rely 
on alternating current (AC), Level 3 relies on direct current (DC) and is, therefore, often called DC fast-
charging or “DCFC.”  
 
DCFC encompasses several different systems today. For example, these systems can deliver power 
ranging from 50 kW up to 450 kW. In the case of BEVs, DCFCs typically operate at the 50-kW power 
level and can take up to 30 minutes to charge one vehicle depending upon the onboard battery 
capacity and the vehicle’s capacity to absorb power at high power levels. Note that not all BEVs or 
PHEVs are designed to support DCFC systems currently. In the case of BEBs, DCFCs typically 
operate between 150 kW and 450 kW today. Similarly, the time to fully charge a bus depends on the 
vehicle’s onboard capacity to absorb power at high power levels.  
 
DCFC systems can typically deliver power up to 80 per cent of a battery’s SOC, and then the power 
delivery slows down as the SOC increases further toward 100 per cent [28]. These high-power 
chargers are based on higher current (beyond 75 A) and high-voltage charging, which are unique 
features of DCFC [28].   
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Figure 11. 

An example of Level 3 DCFC [29]. 
 
Tesla Supercharger  
 
The Tesla Supercharger system is a form of high-powered DC charging built by U.S. vehicle 
manufacturer Tesla Inc. [30] for its EVs (Figure 12). It can deliver up to 150 kW of power, which can be 
distributed between two cars. Depending upon the specific model, the charging episode can take 
between 20 to 40 minutes, delivering between 50 to 80 per cent of the energy a Tesla Model S 
requires [31]. Some Supercharger stations are currently equipped with rooftop solar panels to offset 
their power demands on the overall grid network [32]. As of 2019, Tesla’s North American 
Supercharger network is exclusive to Model S, Model X and Model 3 EVs and works only with those 
vehicles.   

 

 
Figure 11. Tesla Supercharger, Version 3 [33]. 
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Charging systems for EVs: protocols and standards 
 
Within the buckets of charging levels identified above, several competing and now complementary 
charging standards have been developed over the past decade to support light-duty and heavy-duty 
electric vehicle charging. A sample of the key protocols and standards is outlined below. 
 
CHAdeMO  
 
CHAdeMO, developed by a consortium of Japanese automakers in 2010, stands for “charge de mode” 
[34]. It was, for a time, the only DCFC standard on the market [35]. CHAdeMO refers to a DCFC 
standard for EVs that delivers approximately 63 kW at 500 V of power and 125 A of direct current [34]. 
The vehicle electronic control unit (ECU) directs the charging process by choosing one of many fast-
charging strategies based on battery performance and the usage environment, both of which are 
communicated to the charger in real time through the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus system [36]. 
CHAdeMO 2.0 has recently been developed to facilitate higher-powered charging levels reaching 
400 kW at 1,000 V with 400 A of current [37]. CHAdeMO is also collaborating with the China Electricity 
Council to develop the next generation of ultra-high-speed charging at levels close to 900 kW (600 A 
and 1.5 kV) while ensuring backward compatibility [35]. Figure 13 shows the CHAdeMO plug and 
socket for a DC supply.  
 

  
Figure 12. CHAdeMO plug and socket (DC) [1]. 

 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 
The IEC 62196-2 standard defines requirements and testing conditions for the sockets, plugs, vehicle 
connectors and vehicle inlets for alternating current (AC) charging systems. It comprises two 
configurations.  
 
Type 1 consists of five pin-sleeve contacts in a round enclosure, including two pins for the AC 
conductor, a protective conductor (ground) and two signal pins. The signal pins execute the control 
pilot function and proximity detection, supporting only AC charging with a single phase. For residential 
use, it is recommended that the electrical current be restricted to 32 A, although for AC Level 2 
charging, the maximum current can reach 80 A. Figure 14 demonstrates the IEC 62196-2 Type 1 
charging plug design. 
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Figure 13. Type 1 EV charging plugs [1]. 

 
Type 2 comprises seven pin-and-sleeve contacts in an enclosure, two of which are smaller than the 
others. These smaller pins are the proximity and control pilot (the signalling pins), and the bigger pin in 
the centre is the protective earth. There are three line phases and a neutral for the AC supply. For a 
low- to mid-level DC current, one or two of the pins can be used as the positive or negative. 

 

 
Figure 14. IEC 62196-2 Type 2 male and female EV charging plugs [1]. 

 
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) combined charging system (CCS) and associated standards 
(J1772, J3068) 

These standards govern the infrastructure requirements for interfacing EVs with electric vehicle supply 
equipment (EVSE), a general term used to refer to any off-board equipment that supplies energy to a 
vehicle [38].  
 
The CCS was initially proposed to establish a common connector pattern on the vehicle side. This 
common interface can accommodate both the Type 1 and Type 2 connector configurations of the IEC 
62196-2 standard, along with a two-pin DC connector to accommodate high-power DC charging of up 
to 200 A of current. The SAE CCS can provide flexibility to the customer by channelling the energy 
using a single charging interface in the vehicle irrespective of the charging method. These methods 
vary from one-phase AC-charging to fast three-phase AC charging, low-power DC charging and high-
power DC charging. The Type 1 connector integrated with a two-pin DC connector is called a CCS-
Combo 1, and the Type 2 connector integrated with a two-pin DC connector is called a CCS-Combo 2. 
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The European Commission (EC) has designated CCS-Combo 2 as the European-mandated plug for 
DC high-power charging. 
 

 
Figure 15. CCS-Combo 1 (left) and CCS-Combo 2 (right) [1]. 

 
 

CHAdeMO adapters are sized similarly to the CCS-Combo, although they require two separate on-
vehicle ports compared with the CCS-Combo, which requires only one port on an EV since it uses the 
existing J1772 plug [39]. 
 
EV manufacturers worldwide and heavy-duty BEB manufacturers have adopted the SAE Electric 
Vehicle and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle Conductive Charge Coupler, commonly known as the 
J1772 type charger or “J Plug.” Per this standard, the EVSE governs the interaction between the grid, 
or infrastructure, and the vehicle. For DCFC systems, the EVSE has an AC-to-DC rectifier followed by 
a transformer to adjust voltage to a suitable level before charging the onboard battery. In AC charging 
systems, the EVs are normally equipped with an AC-to-DC rectifier, followed by a transformer for 
charging the onboard battery. This EVSE system uses the J1772 system to communicate with the AC-
DC converter base and initiate charging [26]. A key drawback of the single-phase AC-charging J1772 
is that it limits the power to only 19.2 kW [26]. A DC charging feature was recently added to J1772, as 
shown in Figure 17, which enables usage of voltages ranging from 500 V DC to 1,000 V DC, resulting 
in a DC source being directly used for charging, thereby increasing the overall charging speed. 
 

 
 

Figure 16. SAE J1772: DC-enabled charger and connector [40]. 
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The J1772 connector consists of pilot and proximity pins that can detect EVSE even when 
disconnected. The proximity detection feature informs vehicles that the plug is connected and 
prevents the vehicle from driving away. The control pilot activates BEV or PHEV charging once the 
proximity detector signals interlock.  
The pilot pin determines the maximum level of available current and assists in the following:  

1. Verifying the vehicle connection  

2. Indicating the readiness of the supply equipment to supply energy and the receiving side to 
receive it 

3. Indicating ventilation requirements 

4. Indicating the current capacity of the supply equipment  

5. Closing the ground loop 

The control system interprets the signals from the control pilot and the proximity detector and uses the 
charge algorithm to plan the charging strategy. The control system also uses a convertor to convert 
AC main power to DC high or low voltage to charge the EV’s battery and to power vehicle systems 
during the charging process. The entire system is designed for 10,000 charging cycles, withstanding 
vehicle drive-over and manufactured with a ground fault circuit interrupter [24].  
 
By comparison, SAE J3068 is a standard offering a seven-pin charger based on the existing European 
norm: IEC-62196 Type 2 couplers with a digital control signal superimposed on the pilot signal and 
mechanical latch. By adding two eight-millimetre DC pins to the existing IEC-62196 Type 2, it now 
constitutes the CCS-Combo 2. SAE J3068 is compatible with the EU CCS and was built upon the 
existing technology surrounding passenger car-charging solutions along with added diagnostics to 
achieve higher power levels. The development of SAE J3068 fills the void of a three-phase charging 
standard in North America since the SAE J1772 was a single-phase AC charging solution and was 
therefore limited to 19.2 kW [38]. The development of SAE J3068 with three-phase AC power enables 
higher power charging (for example, 133 kW at 480 V AC at 160 A three-phase) and shorter charging 
periods, which is desirable for electric buses.  
 

A three-phase AC supply also helps to ensure grid stability at higher power levels and a single-wire 
baseband bi-directional communication between the EV and the supply equipment, reducing costs 
and increasing reliability. It also includes a feature that requires the EV and supply equipment to agree 
to the signalled grid voltage supply via the baseband communication system before the charging 
process can start. This is important in a Canadian context where 600 V AC is more common than 
480 V AC; however, only a limited number of EVs can charge at 600 V AC. Additionally, the EV can 
communicate with the control system regarding any requested current level to increase power 
management for load balancing; this standard is a provision for local control as it incorporates bi-
directional digital communication between the EV and EVSE through single-wire baseband signalling 
[35]. This standard also calls for independent control of current limits on a phase-to-phase basis in 
case the utility restricts the amperage on each phase.  
 
To date, CUTRIC has observed little to no interest from North American electric bus manufacturers in 
adopting the J3068 standard. Despite initial manufacturer-led dialogues regarding J3068 during 
CUTRIC’s Pan-Canadian Electric Bus Technical Planning Sessions held throughout 2017 to 2019 as 
part of the planning process for a proposed “Pan-Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration & Integration 
Trial: Phase II,” major BEB manufacturers (including New Flyer, Nova Bus and Proterra) confirmed to 
CUTRIC stakeholders that they are not pursuing the J3068 charging design approach. However, this 
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may change in the future if transit agencies identify functional needs that are best resolved using 
J3068.  
 
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) conductive automated connection device (J3105) 

By comparison, the SAE J3105 standard, “Electric Vehicle Power Transfer System Using Conductive 
Automated Connection Devices,” which applies to battery electric heavy-duty vehicles using an 
overhead fast-charger, was recently published following years of negotiations between BEB 
manufacturers and charging systems alike. In January 2020, the SAE Hybrid Committee in North 
America approved the SAE J3105 standard and submitted it to the Motor Vehicle Committee (MVC) 
for final approval [41]. 
 
The J3105 standard is now being rapidly adopted as the North American standard for high-powered 
BEB charging. This standard covers the overall physical, functional, electrical, testing and 
performance requirements for conductive power transfer, specifically for transit buses, using a 
conductive automatic charging device (ACD) connection that can transfer DC power. The SAE J3105 
standard partially follows the OppCharge™ protocol from Europe, which had earlier been published as 
an open-source guidance protocol by Volvo Bus Corporation as a fast-charging protocol for the 
European bus market [11].  
 

 

 
Figure 17. Different configurations explored within the SAE J3105 standard: (left) infrastructure-mounted cross-rail 
connection, J-3105-1; (middle) vehicle-mounted pantograph connection, J-3105-2; (right) enclosed pin and socket 

connection, J-3105-3 [42]. 

 
Three types of ACD solutions are integrated into the SAE J3105 standard, as shown in Figure 18.   
 
J-3105-1: infrastructure-mounted cross-rail connection 
 
The cross-rail system can quickly engage the vehicle through an overhead robotic mechanism that 
connects across rails mounted on bus roofs. Sometimes called the “pantograph down” system, 
European transit agencies already use this method. In North America, NFI, Nova Bus, and now 
Proterra utilize this charging system, with charging manufacturers including ABB and Siemens 
currently championing the design. Champion transit agencies such as TransLink, York Region Transit 
and Brampton Transit are deploying their initial BEBs and chargers designed to this specification.  
 
The cross-rail solution currently utilizes a manual docking mechanism that requires a driver-initiated 
deployment control system (i.e., a lever or button the driver pushes to initiate the charging episode). In 
these systems, the rails are located at the front of the bus.  
 
In this solution, the correct alignment initiates the charging process, activating the ACD. The ACD then 
initiates contact between the electrical charger and electric bus, beginning the charging process 
through a conductive connection. Two different charging levels are integrated into this solution:   
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Level I:  Current capability of 600 A 
 
Level II:  Current capability of 1,200 A 
 

In these configurations, the rails on the vehicle and the infrastructure are arranged in two parallel 
rows, with each row consisting of two rails and an insulator in between. This brings the total number of 
rails to four, including a positive, negative, ground and control. A uni-directional wireless local area 
network (WLAN) patch antenna is placed on top of the bus close to the rails and aligned to the off-
board antenna on the infrastructure side. 
 
The benefits of this particular solution include, specifically, that the bus does not need to carry the 
weight of a pantograph system on its roof, thereby minimizing wasted energy consumption, and the 
transit agency can avoid the operational and maintenance risk of mobile pantograph systems that 
travel with the bus during daily service. Instead, the rail system is installed at the stationary charger 
location, and this stability may minimize operational costs over time. The challenge of this solution is 
that if the charger breaks down, all buses that depend on that charger—including buses operating on a 
specific route if the charger is installed on route—will not be able to charge. Widespread route-based or 
block-based operational constraints may arise for transit agencies if a specific charging system on 
route fails using a pantograph down system. 
J-3105-2: vehicle-mounted pantograph connection 
 
The vehicle-mounted pantograph—sometimes called the “pantograph up” system—proposed by VDL 
and Solaris and supplied by Schunk differs from the other two systems in that the pantograph is 
located on the roof of the vehicle and deploys upward to connect with the overhead charging 
receptacle.  
 
In this solution, once the correct alignment is achieved, the ACD initiates the connection between the 
infrastructure and the vehicle before conductive charging can begin. The vehicle-mounted pantograph 
has four contacts, including a positive, negative, ground and control. A uni-directional WLAN patch 
antenna is placed on top of the bus close to the rails and aligned to the off-board antenna on the 
infrastructure side.    
The benefits of this particular solution include, specifically, that should the pantograph break, only one 
bus is impacted rather than the entire route or system of operations using the same charger. However, 
the challenges include greater weight and higher maintenance and investment costs for the bus, as 
each requires its own pantograph.  
 
J-3105-3: enclosed pin and socket connection 
 
In this solution, the enclosed pin and socket can deliver power levels ranging from 32 kW up to a 
proposed 1 MW. Once the correct alignment is achieved, the ACD initiates the connection between 
the infrastructure and the vehicle before conductive charging can begin. This enclosed pin can be 
placed on either the bottom or the top of the vehicle, as the pin and socket are safe from human touch.  
 
The benefit of this solution is that it could offer a sleeker, less infrastructure-heavy design option for 
on-route charging systems given that it uses a pin and socket mechanism rather than an overhead 
pantograph solution. The challenge with the solution today is that CUTRIC has not been able to 
identify transit agencies in Canada or the U.S. that are currently seeking to procure or integrate the J-
3105-3 solution, largely because bus models using this design option are not available on the 
marketplace. 
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Overview of key industry original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and 
suppliers 
 
The EV industry is diverse in the number and size of vehicle and systems manufacturers active in the 
marketplace. There has been a marked growth in the number of companies designing, prototyping, 
building and launching EVs as cars, buses, trucks and now coach vehicles. This compares favourably 
to 2010, when the market was in a fundamentally nascent stage and few large manufacturers were 
willing to expend the tens to hundreds of millions of dollars required to design alternative propulsion 
systems with widespread appeal and operational sustainability for public and private fleets. 
 
Among major transit and bus OEMs and industry players today, the marketplace has long been 
dominated by relatively few players such as New Flyer Industries, Nova Bus and GILLIG. The BEB 
landscape has widened the playing field by creating space for BEB-only manufacturers to enter the 
marketplace, including Proterra and BYD in North America. These industry disruptors have competed 
successfully in many instances with long-established manufacturers in the early-stage BEB 
marketplace.   
Across the electric bus spectrum, manufacturers can be broadly classified as bus manufacturers, 
suppliers and charging infrastructure providers. The following lists outline core players in this space in 
North America and Europe:  

1. Leading BEB and FCEB manufacturers, alphabetically (North America and Europe) 

a. BYD Auto Co., Ltd.  

b. CaetanoBus 

c. Daimler AG (in joint venture with Chinese firm Geely) 

d. ENC-Rev Group (Eldorado National) 

e. GILLIG 

f. Hess AG 

g. Lion Electric Co. (school bus manufacturer) 

h. MAN Truck & Bus  

i. Mercedes-Benz 

j. NFI Group Inc.  

k. Nova Bus (owned by Volvo Group) 

l. Proterra Inc.  

m. Rampini 

n. Solaris Bus & Coach (owned by CAF Group) 

o. VDL Bus & Coach (VDL) 

2. Leading suppliers of BEB and FCEB components, alphabetically, not including raw 
materials for batteries (North America and Europe) 

While many global battery manufacturers are clustered in Asia—including South Korea’s LG 
Chem and Samsung, and Japan’s Panasonic—there are components manufacturers in Canada, 
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the U.S. and Europe that also specialize in batteries, fuel cell stacks and electric powertrain 
transmissions and integration technologies. 

a. A123 Systems 

b. Ballard Power Systems 

c. BYD Inc.   

d. Dana TM4 

e. eCAMION 

f. Electrovaya Inc. 

g. Hydrogenics (recently acquired by Cummins) 

h. Linamar Corporation  

i. Li-Tec Battery GmbH (subsidiary of Daimler) 

j. Magna International 

k. UQM Technologies Inc. (recently merged with Danfoss) 

l. XALT Energy 

3. Leading charging infrastructure providers, alphabetically (North America and Europe) 

a. ABB Ltd.  

b. AddÉnergie   

c. Bosch 

d. ChargePoint 

e. Eaton 

f. eCAMION (new entry into Canadian market for heavy-duty applications) 

g. EVBox 

h. EVgo 

i. Heliox  

j. Proterra (provides its own turnkey charging system infrastructure for BEBs) 

k. Schneider Electric 

l. Siemens     

4. Hydrogen fuel and fuelling providers, alphabetically (North America) 

a. Air Liquide 

b. Air Products  

c. AVL  

d. Enbridge Natural Gas  

e. Hydrogenics (recently acquired by Cummins) 

f. ITM Power 

g. Next Hydrogen 
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The section below briefly describes some of the core players listed above to set the context of their 
operations within a wider electrification marketplace specific to electric transit fleet solutions.  

 

Core vehicle manufacturers     
 

BYD Auto Co., Ltd. (Los Angeles and Lancaster, California)          
                                         
BYD is a Chinese multinational based also in California, exclusively producing EVs, including 
automobiles, buses, electric bicycles, forklifts, rechargeable batteries and trucks. BYD is likely the 
world’s largest EV manufacturer in both consumer and commercial EVs. BYD states that it has sold 
over 113,000 plug-in EVs worldwide and nearly 40,000 electric buses [43]. BYD also produces a 
crossover SUV, known as the “e6,” which operates as a public e-taxi. The company states it has 
deployed more than 7,000 of these vehicles globally [44].  
 
BYD has recently inaugurated a second North American plant, located in Newmarket, Ontario. 
According to Reuters Canada, this plant will focus on supplying vehicles to the Toronto Transit 
Commission (TTC). This 45,000-square-foot factory is approximately the same size as the company’s 
first North American plant in Lancaster, California, which employs approximately 750 employees [45]. 
BYD is the only BEB manufacturer that develops and produces its own battery technology.  
 
The TTC recently ordered 10 BYD BEBs, as shown in Figure 19. The bus procured as part of the TTC 
procurement, demonstrated in the transit agency’s “Green Technology Report,” is the K9M 40-foot 
model containing a 425 kWh battery, which uses lithium iron-phosphate batteries (LiFePO4) that are 
supposed to be 100 per cent recyclable and which are identified as requiring “minimal thermal 
management”[12].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 18. A BYD BEB diagram provided by TTC as part of its recent BEB procurement [12]. 
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BYD has also partnered with Transport for London (TfL) to provide TfL with BEBs as part of the 
agency’s move toward achieving a zero-emissions fleet to improve air quality in the greater London 
area in England. TfL and Metroline have also received fast-charging equipment from BYD, as well as 
training support for drivers and bus operators [46]. Isbrand Ho, the general manager of BYD Auto 
Europe, has stated that “TfL challenged us to develop a clean, all-electric bus that would meet their 
service requirements, and we’ve done just that. I hope other transport agencies take note of TfL’s 
leadership and see that there are no barriers to deploying all-electric buses into service in today’s 
market” [46].   
 
In Canada, BYD buses are currently operating in St. Albert, Alberta [47, 48]. 
 

 

Daimler AG [Mercedes-Benz] (Germany, Europe)                                              
 
Daimler AG is a German vehicle manufacturer with BEBs as one of its product lines. One of its 
models, the eCitaro, is currently operating in Hamburg. This was Mercedes-Benz’s first delivery of a 
series production model of an urban bus with a fully electric drive system to the public transport 
company, Hochbahn AG, in Hamburg as part of an order for 20 eCitaro buses [43]. 
 

MAN Truck & Bus (Germany, Europe)                                                                  
 
MAN offers a wide range of commercial EVs. Its portfolio includes the eTGE electric van, the electric 
CitE truck, the eTGM and, recently, an electric bus prototype. The Volkswagen label, MAN, offers 
transit agencies a range of city logistic vehicles from light- to heavy-duty (e.g., three to 26 tonnes) with 
new zero-emissions propulsion systems launching in the past year.  
 
MAN announced a new model for cities, namely its fully electric Lion’s City E, which it contends offers 
the “biggest battery on the market” [49]. MAN showcased this initial electric bus offering at the 
Busworld conference in Brussels in October 2019 [50].  
 
More recently, the company launched a new version of its electrified bus platform—the Lion’s City 18 E 
articulated electric bus with sales starting in Cologne and Barcelona in May 2020 [51].  
 

NFI Group Inc. (Winnipeg, Manitoba)                                                                   
Formerly New Flyer Industries, NFI Group (NFI) is the leading manufacturer of heavy-duty buses in 
the U.S. and Canada. Based in Winnipeg, Manitoba, NFI also has facilities in the U.S. in Crookston, 
Minnesota, Anniston, Alabama, and Jamestown, New York. 
 
NFI has secured a major position across the North American landscape over past decades, known for 
its groundbreaking launch of “low-floor” buses for disability access and for offering the continent’s first 
diesel-electric hybrid bus models.  
 
Today, NFI offers a broad spectrum of transit vehicle platforms, including all forms of alternative 
propulsion technologies across a range of 40-foot and 60-foot transit bus products. These include 
“clean diesel” and “biodiesel” buses, CNG buses, hybrid diesel-electric buses, zero-emissions electric 
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trolleys, and fully electrified BEBs and FCEBs. NFI’s electrification development has been focused on 
the Xcelsior® platform, a successful transit bus platform sold across North America [52]. 
 
NFI BEB models vary in their battery capacities, offering transit agencies anywhere from 100 kWh 
battery packs to more than 400 kWh in battery capacity using a variety of chemistries provided by 
XALT Energy. These batteries are characterized as 100 per cent recyclable. NFI states the ESS on 
board the vehicle is liquid-cooled, and the BEBs benefit from multiple charging strategies, including a 
plug-in charging strategy with a maximum allowable charge rate of 100 kW using a CCS Type 1 
receptacle (designed to the SAE J1772 standard) [12], as well J3105-compliant overhead charging 
systems that deliver up to 450 kW of power. NFI’s FCEBs are also offered across North America. 
They contain both fuel cell stacks and batteries on board, delivering a solution that benefits from 
hundreds of kilometres of range from one hydrogen fuelling episode. 
 
In Canada, NFI deployed early-stage BEBs in Winnipeg, Manitoba, over the course of several years in 
the early 2010s as part of a test trial of new technologies. Since then, NFI’s Xcelsior® electric buses 
have been deployed in Vancouver, B.C., as well as Toronto and York Region, Ontario, and they will 
soon be deployed in Brampton, Ontario, by 2021. 
 

Nova Bus (Saint-Eustache, Québec)                                                            
 
Nova Bus, part of Volvo Group internationally, works within an international conglomerate offering bus, 
truck and car solutions—all of which Volvo Group states it is aiming to fully electrify. Specifically, these 
platforms include BEBs and battery electric high-capacity vehicles such as heavy-duty trucks. Nova 
Bus also produces conventional diesel and hybrid diesel-electric buses in North America. Its battery 
electric developments focus on the fully electric Nova LFSe model, which is based on the widely 
available heavy-duty Low Floor Series (LFS) platform (also used for diesel and hybrid models).  
 
Nova Bus’s Electro Mobility strategy states that it is committed to the environment through research 
and development (R&D) investments to improve contemporary hybrid and BEB technologies that will 
resolve a wide range of transit operational needs within a spectrum of battery capacities and charging 
strategies [53]. Nova Bus originally focused on deploying a light-weight LFSe 76 kWh BEB model that 
was designed to top up its SOC using overhead opportunity charging while in service. These vehicles 
were designed to reduce BEB costs by minimizing battery capacity and maximizing charging time 
while the bus is in normal service operation.  
 
However, in October 2019, Nova Bus announced the launch of the LFS+, which integrates a 
powertrain system BAE Systems designed that carries a battery pack of over 500 kWh. This model 
intends to deliver service to agencies that are seeking longer ranges between charging episodes [54]. 
 
Nova Bus’s BEBs can use both in-depot and on-route charging solutions. But Nova Bus has long 
advocated for opportunity and on-route charging strategies as an optimized solution for the full 
electrification of medium- and large-sized transit agencies. In past years, it pioneered the deployment 
of Europe’s OppCharge™ protocol in Canada—a protocol that served as the basis for and precursor to 
North America’s now-published J3105-2 standard. 
 
In Canada, Nova Bus LFSe models are currently in operation in Montreal, Vancouver and York Region 
with additional buses to be deployed in Brampton by 2020 to 2021. 
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Proterra Inc. (Burlingame, California)                                                                  
Proterra is a U.S.-based bus manufacturer and energy storage company that exclusively 
manufactures EVs. As of 2019, Proterra reported that it had sold over 800 electric buses to 100 
communities across 43 U.S. states and Canadian provinces [55].’ 
Proterra has focused its R&D efforts on innovating cutting-edge electric bus platforms for transit 
agencies. The Proterra Catalyst series includes transit buses that range from 35 to 40 feet long and 
contain various battery configurations.  
 
While most BEB manufacturers chose to integrate electric powertrains into existing bus platforms, 
Proterra chose to uniquely design its BEBs around the electric powertrain to avoid constraints caused 
by diesel-specific and CNG-specific propulsion systems. These constraints would have required 
placing heavy high-voltage batteries in multiple locations (e.g., in the engine bay or on the roof). By 
comparison, Proterra buses are designed with a light-weight carbon fibre-reinforced composite body 
that optimizes battery placement below the floor of the passenger compartment and is highly resists 
corrosion. This design also supports the significant light-weighting of the vehicle overall, making it a 
highly efficient energy system [12]. 
 
From a charging perspective, Proterra BEBs were originally charged using only an overhead charging 
station placed at maintenance facilities and on routes or at terminals [56], although the company now 
also offers standardized in-depot charging. Proterra had developed its own proprietary charging 
solution using a blade design, which offers high-power capabilities using an automated docking 
system at the rear of the bus. This design has recently influenced the publication of the SAE J3105-3 
solution for high-powered charging. Proterra has also moved recently to offer solutions that comply 
with SAE J3105-2 overhead charging solutions [57]. Proterra states that many of its buses can travel 
up to 400 kilometres on a single charge [58].  
 
In Canada, Edmonton Transit Service (ETS) has recently purchased dozens of Proterra BEBs to test 
as part of its new infrastructure, charging and fleet equipment deployment strategy [59]. Proterra 
expects to provide a total of 50 BEBs to ETS following the initial test period, and ETS expects those 
vehicles to be in regular service by 2020 to 2021.  
 
Breckenridge, Colorado, is another North American transit agency that deploys Proterra electric buses 
[60] and plans to convert its entire fleet to 100 per cent battery electric by 2030. In December 2019, 
the California Department of General Services (DGS) selected Proterra as a vendor to supply its BEBs 
and charging systems for their statewide contract [61].  
 

Solaris Bus & Coach [Solaris] (Poland, Europe)                                                                     
 
Solaris is a European bus and trolleybus manufacturer based in Poland, where it has developed the 
Solaris Urbino 12 electric bus model based on its standard Solaris Urbino 12 platform. Solaris has 
historically delivered diesel and hybrid-electric bus models. The electric Urbino 12 was awarded the 
European "Bus of the Year 2017" prize. In September 2019, Solaris was integrated into the 
international CAF Group, a rail manufacturing corporation in Europe [62]. 
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VDL Bus & Coach [VDL] (Netherlands, Europe)                                                   

 
 
Based in the Netherlands, VDL is a consortium of specialized bus and vehicle makers that have 
collectively built and sold over 500 BEBs across Europe. The company’s corporate strategy focuses 
on the development, manufacture, sale and after-sales operational service provisions of a range of 
bus, coach and chassis models.  
 
As a consortium, VDL companies operate cooperatively within the global market [63]. In recent years 
the consortium has become a key player in EV manufacturing and ride-hailing services, with 
electrification commitments across Europe. 
 

Core suppliers and integrators  
 

ABB Ltd. (Montréal, Canada, and Europe)                                                                       
 
ABB has established itself as a leader in modularly designed electric charging systems for BEBs and 
other heavy-duty vehicles in Canada and globally. Historically, ABB has offered industrial-scale power 
transmission and distribution technologies to provide secure, energy-efficient electricity generation, 
transmission and distribution services. Over the past decade, ABB has developed its e-mobility line of 
products and services from Europe, as well as its Canadian e-mobility centre outside of Montréal, 
where it has designed a cloud-based charging solution that supports EV, BEB and e-truck charging 
systems that utilize a variety of charging standards.  
 
ABB offers charging systems of up to 600 kW of power [64]. 
 

Dana TM4 (Québec)                                                                                                     

 
 
Dana TM4 is a joint venture between Dana Corporation and TM4, the start-up electric motor designer 
and manufacturer launched by Hydro-Québec, Québec’s public Crown electric utility. Established in 
1998, TM4 has been active in the Canadian and global marketplaces in designing and integrating EV 
motors and related power systems for cars, school buses and transit buses.  
 
Dana Incorporated, based in the U.S., is a world-leading tier-one automotive supplier with a history 
that extends over 100 years in the automotive and propulsion systems supply chain, with operations in 
Ontario as well. The newly merged Dana TM4 enterprise recently announced that it has produced the 
12,000th TM4 SUMO™ electric powertrain for BEBs and commercial e-vehicles in China [65]. 
 

eCAMION (Toronto, Ontario)                                                                                   
 
Over the past decade, eCAMION has invested in R&D efforts with Canadian universities to produce 
turnkey solutions for community ESSs and EV charging systems, specializing in integrating battery 
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solutions with advanced grid control interfaces offering smart energy systems. Over the past three 
years, the company has turned its attention to optimizing new chemistry-based cells and repurposing 
battery cells, as well as developing new high-powered charging solutions for BEBs, trucks and heavy-
duty vehicles that can be offered at a much lower cost than traditional high-powered charging systems 
(e.g., 300 to 450 kW systems) [10].  
 

Siemens Canada (Oakville, Ontario and Europe)                                                
 
Siemens has historically offered utility-based and industrial-scaled electric power systems 
technologies, focusing on energy generation, transmission and distribution services in the electricity 
market, as well as energy infrastructure electrification, automation and digitalization. Siemens also 
operates in transportation fields (e.g., rail and transit), intelligent infrastructure, health care and 
advanced manufacturing. Competing with ABB, Siemens is one of the world's largest producers of 
energy technologies (such as gas and steam turbines for power generation), power transmission 
solutions, as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industrial applications.  
 
More recently, Siemens has developed its VersiCharge™ line of EV charging systems, which it states 
is the industry’s most “flexible and versatile offering.” These charging stations include the hardware, 
software and technical support associated with several overhead charging systems ranging from 450 
to 600 kW and are applicable to a range of BEBs and heavy-duty electric trucks [66]. 
 

UQM Technologies Inc. (Longmont, California)                                  
 
UQM is a U.S. supplier to vehicle manufacturers. As a tier-one manufacturer and an integrator of 
battery and hydrogen fuel cell electric powertrain technologies, including motors, generators, motor 
controllers, fuel cell compressors and hybrid systems for passenger and commercial vehicles, UQM is 
a leading designer and manufacturer of power-dense, high-efficiency electric propulsion systems for 
the commercial truck, bus, automotive, marine and industrial markets.  
 
In August 2019, UQM was fully acquired by French-based Danfoss Editron, a global energy efficiency 
infrastructure manufacturer and integrator that currently boasts a global market share in the 
electrification of traditional heavy-duty industries and applications across static and dynamic 
infrastructure [67]. 
 

Global BEB adoption overview 
 
The following section provides an overview of North American and European deployments of BEBs 
and FCEBs, primarily, to help contextualize the Canadian experience regarding ZEBs, as documented 
in a later section.   
 
United States 
According to Bloomberg, the U.S. is currently operating a fleet of approximately 300 electric buses. 
Many jurisdictions have already added electric buses to their fleets or have BEBs or FCEBs on order 
[68]. In 2014, Seneca, South Carolina, was the first city worldwide to launch a fleet of all-electric buses 
[59]. Clemson Area Transit (CAT) operates the Seneca fleet, which makes hourly trips to Clemson in 
addition to local trips [69]. According to USA Today, “The city received grants from the United States 
Federal Transit Administration (FTA); a total of $5.9 million USD and from the State Department of 
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Transportation a total of US $540,000, which the city matched with about US $510,000 of its own 
funds.” CAT and the City of Seneca purchased their first four BEBs from Proterra in 2012. Following a 
period of testing and trials, they adopted two additional BEBs in 2017, which they reported had 
outperformed their diesel equivalents in fuel and maintenance costs. Regarding charging time, range 
and battery life, the buses performed beyond expectations [59].  
 
The Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) was another pioneer in fleet electrification by being the first to 
launch an electric bus trial in a winter climate [59]. They acquired their buses from NFI and relied only 
on overnight charging in their first deployment. CTA reported no difficulty with BEB performance in 
extreme weather and reported saving approximately US$54,000 in fuel and maintenance costs for two 
BEBs that are currently in service in Chicago [59]. Chicago is now considering converting its buses 
into on-route charging capable vehicles as a more viable long-term option for full fleet electrification 
[12]. CTA is currently committed to full electrification by 2040.  
 
King County Metro Transit is another authority that has planned for an electrified fleet. It launched its 
first BEB test in 2016 and reported positive bus performance in a range of weather conditions, with 
some common concerns about battery life and range [59]. While they reported fuel costs of electric 
buses as higher than diesel buses in this instance, King County Metro Transit stated, nonetheless, 
that it considers electric buses to be a critical investment in its future fleet given auxiliary social 
factors, such as the environmental benefits of the vehicles.  
 
SunLine Transit Agency (SunLine), headquartered in Thousand Palms, California, has been a U.S. 
leader in demonstrating alternative fuel technologies years ahead of comparably sized agencies 
elsewhere in the country. In 1993, a local policy was set that required all vehicles purchased by 2040 
to be ultra-low or zero-emissions vehicles (ZEV) [70]. The transit system was the first to switch from 
buses running on diesel fuels to an entire fleet of CNG buses in the U.S. SunLine has also pioneered 
FCEB demonstrations. Its fleet currently incorporates 18 FCEBs and two BEBs, covering a service 
area of 1,100 square miles and including nine member cities. Since the current BEB range capabilities 
are insufficient for the majority of its routes or blocks, and since on-route charging is not yet in place, 
SunLine has chosen to apply specific fuel types to specific routes based on duty cycles to maximize 
the benefit of each alternative propulsion technology in its current system [70]. Additionally, SunLine 
has evaluated technologies based on their commercial readiness, cost and fuel availability, as the 
agency is open to the concept of a mixed fleet of alternative propulsion technologies that will help it 
achieve zero-emissions transit in the future.  
 
SunLine received grants from the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and the U.S. Department 
of Energy (DOE) to demonstrate FCEBs and to develop hydrogen infrastructure. It also received state 
grants from the CARB and local funding from the South Coast Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD) [70]. Another key factor to SunLine’s success is controlling its own fuel supply and 
production. SunLine owns and operates one hydrogen and two CNG stations and produces its own 
hydrogen on site using renewable power sources [70]. With energy management integrated into its 
operational management solution, SunLine reports that its operations are relatively inexpensive and 
reliable.  
 
Foothill Transit in California is another early BEB adopter in North America. It adopted BEBs first when 
only short-range buses with small battery packs were available. The agency purchased 17 BEBs from 
Proterra with small batteries that charged on route. Because on-route charging limited the vehicles to 
certain routes due to charger availability, Foothill has since ordered 14 additional BEBs with larger 
battery capacities that support longer ranges between charging episodes [71]. Foothill has evaluated 
these buses to compare their performance and operating costs with those of conventional CNG buses, 
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determining that BEBs were eight times more fuel and energy efficient than contemporaneous CNG 
buses when delivering the same service. Meanwhile, fuel costs of CNGs were slightly higher than 
those of the BEB fleet, while BEB maintenance costs were higher than those of the CNGs. The main 
issue with higher maintenance costs for BEBs is the increased labour hours for training and 
troubleshooting associated with the new technology. This is, however, expected to drop as the 
learning curve improves among maintenance staff [71]. Figure 20 shows one of Foothill Transit’s 
BEBs. 
 

 
Figure 19. Foothill Transit's all-electric buses in East Los Angeles County [72]. 

 
Uniquely, in California, there are also several utility programs supporting EV adoption across the state, 
including BEB and FCEB adoption. One such program is designed by Southern California Edison 
(SCE), which has created new rate structures based on time-of-use (TOU)—namely, TOU-EV-7, TOU-
EV-8 and TOU-EV-9. These structures apply to businesses that separately meter EV charging [73]. 
TOU periods vary by the time of day, day of the week and season of the year, as shown in Figure 21. 
Utility programs that support transit electrification are discussed in greater detail in a later section, but 
their development in California specifically has enabled agencies in that state to move forward faster 
than would have otherwise been possible given ambitious targets for ZEB rollouts CARB has set over 
the past four years. 
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Figure 20. Time-of-use (TOU) periods rate structure [73]. 

 
 

In December 2019, New York’s Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) announced it will be 
deploying the first of its new all-electric articulated bus fleets on one of the city’s busiest routes, as part 
of the agency’s plan to move toward zero emissions. The MTA board approved the purchase of 15 
BEBs, 16 in-depot chargers and one mobile charging unit from New Flyer, with delivery originally 
scheduled for March 2020 [72].11 MTA plans to acquire 500 electric buses between 2020 and 2024, 
serving all five boroughs. It aims to acquire only electric buses beginning in 2029.  
 
The Charleston Area Regional Transportation Authority (CARTA) has also announced that it received 
a US$8.3 million grant from the U.S. DOT to purchase 13 to 15 electric buses to replace its older and 
less efficient diesel bus fleet [74]. CARTA had planned for at least six BEBs to be in service by the first 
quarter of 2020, taking the first step in transitioning the entire fleet to a zero-emissions fuel source.  
 
Europe  
 
According to Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Europe has already adopted approximately 2,000 
electric buses, although this figure appears to incorporate both existing ZEBs and upcoming 
government commitments for future procurements [68]. Europe has been rapidly adopting electrified 
transportation technologies, with several European cities declaring climate emergencies in recent 
years and making commitments to fully electrified public fleets within decades. These includes the 
Dutch cities of Eindhoven and Amsterdam, which have 100 electric buses operating already [75]. 
Norway, which has also spurred rapid growth in electrification by electrifying its small vehicles fleets, is 
currently augmenting the number of its electric buses in service. The capital city, Oslo, recently 
ordered an additional 70 BEBs to add to an already partially electrified transit fleet [76]. 
 

 
11 The worldwide COVID-19 pandemic has slowed delivery schedules and altered planned electrification rollouts 
across the U.S. and Canada. A full assessment of the delays to electrification caused by the COVID-19 global 
crisis will need to be developed over the course of 2020 to 2021 to enable robust future-proofing and mitigation 
strategies going forward.  
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European countries are also pursuing electrification in consortium format to ensure joint procurements 
with lower price points overall for transit agencies across multiple jurisdictions. Europe’s ASSURED 
Network, managed by the Union Internationale des Transports Publics (UITP), or the International 
Association of Public Transport, is a European BEB joint procurement initiative that focuses on 
procuring standardized BEBs with standardized charging en masse [77]. The main purpose of the 
ASSURED initiative is to electrify urban commercial fleets and integrate them with fast, high-powered 
charging infrastructure across European cities to support buses, coaches and trucks across the entire 
European Union (EU), and to ensure all cities and operators use the same charging standard for 
various brands of electric buses, trucks or service vehicles in the future [78]. The ASSURED 
consortium will test several transport buses, garbage trucks and light-duty commercial vehicles, as 
well as different types of pantographs, plug-in and wireless charging systems alongside transit buses. 
The ultimate goal is to find a solution that charges different types of EVs using the same charging 
infrastructure. ASSURED started in October 2017 and has deployed BEBs on an ongoing basis 
across five European cities to date (e.g., Turin/Lyon, Gothenburg, Bayonne, Helmond and Castejón) 
[79]. 
 

 
Figure 21. ASSURED network supported by UITP [78].  

 
Transport for London (TfL) has also invested in “green” transportation in recent years and now has the 
largest electric fleet in Europe. London has over 200 BEBs as of 2019 and plans to grow its electric 
fleet by adding 78 electric double-decker buses in 2020. The city has committed to making all buses 
zero-emissions within the boundary of the M25 Motorway—the major road encircling almost all of 
Greater London—by 2037 or earlier [80]. Previously, London BEBs were manufactured by a Chinese-
British partnership among BYD, Alexander Dennis Limited (ADL) and the British company, Optare 
[81]. In the TfL deployments, the BYD double-decker bus is 33 feet long, holds up to 81 passengers 
and has a stated range of up to 300 kilometres on a single electric charge (Figure 23) [46].12 
 
 
 

 
12 In recent months, ADL was acquired by NFI Group, which will alter NFI’s exposure to the European 
marketplace and may allow electric double-deckers to be introduced into Canada. 
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Figure 22. BYD double-decker BEB built for London’s fleet [58].  

Photo credit: Transport for London 

 
In Austria, Wiener Linien (Vienna's transit agency) purchased 12 electric microbuses that can be 
recharged on route using existing overhead chargers for trams, and at depots overnight. The first of 
these buses began operating in 2012, and now they are all fully operational daily [82]. Siemens designed 
the concept and the drive technology for the microbuses—the main advantages of which include the fact 
these buses have lower energy requirements (about 25 per cent lower) than diesel or CNG equivalents, 
reduced maintenance costs and zero tailpipe emissions [83].  
 
In Russia, the transit system in Moscow is also adopting electric bus technologies. The Russian capital 
reports that it intends to purchase and integrate 300 electric buses per year from 2019 to 2020, with the 
initial 200 ordered in 2018 (100 from Kamaz and 100 from GAZ Group), followed by another 100 from 
Kamaz in April 2019, complemented with 36 charging stations [52]. 
 
China and other countries  
 
While this report does not focus on the Asian marketplace specifically, it is worth noting China has 
been leading a massive transit electrification initiative over the past five years. Today at least 18 per 
cent of Chinese city buses are reported to be electric [68]. The world’s first fully electric bus fleet was 
accomplished in Shenzhen, which claimed to have fully electrified its 16,000-bus fleet [64]. 
Meanwhile, Shanghai reports that approximately 55 per cent of its fleet is already electrified [84]. 
Bloomberg has reported that China has already adopted over 420,000 electric buses, which 
corresponds to approximately 18 per cent of the country’s total fleet [68]. If accurate, this number 
represents over 99 per cent of the total number of electric buses worldwide. By comparison, the 
International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates a more conservative figure for China, stating the country 
has likely procured approximately 370,000 electrified city buses [85].  
 
Other countries have also realized the importance of electrifying bus and transit fleets. Chile currently 
owns the biggest fleet of electric buses in Latin America and the Caribbean, with 200 BEBs reported to 
be already in service in the capital city of Santiago, forming part of a plan to cut emissions and reduce 
air pollution across the city. By 2040, Chile aims to convert its entire public transport system to fully 
electric vehicles [86]. 
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Global FCEB adoption overview 
 
In the fuel cell bus space, the U.S. and Europe lead Canada even though Canadian companies have 
led the design, development and deployment of advanced hydrogen fuel cells and electrolyzer 
technologies worldwide, specifically through the networked capacities of Ballard Power Systems and 
Hydrogenics (now Cummins), globally.  
 
United States 
To support FCEB deployment in the U.S., the Department of Energy (DOE) and Department of 
Transportation’s Federal Transit Administration (FTA) have jointly allocated performance and cost 
targets for FCEBs [79]. The DOE and FTA are focusing efforts on advancing reasonable expectations 
vis-à-vis FCEB technical reliability and durability while decreasing bus production costs by encouraging 
higher adoption volumes soon. As of 2000, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has 
provided status and progress updates from FCEB demonstrations across the U.S. while evaluating their 
performance in transit agencies from both technological and operational perspectives.  
 
As of August 2018, NREL reported a total of 32 FCEBs in active demonstration service in the U.S. 
across several distinct transit agencies, with several new procurements planned for 2019 to 2020 [79]. 
More recent data show that as of 2019, the Zero Emission Bay Area Demonstration (ZEBA) Group, led 
by Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) in San Francisco, California, boasts the highest 
concentration of FCEBs nationwide with 23 operational buses. SunLine Transit Agency in California 
follows with 16 operational FCEBs, as mentioned previously. Additionally, Orange County 
Transportation Authority (OCTA) in California, Stark Area Regional Transit Authority (SARTA) in Ohio, 
and Flint Mass Transportation Authority in Michigan all operated FCEBs as of the fourth quarter of 2019.   
 
Europe  
In Europe, FCEB technologies have been popular for several years. Similar to the ASSURED network, 
the UITP has managed a multi-year hydrogen-focused Joint Initiative for Hydrogen Vehicles Across 
Europe (JIVE). The JIVE effort constitutes an innovative joint procurement and commercialization 
initiative meant to reduce technology adoption risk and costs through common procurements across 
several countries and transit agencies [87]. This initiative has already deployed 139 FCEBs across nine 
transit agencies in Europe and has effectively doubled the number of FCEBs adopted in Europe in just 
a matter of years. JIVE member transit agencies have focused on establishing a European economy of 
scale not only to reduce the production cost of FCEBs but also to encourage the domestication of 
corporate hydrogen technology innovation in Europe. Currently, JIVE member agencies are developing 
a second joint procurement aiming at fleets of 10 to 30 FCEBs per system procurement [87]. Over the 
past 36 months, the JIVE initiative has also sought to test new hydrogen refuelling stations with larger 
capacities to reduce hydrogen fuel costs while increasing its supply. The JIVE project started in January 
2017 and is scheduled to last until December 2022, with a budget equivalent to C$166.5 million [87]. 
 
London is also investing in 20 new FCEBs manufactured by Wrightbus in Northern Ireland and will be 
deployed in 2020 as part of the city’s move toward zero-emissions fleets (Figure 24). TfL is investing 
€12 million (C$18.2 million) in the new buses and fuelling infrastructure and is also partnering with other 
authorities as part of the JIVE project to lower the cost per vehicle by bulk-purchasing these electric 
buses [88].   
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Figure 23. Hydrogen-fuelled double-decker bus [89]. 

Photo credit: Bamford Bus Company 

 

Overview of Canadian cities adopting BEBs 
 
The following section reviews BEB and FCEB adoptions, deployments and pilot projects in Canada 
over the past 10 years. 

 
Vancouver, British Columbia 
In 2019, TransLink deployed its first non-trolley electric buses with four BEBs launched into revenue 
service as part of CUTRIC’s “Pan-Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase I.” 
This project is focused on demonstrating the cross-compatibility and inter-operability of charging 
station equipment provided by two separate and competing manufacturers—ABB and Siemens—while 
operating with two competing makes and models of BEBs manufactured by NFI and Nova Bus. 
 
CUTRIC’s research team will be working with the TransLink data analytics team to monitor the 
vehicles and their associated charging systems for a two-and-a-half year period in tandem with 
Brampton Transit and York Region Transit (YRT) in a first-of-its-kind national transit data integration 
initiative. TransLink’s goal is to operate a fleet fuelled by 100 per cent renewable energy by 2050 [90]. 
BC Hydro is collaborating with TransLink during this transition period to support the energy delivery 
and the assessment of the overall energy needs to electrify the agency’s public fleet. The project is 
funded in part by NRCan’s Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Demonstration (EVID) program. 
 
As of September 2019, TransLink’s BEBs are operating on Route 100 between the 22nd Street Bus 
Exchange and the Marpole Loop in Vancouver, Burnaby and New Westminster [90]. The deployment 
is followed by a 30-month BEB and charger data collection period with CUTRIC as the data analytics 
partner. CUTRIC has already completed the first in a series of analytics reports for TransLink, 
documenting average kWh/km, idling energy consumption, auxiliary load consumption, energy 
consumed per revenue-kilometre and other valuable empirical measures to the transit agency.  
 
The BEBs provided in this nationwide integration project can be partially charged in approximately five 
minutes using the OppCharge™ protocol while operating on route. In these instances, the battery does 
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not charge to a full SOC during each charging episode. Instead, on-route charging in three- to five-
minute windows enables ongoing energy top ups throughout the day so that the SOC remains at a 
sufficient energy level during a full service day (and usually at no more than 90 per cent SOC for the 
battery’s health). Depending on the route type, whether hilly or long, with on-route charging the SOC 
can remain between 70 and 90 per cent throughout the day or deplete gradually throughout the day 
depending on charging-time schedule limitations.  
 
TransLink is planning to acquire an additional six BEBs with combined contributions from the 
Government of Canada and BC Hydro. Each bus is expected to reduce 100 tonnes of GHG emissions 
and save up to $40,000 more in fuel costs per year than conventional diesel buses [90]. The 
deployment of TransLink’s first four BEBs in partnership with CUTRIC is part of the region’s Tomorrow 
Program to improve mobility across Metro Vancouver. Over half of TransLink’s fleet currently operates 
with clean technology, which includes BEBs, electric trolleybuses, CNG buses and hybrid diesel-
electric buses [90]. 
 
The environmental impacts of the TransLink procurement include significantly reducing local 
emissions. Due to B.C.’s clean profile of electricity generation, electricity used to refuel the buses will 
be nearly 100 per cent zero emissions and obtained from renewable sources. 
 

Edmonton, Alberta 
Edmonton Transit Service (ETS) is the first Canadian transit agency to purchase a significant number 
of BEBs in one procurement round, obtaining a total of 50 Proterra buses in 2018. Using a 
combination of funding from the Public Transit Infrastructure Fund (PTIF) and the Alberta Community 
Transit (ACT) fund, ETS made the largest purchase of electric buses in Canadian history, until TTC 
procured its 60 BEBs in 2019 (see below).  
 
Proterra supplied the City of Edmonton with two electric buses in 2019 along with its charging 
infrastructure and charging verification system, with another 20 electric buses scheduled to have been 
delivered and deployed by 2020. ETS anticipates that the remainder of its BEBs will be deployed 
between 2021 and 2022, as the agency receives additional buses from the OEM [59]. 
 
Grande Prairie, Alberta 
In February 2019, the City of Grande Prairie in northern Alberta deployed its first two fully electric 
buses with two-thirds of the funding by the Government of Alberta’s GreenTRIP program. These 
buses, at 30 feet long, are smaller than standard transit buses and carry fewer passengers. They will 
not be deployed along the city’s busiest routes but are intended to help Grande Prairie Transit 
transition toward a partial fleet electrification goal of 10 BEBs in upcoming years. 
 
St. Albert, Alberta 
Over the past four years, St. Albert Transit has purchased and integrated seven BEBs from BYD as 
part of Canada's first municipally owned depot-charged electric bus deployment, which started in 2016 
after the city had been piloting vehicles for two years. St. Albert’s BEBs are intended to operate on 
local routes throughout the transit network to test the full range of the vehicles. St. Albert has also 
invested in training its drivers and service technicians to operate and maintain the new vehicles, which 
require different skill sets than traditional diesel or hybrid diesel-electric bus maintenance [91, 92].  
 
St. Albert’s BYD models are 35 feet long, smaller than regular 40-foot buses, and contain fewer seats 
(32 versus 37 in a regular bus). The BEBs possess a total battery capacity of 270 kWh and an 
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average distance travelled of 170 kilometres daily per the last issued public report [47], for an average 
of 1.59 kWh per kilometre—higher than the 1 kWh per kilometre promised by early manufacturers. 
 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
In 2014 to 2015, Winnipeg Transit was Canada’s BEB leader, being the first to launch a full-service 
on-route charged fleet of three NFI prototype Xcelsior® buses as part of an electric bus demonstration 
project with the Winnipeg Airport, the City of Winnipeg, the Province of Manitoba, Manitoba Hydro, 
NFI, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Red River College and Sustainable Development Technology 
Canada (SDTC). In October 2014, Winnipeg Airports Authority (WAA) permitted NFI to install a high-
power charging station at the airport [18]. Originally, the project was intended to integrate four BEBs, 
although only three made it into operation. The BEBs operated along the Route 20 Academy-Watt 
line, a 40-kilometre, two-hour route that started at the Winnipeg Richardson International Airport, 
making its way through the city centre to East Kildonan and returning to the airport.  
 
The project is now complete and the BEBs decommissioned. Winnipeg Transit has tentative plans to 
adopt new BEBs in the future but have not issued any procurement orders to date despite positive 
experiences while demonstrating project BEBs. 

 
Toronto, Ontario 
The TTC operates the largest bus fleet in Canada and the third largest in North America [12]. The TTC 
acted on the City of Toronto’s commitment to reduce 80 per cent of emissions city-wide by 2040 by 
approving plans to procure 30 BEBs to be delivered in 2019. The TTC bus procurement plan was eligible 
for funding under the federal Public Transit Infrastructure Fund (PTIF). As of early 2019, 10 NFI 
Xcelsior® BEBs had been delivered, with an additional complement of buses from BYD and Proterra 
scheduled to arrive by the end of the year. In its October 2019 update, the TTC reported its deployment 
of 60 BEBs would ultimately be composed of 25 vehicles from Proterra Inc., 25 vehicles from NFI and 
10 vehicles from BYD Canada Co. Ltd. All vehicles were scheduled to have arrived by the first quarter 
of 2020, making up one of the largest mini-fleets of electric buses in North America.13 A full update on 
TTC’s delivery and performance challenges can be found in the “TTC Green Bus Program Update” [93]. 
The TTC’s Arrow Road Bus Division was the first location to be outfitted with in-depot charging 
technology followed by the agency’s Eglinton Garage [94].   

Since the TTC included the recommendation of adding 30 BEBs into its original electrification plan, the 
number of hybrids it had planned to adopt reduced from 230 to 200 to re-allocate associated 
procurement funds to BEBs [12]. They also plan to integrate additional chargers and dispensing units 
as well as an ESS to manage garage energy and power requirements, especially at peak periods [12]. 
The initial BEB fleets delivered to TTC have been operating from their Arrow Road garage and along 
the Jane 35 route. The TTC BEB procurement remains one of the largest in North America today [95].  
 
The environmental impacts of the TTC procurement include significantly reducing local emissions. 
Due to Ontario’s clean profile of electricity generation combined with overnight BEB charging, 
electricity used to refuel the buses will be nearly 100 per cent zero emissions and obtained from 
renewable sources. Based on CUTRIC’S simulation modelling completed for the City of Toronto and 
TTC in 2019, full-fleet electrification could reduce up to 224,078 tonnes of CO2 that TTC’s bus fleet 
currently emits. Based on the environmental benefits and potential fuel and maintenance savings from 
its BEB procurement, the TTC is now exploring new financing and funding models to expedite its 

 
13 Note, the global COVID-19 pandemic crisis has delayed BEB deliveries across North America. A full 
assessment of delivery delays will be completed at a later date. 
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adoption plan, including the list of potential opportunities identified in its “TTC Green Bus Technology 
Plan Update Report” [12]: 
 

1. Bus manufacturers  

o BEB manufacturers offering lease programs, including leasing the BEB or potentially 
its onboard batteries, which can comprise half of the total bus cost. 

2. Enbridge   

o Gas utility offering a turnkey solution for CNG compressor station(s), which could 
finance, build and maintain the station. 

3. Toronto Hydro  

o Electrical utility pursuing incentive applications regarding federal and provincial smart 
grid programs. 

4. Third-party investors  

o Public-private-partnerships (P3s) integrating potential investors in technology and 
capital.  

 

These pursuits by the TTC indicate a system-wide approach to exploring new financial innovation 
tools alongside technological innovation to spur BEB adoption over the mid- to long term.  
 
Brampton, York Region, TransLink: CUTRIC-led “Pan-Canadian Electric Bus 
Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase I” 
The jurisdictions of Vancouver, Brampton and York Region have collectively initiated the “Pan-
Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase I,” with 18 BEBs and seven overhead 
chargers across three cities and five routes. The project aims to demonstrate the full interoperability of 
BEBs manufactured by NFI and Nova Bus alongside overhead opportunity fast-charging systems 
manufactured by ABB and Siemens, all designed to comply with the OppCharge™ protocol developed 
by Volvo Bus Corporation in Europe.  
 
Costing approximately $45 million across three jurisdictions, the project is a world-first, combining 
funding from the Government of Canada, the Province of British Columbia, the City of Brampton and 
York Region, the Town of Newmarket, and additional utility and manufacturer in-kind investments in 
the form of extended operational and maintenance support during the initial launch and post-
commissioning phases of the project. The project has supported the publication of North America’s 
SAE J3105 standard for high-powered BEB charging. 
 
The BEBs procured in the project form part of the transit agency partners’ permanent fleets. The data 
collection and analysis phase, which CUTRIC manages on behalf of the three transit agencies, will 
last 30 months during which time CUTRIC’s research team will collect, analyze and disseminate data 
from all BEBs and charging systems integrated into the project using a real-time, cloud-based platform 
developed for the project, namely CloudTransit™. When the 30-month period concludes, the CUTRIC 
consortium will seek to convert the data-sharing platform created by this project into a national, city-
owned big data trust called “ACES Big Data Trust” for BEBs, FCEBs and other zero-emissions public 
fleet vehicles.  
 
As noted above, TransLink and Metro Vancouver received the first four BEBs in early 2019—two from 
NFI and two from Nova Bus as part of a procurement initiative to kick-start the wider electrification 
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process at TransLink over the next five years. TransLink launched those buses into formal service with 
riders in September 2019, integrating two overhead charging systems, one provided by ABB and one 
provided by Siemens, to demonstrate the interoperability and standardization of high-powered 
charging systems. The BEBs charge on route within four to seven minutes per charge while the buses 
collect passengers. The vehicles are expected to operate with a range of 30 to 150 kilometres 
between full charge periods if needed, although they will be continuously charged on route to ensure 
full-day service [96]. 
 
York Region Transit (YRT) is preparing to deploy its six BEBs along with one overhead charger as 
part of the project in the Town of Newmarket in early 2020. In the YRT deployment, Newmarket-Tay 
Power Distribution Ltd. (NMTPD) owns the charging system, which is the first time that a utility has 
owned and operated a charging system on behalf of a transit agency in Canada or North America. In 
2019 NMTPD had received the unit and completed its installation. YRT’s full complement of BEBs are 
expected to arrive for testing and commissioning by early 2020. 
 
Brampton Transit’s engagement in the project includes a total of eight BEBs, six provided by NFI and 
two by Nova Bus, integrated with four overhead fast-chargers. At least one will be installed in 
Brampton’s garage [97]. Brampton Transit is currently completing its procurement process and 
expects the BEBs and chargers to be delivered by late 2020 and early 2021. 
 
The following summarizes some of the technical and operational foci for the Phase I deployment 
nationwide: 

§ Standardization of high-powered opportunity chargers 

§ Interoperability of high-powered opportunity chargers 

§ OppCharge™ protocol compliance and demonstration 

§ Real-time BEB data integration from three transit agencies: TransLink, Brampton, YRT 

§ 18 BEBs (multi-manufacturers) 

§ Seven overhead 450 kW chargers for on-route charging (multi-manufacturers) 

§ Multiple routes 

§ Utility charger ownership business demonstration 

§ Charger cybersecurity assessment and demonstration 
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Figure 24. Cash contributions (not including in-kind support) by various agencies partnered in the CUTRIC-led “Pan-

Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase I.” 

 
Laval, Québec 
The Société de transport de Laval (STL) launched its first BEB in April 2019, stating an expected 
range of 250 kilometres. The bus will be tested and validated ahead of its 2020 entry into revenue 
service as part of what STL expects will be Québec’s first fully electrified transit route, with an eventual 
complement of 10 BEBs acquired as part of the province’s largest contract for joint BEB production 
and in partnership with STM and the Association du transport urbain du Québec (ATUQ). The BEBs 
will be charged overnight at the STL garage [98].  
 
STL states that it expects the BEBs to help reduce GHG emissions by 70 to 80 tonnes per year and to 
offer its riders a smoother and quieter ride.  

Longueuil, Québec 
The Réseau de transport de Longueuil (RTL) received its first BEB in January 2020. It is the first electric 
“midibus” on roads in Québec currently but comparable to the length of BEBs deployed already in Grand 
Prairie, Alberta. The midibuses are 30 feet long and seat 20 passengers. RTL intends to deploy them 
into full revenue service this year [99].  

RTL also expects the vehicles to be quieter than diesel or hybrid diesel-electric buses and is currently 
performing an analysis to determine where the five BEBs will be commissioned, specifically. The project 
is funded by the federal and provincial governments combined as part of RTL’s PTIF program. 

Montréal, Québec 
In 2019, the Société de transport de Montréal (STM) received its first 30 new BEBs manufactured by 
NFI (Figure 25) [89]. These are designed to include large battery packs to be charged at the depot 
only and not on route, according to STM’s current plans. However, the vehicles have been pre-
equipped with overhead charging rails that are OppCharge™ protocol-compliant should STM need on-
route charging in the future. The vehicles integrate 440 kWh lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide 
(Li-NMC) batteries and offer a proposed range of approximately 250 kilometres between charges, 
depending upon the route topography, ridership load and onboard auxiliary systems usage. 
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STM’s goal is to adopt only BEBs as of 2025, as this project enables it to take another step toward 
achieving its full electrification goals [89]. These buses are equipped with various technological 
devices that allow several key vehicle parameters (e.g., power consumption, battery charging level, 
deployed power, acceleration profiles, traction and braking in snow, slope capability, etc.) to be 
monitored and analyzed in real time. This test period is an important step in validating the buses’ 
specification compliance and ensuring that the new buses are seamlessly integrated into the entire 
network. Roof rails on top of the vehicles allow for conductive charging through inverted pantographs 
installed at the bus garage [89]. The buses can also recharge using a slower charging mechanism at 
the depot using the standard J1772 nozzle for electric road vehicles.  
 
STM has acquired 30 of these BEBs in collaboration with the Société de transport de Laval (STL), 
which has acquired 10 buses of the same type in a joint tender [89].  
 
Prior to this procurement, STM had already developed extensive experiential knowledge with BEBs 
based on its multi-year Cité Mobilité deployment with European sister cities and Nova Bus, part of 
Volvo Group. Launched in 2015, the international program was deployed in nine cities, and Montréal 
was the first North American city to partake. In Montréal, the project consisted of installing two fast-
charging stations along Route 36 Monk in Square Victoria and at the Angrignon terminus, operating 
with three Nova LFSe BEBs offering passenger service [100].  
 
In 2018 STM announced a $5.6 million contract with Nova Bus to acquire an additional four 40-foot 
LFSe fast-charging electric buses to be delivered at the end of 2019 to fully electrify its previously 
partially electrified route [89]. In aggregate, STM has ordered 40 BEBs and will be deploying them in 
the immediate future, integrating a series of slow- and fast-charging stations to accommodate the 
charging needs of the new fleet both on route and in depot. These acquisitions constitute part of 
STM’s Operational Strategic Plan, which, as stated before, requires purchasing only BEBs starting in 
2025. The STM intends to transition its entire fleet to zero-emissions within a generation thereafter. 
Existing Nova Bus LFSe models operating for over three years along the 36 Monk line have 
demonstrated a total of 100,000 kilometres and 11,000 fast-charging episodes, averaging three 
minutes per charge [101]. 
 
STM also plans to spend over $66 million to acquire 20 BEBs to electrify its future Bus Rapid Transit 
(BRT) service on Pie-IX Boulevard east of Montréal [102]. It will begin testing them in 2022 and plans 
to launch a call for tenders by the end of 2020 to acquire these fully electric, slow-charging, articulated 
buses. At this time, Nova Bus, a regular supplier for the STM, does not manufacture vehicles that fit 
these requirements, so it is not expected to compete for this contract, although that may change 
based on its recent announcements of BEBs with larger battery capacities (in the mid-400 kWh range) 
along with slow- and fast-charging capabilities.  
 
STM’s board of directors approved a loan by-law of $66.3 million to acquire the BEBs for a unit price 
of $3.3 million each, which includes taxes, onboard equipment and a contingency fee of 15 per cent to 
cover unforeseen circumstances [102]. This costs almost three times more than the hybrid-powered 
articulated buses that the Capital Transportation Network (CTN) purchased at just under $1.2 million 
per vehicle in 2017 [102].   
 

CUTRIC-led “Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle 
Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase I” 
 
Across Canada, there are currently zero FCEB deployments.  
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CUTRIC is working to alter that reality by developing and deploying the “Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel 
Cell Electric Vehicle Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase I” as a national, multi-year project that 
supports the development of hydrogen fuel cell (HFC) technologies primarily for FCEBs. The project 
aims to deploy and demonstrate the on-road feasibility of at least 10 FCEBs per transit agency, 
integrated with a region-wide fuelling solution provided by a common producer and distributor. To 
date, Mississauga Transit (MiWay) has championed the project as part of that agency’s long-term 
electrification goals, along with industry partners including NFI (which manufacturers FCEBs), Ballard 
Power Systems (which designs fuel cell stacks), Hydrogenics (which designs fuel cell stacks and 
electrolyzers) and Enbridge Natural Gas (which produces hydrogen from green electricity in Markham, 
Ontario).  
The goal of the project is to integrate FCEB deployments using a common hydrogen fuelling network 
around the Greater Toronto & Hamilton Area (GTHA), incorporating FCEBs into systems such as 
YRT, Brampton Transit, TTC and potentially Durham Region Transit, depending on local transit 
agencies’ needs for high uptime, tight scheduling and long-distance routes not suitable for battery 
electrification or charging requirements. 
 
This project aims to support municipal and corporate plans for zero-emissions transportation and 
carbon reductions by integrating FCEB technologies applied to routes and blocks that are particularly 
challenging for BEBs to deliver service to (i.e., rugged terrains, high-speed routes, long-distance 
blocks, etc.), and to support the deployment of a regionally valuable green hydrogen fuelling 
production and distribution supply chain across southern Ontario and, eventually, across Canada for 
transit and municipal vehicles. The goal is to launch FCEBs into operation in Canada by the end of 
2021. 
 
As noted earlier, HFC technology could significantly reduce public transportation-based GHGs, which 
is particularly true in Ontario where hydrogen can be generated using rapid-response electrolysis that 
effectively stores and balances surplus green power available on the grid. In this project, the Markham 
power-to-gas facility that is jointly managed by Enbridge and Hydrogenics intends to supply the 
hydrogen. As depicted in Figure 27, this facility currently produces clean hydrogen through 
electrolysis, which breaks water molecules into hydrogen and oxygen. Currently, it is used to provide 
frequency regulation to the grid. The facility has the potential to develop the hydrogen supply economy 
in Ontario and supply hydrogen to additional transit agencies within the GTHA.  
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Figure 25. Enbridge and Hydrogenics invest in power-to-gas. 

Photo credit: Enbridge Inc. 
 

Use of electric buses for school transportation  
 
School buses are one of the most well-suited vehicle types to undergo electrification. The low average 
distances travelled daily, the predictable routes and the low usage frequency over a 24-hour period 
render range concerns less problematic than ones facing conventional transit bus operations. This 
means that many school buses could be electrified suitably using in-depot or home-based 
electrification charging systems given the long periods of downtime between school runs, which could 
support low-powered charging strategies. 
 
Notwithstanding these advantages, the school bus fleet in Canada does not boast impressive 
electrification rates as of 2019 when compared with urban transit vehicles. About 85 per cent of all 
Canadian electric school buses currently operate in Québec, where The Lion Electric Company, the 
manufacturer, is headquartered [103]. In the case of Québec, approximately one per cent of the 
school bus fleet is EVs. Initial investments in this endeavour were high when judged from a taxpayer 
subsidization perspective [104]. An electric school bus costs approximately three times more than its 
diesel counterpart. Incentives the Government of Québec offered, which recently fell from $125,000 to 
$105,000, represent approximately one-third of the purchase cost, which can exceed $300,000 [104]. 
Lion added a $45,000 rebate of its own, increasing electric school bus sales in 2018, and government 
investment in the initiative totalled over $6 million [104]. 
 
By comparison, California has taken significant initiative toward electrifying its school buses. First 
Priority GreenFleet (FPGT) is a U.S. transportation solution provider based in California [105] and 
paired with The Lion Electric Company to deploy 40 electric school buses last year. Their combined 
Californian electric school bus fleet already comprises over 150 buses in the existing market, although 
other companies do provide some competition [106]. This movement gained momentum in 2017 when 
the California Air Quality Management District (AQMD) granted US$8.8 million to purchase electric 
school buses, resulting in about US$536,000 allocated to approximately 15 school districts, allowing 
each to acquire two electric school buses plus charging infrastructure [105]. More recently, the 
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California Energy Commission (CEC) approved funding of US$70 million to replace 200 diesel school 
buses with electric buses. The CEC had engaged The Lion Electric Company and Blue Bird to 
facilitate this request [107]. 
 
In 2017, the Twin Rivers Unified School District Transportation Department in California became one 
of the first in the U.S. to adopt electric school buses. This trial was successful overall, with few 
problems and a 75 to 80 per cent savings in fuel costs, exceeding expectations [59]. The school buses 
were reported to be reliable and cost-effective, with a total savings of US$15,000 in maintenance 
costs annually. In 2015, the Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources (DOER) launched an 
electric school bus pilot in three school districts across the state [59]. It did not report any difficulties in 
range capacity, even in cold weather; however, fuel cost savings were below expectations, mainly due 
to unmanaged battery charging, causing unexpected demand charges that reduced the overall 
savings over petroleum fuel supplies. All three school districts opted to continue using their buses 
upon trial completion [59].  
 
In December 2019, Dominion Energy selected Thomas Built Buses Inc. (TBB) to provide 50 electric 
school buses as part of its electric school bus replacement program in Virginia, which is the largest 
U.S. deployment of electric school buses [108]. TBB’s C2 Jouley electric school bus (Figure 28) is 
powered by Proterra’s BEB technology, configured with 220 kWh of total energy capacity, a two-speed 
transmission and a manufacturer’s estimated operating range of up to 215 kilometres [108].  
 
Studies have shown that the costs and benefits of using electric school buses compared with their 
diesel equivalents always favour the electrified buses, despite their low usage rates and resulting long 
payback periods to overcome the higher up front capital costs. In addition, by using a vehicle-to-grid 
(V2G) capable system, the payback period of electric school buses can be radically reduced, and 
immediate savings can be generated for school boards or school bus operators. In a 2014 predictive 
study, researchers assessed fuel expenses, electricity and battery costs, health externalities, and 
frequency regulation market prices to demonstrate that V2G-capable electric buses saved schools 
US$6,070 per seat in net present value, becoming a net present benefit after five years of operation. If 
the entire school district’s fleet were to transition to V2G-capable electric buses, the net present 
savings would exceed US$38 million [109].   
 
Based on CUTRIC’s own electric school bus modelling carried out for York University’s facilities 
department in 2017 and 2018, this type of manufacturer-estimated range assumes 1.02 kWh per 
kilometre, which is feasible with low passenger loads, flat routes, steady drive profiles (no abrupt 
acceleration or deceleration) and minimal battery degradation over time. Actual performance metrics 
from electric school bus deployments in Canada and the U.S. are critical to understanding whether 
buses perform as marketed in real driving conditions and across actual duty cycles with heavy 
passenger loads.  
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Figure 26. Electric school bus powered by Proterra [108]. 

Market readiness of Canadian provinces and territories for fleet 
electrification  
 
This section presents an overview of Canadian provincial strategies for transit electrification, to the 
extent they exist, and allied local utility strategies for electrification of heavy-duty public fleets.  
 
British Columbia  
The Province of B.C. has lead Canada in working to radically reduce GHG emissions from the 
transportation sector for more than a decade. In its “Clean BC Climate Action Plan,” [110] the province 
outlines a series of actionable steps toward climate change mitigation and adaptation. Regarding 
transportation, it has plans for cleaner vehicles and public transportation, and financial supports for 
incentives that motivate people to use forms of transportation other than cars. To achieve these goals, 
B.C. has set a target of lowering the price of clean vehicles such that, within a 20-year time frame, 
every new car sold in B.C. will be a ZEV by integrating a rebate program for individuals or households 
that purchase EVs.  
 
The province also plans to make fuels cleaner by increasing the low-carbon fuel standard to 20 per 
cent by 2030 and increasing the production of renewable fuel sources, and tailpipe emissions 
standards will increase for vehicles sold after 2025 [110]. With this strategic plan in place, the province 
predicts that less than half of its passenger vehicles will be conventional gas-powered vehicles by 
2030.  
There are also specific strategies in place to promote public transportation electrification and increase 
charging and fuelling infrastructure across the province. TransLink and BC Transit are the two major 
transit agencies in the province, both governed regionally. They maintain varied levels of readiness 
and adoption plans for electrification:  

1. BC Transit: BC Transit does not currently operate fully electric buses (i.e., BEBs or FCEBs). 
However, it was the first (and only) agency in Canada to test FCEBs during the Olympics held 
in Whistler, B.C., in 2010. Following the dismantling of that program, and under the new 
leadership of Erinn Pinkerton, CEO and president of BC Transit, the agency has moved rapidly 
toward full-fleet electrification planning, hiring a new electrification project lead and strategizing 
with TransLink on potential future joint BEB procurements. On July 18, 2019, the Government 
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of Canada, the Province of BC and BC Transit jointly announced the purchase of the agency’s 
first 10 BEBs for deployment in 2021 [111]. Currently, BC Transit’s electrification plan 
endeavours to replace over 1,200 conventional buses with BEBs and add an additional 350 
vehicles over the next 10 years to achieve an entire fleet of BEBs by 2040. BC Transit has also 
announced a future collaboration with BC Hydro to define infrastructure requirements for bus 
charging systems [112]. 

2. TransLink: TransLink leads transit electrification efforts in B.C. currently with its four-vehicle BEB 
deployment initiative, as described earlier, which forms part of a nationwide integration trial with 
two other regions in Ontario (York Region and Brampton). TransLink is actively collaborating 
with CUTRIC to assess real-time BEB data from its operational Nova Bus and New Flyer BEB 
models, and to determine the seasonal performance success metrics of the vehicles and 
charging systems to support advanced procurement planning aimed for 2021 and beyond. 
TransLink’s “Low Carbon Fleet Strategy” includes purchasing additional BEBs in 2021 for 
delivery in 2023; designing the next Transit Centre (Marpole) to accommodate fully electric 
buses; retrofitting an existing Transit Centre to accommodate fully electric buses in 2026; 
implementing on-route charging for remaining routes; utilizing renewable fuels in its existing fleet 
when possible; and continually assessing the commercial availability and cost of BEBs equipped 
with high-capacity batteries as well as FCEBs for highway coaches and shuttle buses [113]. 

The largest electrical utility in B.C. is BC Hydro, and smaller utilities include New Westminster Utilities, 
Fortis BC and Columbia Power Corporation. Below is a high-level overview of their roles and 
strategies vis-à-vis electrification in the province: 

1. BC Hydro: BC Hydro describes its role with respect to EVs [114] as providing a network of public 
fast-chargers across the province (“BC Hydro EV”), identifying opportunities for EV innovation 
and solution building, working with its allied research branch, Powertech Labs, on demonstration 
projects, and developing a technology road map respecting EV evolution [115].  

In August 2019, BC Hydro approached its regulator, the BC Utilities Commission (BCUC), to 
obtain approval of two new rate schedules, including an overnight rate (150 kW and over) and 
demand transition rate (150 kW and over), applicable to charging electric fleet vehicles and 
vessels. BC Hydro issued the request because the current rate structure impeded public transit 
providers that wished to electrify their fleets. To facilitate this request, the utility consulted 
TransLink and BC Transit [116].  

As of 2020, BCUC has approved BC Hydro’s application to enable it to support the 
electrification of fleet vehicles and vessels in its service territory. These two new rate 
schedules are published as the i) Overnight Rate, and ii) Demand Transition Rate for optional 
services at demand equal to or greater than 150 kilowatts (kW). The Demand Transition Rate 
is approved effective April 1, 2020, and will terminate effective March 31, 2032, while the 
Overnight Rate is approved effective April 1, 2021. A three-year evaluation report for the 
Demand Transition Rate and Overnight Rate is due on December 30, 2023, and December 30, 
2024, respectively [117]. 

2. Fortis BC: Fortis BC is involved in the Accelerate Kootenays initiative, which involves installing 
an EV charging network across B.C. [118]. Like BC Hydro, it offers information online for EV 
owners but has not yet published plans or information on its role in transit electrification, 
specifically.   

3. New Westminster: New Westminster Utilities is planning to incorporate EVs into the city's fleet, 
including installing EV chargers into existing buildings and enforcing a requirement that new 
buildings possess the electrical infrastructure to accommodate Level 2 charging. From a transit 
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perspective, TransLink is currently conducting its BEB project with CUTRIC in Vancouver and in 
New Westminster [119] in association with New Westminster Utilities. 

4. Columbia Power Corporation: Currently, the Columbia Power Corporation [120] has not 
publicized intentions to become involved in transportation electrification. 

 
Alberta 
In Alberta, the transportation sector contributes approximately 12 per cent of the province’s GHG 
emissions, making it the third largest emitter after oil, gas and electricity [121]. In its “Climate Change 
Risk Assessment and Adaptation Report 2012,” the province identified a set of adaptation measures 
that could help to reduce the most significant risks of fossil-fuel-intensive transportation but made no 
mention of electrified transportation and fleet systems [122]. Since 2012, it has implemented a Green 
Transit Incentives Program (GreenTRIP) to support investment in public transit to reduce the number 
of personal vehicles on the road. Several transit agencies, such as Grande Prairie Transit and 
Edmonton Transit, have benefited from those transit investments to procure their first slate of BEBs 
over the past four years. 
 
From 2015 to 2019, Alberta supported the launch of several major transportation projects aimed at 
reducing emissions. Some of those projects are outlined below: 

1. Calgary: The City of Calgary Electric Bus On-Route Charging Deployment project is funded in 
part through the Emissions Reduction Alberta (ERA) fund, which is managed by the Climate 
Change and Emissions Management Corporation (CCEMC). According to the ERA, the project 
scope will include deploying electric public transit buses and associated on-route rapid-charging 
infrastructure at three to four transit hubs for the City of Calgary. The project’s objective is to 
“build capacity for Calgary Transit to integrate BEBs into its transit fleet with an objective of 
meeting council-approved goals related to climate resiliency in a fiscally responsible way.” The 
ERA states that “lessons learned” from the project will be shared with Alberta municipalities, 
transit organizations and other Canadian municipalities to complement electric bus 
demonstration efforts across the province and country [120].  

2. Edmonton: The City of Edmonton is partnering with eCAMION, a Canadian energy storage 
company, and the Universities of Alberta and Calgary to install an energy storage battery at the 
Kathleen Andrews Transit Garage in its first-phase energy storage initiative. In the second 
phase, a battery-based bus charging station will be designed and constructed to operate within 
a DC microgrid that should support both in-depot and on-route charging stations [120]. To date, 
the ERA has also supported this project. 

3. Edmonton: The Alberta Motor Transport Association’s Alberta Zero-Emissions Truck 
Electrification Collaboration (AZETEC) is an Edmonton-based project that incorporates HFC 
technology and “will feature the development of two long-range fuel cell electric trucks (FCET) 
for operation between Edmonton and Calgary. These FCETs will be powered by Ballard’s next 
generation, proton exchange membrane fuel cell engines integrated with a lithium ion battery 
pack into a hybrid electric drive by Nordresa on a Freightliner Class 8 truck platform.” The ERA 
also supports this project [120]. 

4. Edmonton: The City of Edmonton plans on adopting electric buses. It conducted a test project 
in 2014 and more field trials in 2015 and 2016, specifically examining winter operation. 
Edmonton intends to purchase up to 40 electric buses and develop a long-term strategy for them. 
It is currently testing two buses and will put them into service in 2020. This is part of a larger City 
of Edmonton EV strategy that speaks to electric buses, fleet management and EV charging 
initiatives [123].   
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5. St. Albert: As noted earlier, as of 2018, St. Albert added four new slow-charging BEBs to its 
transit fleet to serve local and commuter routes. The Government of Canada’s PTIF program 
and Alberta’s GreenTRIP funding supported this expansion effort [92]. All of St. Albert’s BEBs 
have been acquired, to date, from Chinese-American manufacturer, BYD.   

Alberta is home to several electric utilities, some of which are investing in preliminary efforts to 
address electrification:  

1. Edmonton Power Corporation (EPCOR): Originally the Edmonton Power Corporation, EPCOR 
today is a global utility company operating across Canada and the U.S., owning and operating 
electrical, natural gas and water transmission and distribution networks. In Alberta, the 
company services Edmonton, Canmore, Chestermere, Edmonton, Kananaskis, Red Deer 
County and Strathmore. The utility currently offers its customers general information about EVs 
and charging systems available in the marketplace, although its customer outreach portals do 
not provide information on transit or heavy-duty electrification strategies [124].  

2. ATCO Group: Alberta’s ATCO Group has grown into a worldwide engineering firm with 
divisions in utility services, energy infrastructure and transportation. The company states that 
its “innovation team is focusing on the electrification of transportation,” although the 
information portal is focused solely on passenger car electrification and using passenger cars 
in commercial fleets [125]. Specifically, ATCO has invested in constructing an EV charging 
network with 20 DCFC and Level 2 charging stations. Entitled the “Peaks to Prairies” project, 
the network is funded by partners including municipalities and the federal and provincial 
governments conjointly [126]. ATCO also advertises it will help local EV charging network 
owners or agencies “successfully find and apply for government grants related to electrification 
of transportation!” [sic] [125]. It is unclear how many agencies or potential EV charging network 
owners ATCO has supported with this unique consulting service. 

3. ENMAX Generation Portfolio Inc.: ENMAX is a Calgary-based utility that has been funded by 
the province’s ERA Best Challenge project funding program to deploy an EV technology pilot 
related to its fleet of medium-duty trucks [120]. The “E-Fleet Pilot” demonstration project will 
test e-trucks in the operational environment of a commercial utility and in all weather 
conditions, including Alberta’s harsh winters. During the pilot, the e-truck’s capacity and 
performance as well as its battery and charging infrastructure performance and usage will be 
monitored and analyzed to assess the technology’s viability and to identify infrastructure 
barriers to its adoption more broadly. ENMAX is conducting a small EV charging pilot program 
entitled “Charge Up” in Calgary to better understand the electricity demand from EV usage in 
homes and businesses [127]. ENMAX Power Services Corporation also advertises that the 
company is permanently dedicated to designing, constructing and maintaining electric light rail 
transit (LRT) systems [128].  

There are several other major companies involved in electricity transmission and distribution in 
Alberta, including AltaLink [129], TransAlta [130], Direct Energy Regulated Services [124] and the City 
of Lethbridge Electrical Utility [131]. Presently, these companies have not publicized interest in 
developing or implementing electrified transportation technologies.  
 

Saskatchewan 
In December 2017, Saskatchewan published its “Prairie Resilience” climate plan, which focuses on 
regulating and addressing emissions from electricity generation and industrial sources [132]. The plan 
identifies the need to reduce emissions from transportation, specifically freight-based rail and highway 
transportation, but it does not identify specific targets nor is transit mentioned as an investment area 
or tool for emissions reduction [133]. 
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1. Saskatoon: To date, Saskatchewan’s primary electric transit investment relates to a February 
2020 announcement of a proposed electric bus pilot program in Saskatoon [134]. This 
electrification pilot project aims to examine the potential for electric buses operating in the city 
by leasing a BEB and charging system for a one-year trial period. The project is partially 
funded by a grant from the Federation of Canadian Municipalities’ (FCM) Green Municipal 
Fund. It is anticipated that the transition to zero-emissions fleets in Saskatoon would reduce 
emissions by a total of 5,130 tonnes of CO2 annually [134]. 

Prior to this pilot initiative being announced, the City of Saskatoon had produced a document 
in 2018 entitled “Low Emissions: Saskatoon's Mitigation Strategy” [135]. In it, the city provides 
recommendations regarding implementing an EV fleet and electrifying city-owned buses, 
vehicles and equipment wherever feasible. Other recommendations include using municipal 
incentives for ultra-low carbon vehicles and ZEVs and instituting an EV purchase program. In 
August 2019, the city issued a new “Low Emissions Community Plan,” identifying that its transit 
fleet would become fully electric by 2030. Early stages of this plan include piloting the leased 
BEB noted above and developing a BEB rollout strategy, both of which would require funding 
from the provincial and federal governments to support fully. The plan envisions a subsequent 
request for proposal (RFP) process to enable Saskatoon to procure its first permanent fleet of 
BEBs from a supplier. The plan identifies 2022 to 2030 as the time frame during which the City 
of Saskatoon will phase in its BEB fleet and allied charging stations [136]. 

2. SaskPower: SaskPower is the major utility in Saskatchewan. Electric buses are not mentioned 
in SaskPower’s publicly available information, although its website provides general 
information on EVs and charging [137]. There is, however, a high-level strategic direction for 
the company, which indicates it will help to “reduce emissions by 40 per cent from 2005 levels 
by 2030” [138], although the role of transportation innovation in that plan is unclear. 

By comparison, Saskatoon Light and Power is a small utility serving Saskatoon. It has 
partnered in an EV initiative entitled “Renewable Rides,” which aims to add 100 per cent solar-
powered EVs to the Saskatoon CarShare Co-operative’s fleet [136].  

 

Manitoba 
In 2017, Manitoba published its “Made-in Manitoba Climate and Green Plan: Hearing from 
Manitobans,” which identifies heavy-duty trucking and other heavy-duty transportation sources as 
specific sectors to innovate in the pursuit of province-wide emissions reductions [139]. The plan 
specifically highlights Manitoba as a “pioneer in electric bus technology,” noting the Manitoba 
government and the City of Winnipeg will jointly explore options on how to increase the number of 
electric buses in the city and how to “address the key planning and electric infrastructure issues 
around integrating the new technology into a complex transit system that has, so far, been designed 
around the characteristics of conventional diesel buses.” Based on current diesel consumption, the 
government’s plan identifies the long-term goal of fully electrifying and decarbonizing transit reduce 
GHG emissions by over 50,000 tonnes of CO2e per year, as well as lowering fuel and maintenance 
costs, improving local air quality, reducing noise and enhancing energy security. 

1. Winnipeg: In the mid-2010s, Manitoba was indeed Canada’s electric bus leader with Winnipeg 
Transit championing a systems-level electrification demonstration trial. As far back as 2011, 
the Government of Manitoba produced a strategy entitled “Manitoba’s Electric Vehicle Road 
Map: Driving Toward Fossil Fuel Freedom” [140]. At the time, the government stated, “The 
race is … on to produce electric-drive buses and use advanced battery systems to provide 
auxiliary power for heavy-duty vehicles…Manitoba will facilitate partnerships with automakers, 
electric technology providers, Manitoba Hydro, Manitoba companies, academic institutions, 
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and others.” The document called for the establishment of an Electric Vehicle Advisory 
Committee. The province acted on that commitment by supporting the deployment of the 
“Winnipeg Transit Electric Bus Demonstration” project led by Winnipeg Transit in partnership 
with Manitoba Hydro, NFI, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Red River College and Sustainable 
Development Technology Canada (SDTC). As noted previously, that project launched 
Canada’s first fleet of three BEBs (originally intended to be four BEBs), which were charged 
while in service and on route using high-powered overhead opportunity chargers [141].  

 
Currently, however, Winnipeg Transit does not operate electric buses. Additionally, the 
province has not updated its EV road map since its 2011 publication. 

2. Manitoba Hydro: Manitoba Hydro played a critical role in the project by supplying energy to the 
chargers powering the vehicles and monitoring energy use. The province’s project task force 
completed its assessment of the costs and benefits of the trial in July 2016, outlining multiple 
benefits of the electric bus system as deployed, including reduced fuel costs, maintenance 
costs, GHGs and noise. At the time, the task force did conclude that electrifying the bus fleet 
was more costly overall than diesel buses, given 2015 to 2016 price points and the level of 
technology readiness of the entire bus-charging infrastructural system. But it also concluded 
the gap was non-material and surmountable given the long-term savings of the system, which 
would outpace short-term costs if the system were deployed over the life cycle of the vehicles 
and chargers. The task force noted BEBs are best applied to high-use routes on a dedicated 
basis to reduce diesel fuel usage as much as possible, and thus reduce the payback period 
associated with electric bus capital costs [142]. 

Manitoba Hydro’s website provides general information about EVs, including cold weather 
effects [143], and its business planning strategies for 2018 to 2019 indicate there is an 
immediate need for transportation electrification readiness planning [144]. However, the 
utility’s “Climate Change Strategy 2019” makes no mention of EVs [143].  
At the municipal level, the City of Winnipeg’s 2019 preliminary budget identifies the next step 
that needs to be taken to support the electrification of Winnipeg’s transit fleet. The budget 
proposes a $1 million investment to study how best to facilitate its implementation, including a 
budget estimate for purchasing 12 to 20 BEBs [145].   

 
Ontario  
Ontario’s previous “Five Year Climate Change Action Plan, 2016–2020,” articulates several 
transportation-related strategies that includes supporting the electrification of light-duty and heavy-
duty fleets across the province [146]. This includes boosting renewable energy in Ontario’s electricity 
supply and supporting households in adopting EVs. Specifically, the plan aims at helping families with 
two cars per household to switch to a hybrid, PHEV or BEV for at least one of those vehicles. The plan 
also identifies the need to support EV incentives through rebate programs and eliminate harmonized 
sales tax (HST) on EV purchases, as well as invest in a robust province-wide network of charging 
stations for public use. For public transit, the plan aims at investing in transit overall to make it more 
accessible to all Ontarians, including accelerating the expansion of the Regional Express Rail (RER) 
network and increasing investment in electric buses.  
 
In November 2018, a newly elected Ontario government replaced the “Climate Change Action Plan” 
with the “Preserving and Protecting our Environment for Future Generations: A Made-in-Ontario 
Environment Plan.” The document mostly eliminates references to electrified transportation and 
transit, although it identifies emissions reductions for public transit as a potential policy goal. 
Expansion of the GO rail network and the uploading of subway services to provincial management 
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form two core transit goals identified in the strategy [147]. And the plan clearly defines an innovative 
“carbon trust” initiative that promises to fund environmental innovation at a four-to-one ratio of public 
to industry dollars. 
 
Ontario’s municipalities have led in setting climate change-oriented policies, including issuing 
emission reductions targets that have motivated electric bus procurements across the province over 
the past 24 months. Cities and towns across Ontario present a wide range of information to their 
residents on electrified transportation, from general information on EVs and charging units to regional 
strategies and plans regarding electrified transit targets set within the context of climate change. Major 
relevant policies and initiatives today include the following:  

1. Brampton: The City of Brampton is co-leading the “Pan-Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration & 
Integration Trial: Phase I” in partnership with CUTRIC, TransLink, York Region Transit and 
Newmarket-Tay Power Distribution Ltd. Brampton Transit will demonstrate the world’s largest 
integrated BEB fleet, utilizing six NFI BEBs and two Nova Bus BEBs that interoperate with 
overhead charging systems provided by ABB and Siemens, respectively. The vehicles will 
operate along several city routes, and data collected from the project over 30 months from 2020 
to 2021 will support the municipality’s goal of achieving full-fleet BEB procurement, installation 
and operations in upcoming decades. The Government of Canada (through NRCan) has 
contributed $11.1 million to this project, and the City of Brampton has contributed $9 million 
[148]. This effort forms part of the city’s “Brampton Grow Green: Environmental Master Plan, 
Implementation Action Plan,” published in May 2014, which targets 27 per cent GHG reductions 
from 2014 levels by 2021 across the city’s operations, including its transit fleet.  

2. Burlington: In April 2019, Burlington City Council declared a climate emergency and directed 
staff to complete a climate action plan, which they presented to the Committee of the Whole (of 
Council) on December 2, 2019. The “Climate Action Plan” includes a transportation component, 
specifically a 2050 reduction target with milestones to significantly reduce the community carbon 
footprint through various efforts such as transportation fuel switching (i.e., electrification), 
alternative heating fuels usage (i.e., thermal energy), general renewable energy usage, 
improving sustainable transportation options for mobility users and riders so residents can avoid 
using cars wherever possible, and developing community energy systems [149]. In December 
2019, Burlington Transit contracted CUTRIC to complete an electrification study to assess the 
performance and infrastructure requirements for a full-fleet BEB deployment. CUTRIC will 
complete the study by August 2020. 

3. Guelph: In January 2020, the City of Guelph announced it will purchase a total of 65 electric 
transit buses and construct a bus storage facility that will support a fleet of BEBs at a total cost 
of $177 million [150]. The funding for this initiative is provided conjointly by the Government of 
Ontario, the Government of Canada and the City of Guelph, with the federal government 
providing over $40 million through its Public Transit Infrastructure Stream (PTIS) of the “Investing 
in Canada” infrastructure plan. The Government of Ontario is providing $33 million to the project, 
while the municipality is providing $104 million over eight years [151]. 

4. London: On April 24, 2019, the City of London passed a Declaration of a Climate Emergency. 
Therefore, London has established an aggressive emissions reduction target, aiming to 
achieving net-zero GHGs across city operations, including transit, by 2050 [152]. London Transit 
Commission (LTC) recently announced it will begin an electric bus feasibility study in January 
2020 [153], with CUTRIC undertaking a study to assess BEB and FCEB capabilities when 
applied across the city’s full fleet of operations. The predictive modelling will provide LTC with 
critical information to support informed decision-making regarding the actual procurement and 
deployment of a full fleet of BEBs in upcoming years [154].   
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5. Metrolinx: As a regional transit agency operating both rail and coach bus services, Metrolinx is 
leading a major transportation electrification initiative in Ontario [155]. As part of those efforts, it 
completed an electrification “Transit Project Assessment Process (2017)” that built on its 
previous environmental assessments and public consultation engagement outputs, including the 
“GO Transit Electrification Study (2010)” [156]. The process explored UP Express electrification 
and the transmission systems upgrades Hydro One requires to support long-term fleet 
electrification. In January 2019, Metrolinx reported it would be issuing an RFP to support full rail 
electrification over the next decade [157]. 

6. Mississauga: Mississauga Transit (MiWay) has been the champion transit agency for 
CUTRIC’s “Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle Demonstration & Integration 
Trial” since 2018. MiWay’s goal is to integrate 10 FCEBs into its operations by 2021 for which 
the City of Mississauga has tentatively earmarked $9 million in funding to support—the capital 
and operational costs equivalent to diesel bus procurement and operations. As part of this 
project, CUTRIC is exploring the Enbridge/Hydrogenics hydrogen production facility in 
Markham, Ontario, to potentially supply green hydrogen for a constellation of transit agencies 
across the Greater Toronto Area (including Mississauga, Toronto, Brampton, York Region, 
Markham and Oakville). The project, currently unfunded, will cost approximately $30 million over 
12 years of deployment and fuel supply chain testing and development. The vehicles would 
operate along multiple routes traversing Mississauga, and data collected over a multi-year 
period would support the region’s full-fleet electrification efforts over the mid- to long term.  

In December 2019, Mississauga published its first “Climate Change Action Plan,” which contains a 
comprehensive set of ambitious steps to address climate change, including electrifying the city’s 
transit fleet. The plan aims to reduce GHGs by 80 per cent by 2050, with the long-term goal of 
becoming a net-zero community [158]. Therefore, in the first quarter of 2020, MiWay launched 
an RFP seeking support to develop a full ZEB rollout plan that would integrate electric buses 
across its entire fleet.   

7. Toronto: In September 2019, the City of Toronto published its “TransformTO” climate action 
strategy. The strategy focuses on reducing local GHGs, improving citizens’ health, growing the 
economy through low-carbon innovation and improving social equity through environmentalism 
city-wide. The strategy’s targets include reducing Toronto’s GHGs from 1990 levels by 30 per 
cent by 2020, 65 per cent by 2030 and achieving net-zero operations by 2050 or sooner. The 
strategy confirms that “achieving these targets will require transformational changes in how we 
live, work, commute, and build” [159]. 

The Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) is already at the forefront transit electrification in 
Canada, as it has purchased 60 BEBs to date. In 2018, it contracted CUTRIC to complete a 
partial fleet electrification study to assess BEB and FCEB performance and infrastructure 
requirements applied across core aspects of its fleet network. That study demonstrated the 
TTC’s long-term electrification planning will require a systems-level consideration of in-depot 
and on-route charging infrastructure strategies as well as HFC electrification technologies to 
overcome the energy challenges of the fleet’s block allocations, scheduling restrictions, and key 
corridors of high ridership, rugged conditions, steep inclines and intense traffic impediments. 
When the cost of BEBs, FCEBs, charging infrastructure, energy storage devices and facilities 
redesign are considered, the total cost of electrifying the TTC system is a multi-billion-dollar 
effort. This will require financial innovation that extends beyond the size and scope of federal 
and provincial “green” transit funds previously provided in Canada over the past five years. Not 
surprisingly, TTC is currently exploring public-private-partnerships (P3s) as a potential long-term 
electrification financing solution. 
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8. York Region: In March 2020, York Region published its “Climate Change Action Plan,” 
identifying transit and corporate fleets as particularly concerning areas because they contribute 
over 60 per cent of York Region’s total emissions. The plan outlines goals to increase usage of 
sustainable modes of transportation, such as walking, cycling and transit, and support 
community-wide adoption of electric and low-emissions vehicles. The region’s climate strategy 
includes reducing carbon emissions from transit to 40 per cent of 2014 emissions levels, as 
articulated in the region’s “Corporate Energy Conservation and Demand Management Plan 
(2019)” [160]. To achieve this, York Region Transit (YRT) must procure dozens of BEBs within 
the next 48 months. 

As part of this effort, YRT and Newmarket-Tay Power Distribution Ltd. (NMTPD) are co-leading 
the “Pan-Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase I” with CUTRIC, 
TransLink and Brampton Transit. As part of this project, YRT will demonstrate the world’s first 
utility-owned, high-powered charging system operated on behalf of a local transit system. The 
transit agency’s BEB fleet will utilize four NFI and two Nova Bus models that interoperate with 
an overhead charging system provided by Siemens. The vehicles will operate along Route 55, 
which traverses the Town of Newmarket. Data collected from the project over 30 months starting 
in 2020 will support the region’s full BEB fleet procurement, integration and operations over the 
next decade.  

9. Waterloo: The Region of Waterloo had made an explicit commitment to climate action as far 
back as 2009. The region and the University of Waterloo first studied a community GHG 
reduction action plan to set an emissions reduction target. The initiative led to the creation of 
the ClimateActionWR—a collaboration among local organizations and community members—
which focuses on climate change mitigation in Waterloo. The region set a target of an 80 per 
cent GHG reduction from 2010 levels by 2050 and an interim goal of six per cent reduction by 
2020. As of 2015, it had already reduced its emissions footprint by 5.2 per cent from 2010 
levels [161]. The region is now reassessing its reduction target in advance of a progress 
update to be published in 2021 to determine whether it has stayed on track despite population 
growth in the area. 

Transit electrification forms part of the action plan. In May 2020, the Committee of the Whole 
representing elected officials from across the Region of Waterloo voted in favour of electrifying 
Grand River Transit by stipulating the transit agency would no longer buy diesel-powered 
buses going forward and that it would purchase 11 electrified buses and up to 59 hybrid-diesel 
electric buses between 2022 and 2023 [162].  

In contrast with the variety of city-led climate strategies noted above, which have impelled transit 
electrification readiness across Ontario, regional and local utilities pursued few strategic efforts 
regarding transportation electrification across the province. Currently, no utility in Ontario has explicitly 
planned for transit or heavy-duty public fleet electrification.  

For the purposes of this report, available information was reviewed for nearly 60 local distribution 
companies (LDCs) in Ontario: most in Ontario have very little to no publicly available information on 
electrified transportation on their websites or in their published strategic plans. Over half 
(predominantly small LDCs) did not have information at all regarding current electric transportation 
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initiatives on their websites.14 Approximately 12 per cent had information and links to other sites 
regarding EV ownership and charging.15  
 
Approximately 33 per cent of the utilities examined subsidized the installation of charging facilities, 
installed or were installing an EV charger or charging network, offered to sell or lease chargers to 
residential customers, and/or purchased one or more EVs for their own fleet.16 At least one utility has 
actively engaged in EV R&D,17 while another stated that it offered electrified transportation services 
but provided no details.18 As mentioned, only NMTPD has directly invested in actual BEB 
demonstration projects. A few utilities in the review had participated in EV-related research projects 
that are now fully or partially complete, such as Ontario’s previous “Smart Grid Fund.” Most notably, 
Toronto Hydro is actively supporting TTC’s BEB deployments through technical and systems 
knowledge support. 
 

With respect to electrified bus projects in Ontario involving electrical utilities, specifically, three main 
projects have driven strategic thinking: 

1. Newmarket-Tay Power Distribution Ltd. (NMTPD): The Town of Newmarket is actively 
supporting YRT’s fleet electrification initiative by purchasing, installing, integrating and operating 
a high-powered charging system that supports the transit agency’s electrification plans. This is 
achieved through the town’s LDC, NMTPD, which has invested nearly $1 million in tandem with 
funds from the Government of Canada through its Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Demonstration 
(EVID) program [163].  

2. Toronto Hydro: The City of Toronto’s LDC, Toronto Hydro, hosts a webpage dedicated to 
informing its clients about EVS and their charging infrastructure solutions [164, 165]. According 
to a presentation given at a Clean Air Partnership meeting in June 2019, Toronto Hydro is 
developing a broader EV strategy as well [165]. In its 2020 to 2024 rate filing, as part of operating 
costs, Toronto Hydro states it will try to utilize PHEVs and EVs in its own fleet when possible, 
noting a possible Toronto Hydro-designed PowerLens product that could help EV owners better 
manage the charging of their own vehicles in the future [166].   

Additionally, the TTC’s 60-bus BEB procurement has affected strategic planning at Toronto 
hydro from a broader systems perspective. The utility’s distribution system plan (DSP), included 
in its 2020 to 2024 rate filing to the Independent Electricity Systems Operator (IESO), states the 
TTC will likely possess 250 to 300 electric buses over the next five years, necessitating an 
upgrade to the distribution feeders for the Arrow Street garage. This project will also feature a 
behind-the-meter ESS with a planned in-service date of 2020 [166].  

 
14 These 29 utilities are as follows: Algoma Power (Fortis), Atikokan Hydro, Bluewater Power Distribution, 
Brantford Power Inc., Canadian Niagara Power, Chapleau, Hydro Embrun, E.L.K. Energy, Entegrus, Essex 
Powerlines Corporation, Festival Hydro, Grimsby Power, Hearst Power Distribution, Hydro Hawkesbury, Hydro 
2000, Kitchener Wilmot Power, Lakefront Utilities, Milton Hydro, Orillia Power, Ottawa River Power, PUC 
Distribution (Sault Ste. Marie), Renfrew Hydro, Rideau St. Lawrence Distribution Inc., Sioux Lookout Hydro, 
Tillsonburg Hydro Inc., Wasaga Beach Distribution, Welland Hydro Electric System Corp., Wellington North Power 
Inc., Westario Power. 
15 These seven utilities are as follows: Kingston Hydro, Waterloo North Hydro, Niagara-On-The-Lake Hydro, 
ENWIN Utilities, EPCOR, Fort Frances Power, Innpower.  
16 These 19 utilities are as follows: London Hydro, Oakville Hydro, Hydro One, OPG, Hydro Ottawa, Burlington 
Hydro, Greater Sudbury Hydro, Niagara Peninsula Energy, Oshawa PUC, Peterborough PUC, Energy + Inc. 
(Cambridge and North Dumfries Hydro), Centre Wellington Hydro, Erie Thames Power, North Bay Hydro, Halton 
Hills Hydro, Orangeville Hydro, Lakeland Power, Toronto Hydro, Alectra. 
17 Alectra and possibly others (e.g., OPG) 
18 This utility is Elexicon. 
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Toronto Hydro is also collaborating with Metrolinx to build a battery-based ESS to provide 
backup and emergency power for the Eglinton Crosstown LRT line [164].  

3. Oshawa Power and Utilities Corporation (OPUC): In 2018, OPUC, also known as Oshawa PUC, 
stated in its annual report that it has “worked with a transit company in developing a plan that 
will see us build and operate charging stations for the electric buses they plan to purchase” [167]. 
Oshawa PUC currently supports Durham Region Transit’s long-term electrification goals, 
although the utility has not publicized specific procurement plans and/or utility strategies through 
co-investment efforts. 

4. Ontario Power Generation (OPG):  As an electricity generator, OPG offers a brief (three-point) 
EV strategy online, stating that it aims to leverage its “clean electricity to support the 
electrification of transportation, [thereby] maximizing the use of existing clean generation 
investments with increased electricity demand, and creating new commercial growth 
opportunities” [168]. In its 2018 Annual Information Form, OPG also stated it “is pursuing 
initiatives to increase the use of electric vehicles within its operations and is assessing vehicle 
grid integration and hydrogen applications for the transportation sector” by working with 
commercial fleets to provide fleet electrification solutions, optimize electricity consumption, 
minimize EV operational costs and develop strategies for efficient and cost-effective EV 
integration into the electricity grid. However, none of these project details or initiatives are 
provided publicly for assessment. OPG further states that it is joining “a growing number of 
leading global businesses who have all committed to large-scale electrification of their fleets by 
2030” [169], although its website lacks metrics monitoring EV adoption. 

In 2020, OPG and Hydro One announced a joint venture named “Ivy,” which proposes to 
construct a network of EV chargers in Ontario. They co-own Ontario Charging Network LP, the 
parent company of Ivy Charging Network. The Ivy website claims that by the end of 2020 there 
will be over 40 EV charging locations across the province, and the company will own and operate 
over 100 chargers as part of that network [170].  

5. Alectra Utilities: Alectra Utilities has several ongoing transportation electrification projects that 
merit an in-depth discussion. It is developing a Green Energy and Technology Centre (GRE&T), 
which is scheduled to launch in 2020. The Centre “will connect R&D the utility will do with 
commercialization of technology” [171]. Per Alectra’s 2020 rate application, the utility states it 
will make “investments in Electrification of Transportation … geared towards determining the 
impact of EV charging and how the large-scale penetration of EVs can be managed with a 
minimum investment to the grid” [172].This includes a “Drive for the Workplace” initiative, which 
will utilize a Schneider-provided distributed resource management system (DRMS) to optimize 
the energy costs of a number of Level 2 charging stations while providing adequate charging for 
the vehicles [173]. There is a similar “Drive at Home” initiative discussed in Alectra’s 2020 rate 
filing as well. Meanwhile, its rate filing “2020–2024 Distribution System Plan Assurance Review 
Report” indicates Alectra and Newmarket-Tay Distribution Ltd. will jointly pioneer “new 
technologies and solutions showcasing the strategic vision and direction of the two utilities” 
[172]. This includes identifying promising technologies and solutions, recruiting technology 
partners and stakeholders, commissioning a test bed facility, developing an “innovation cluster” 
incorporating proven solutions into utility asset plans, and developing technology solutions that 
include BEV storage capabilities. 

And in partnership with Fleet Carma (now Geotab) and Burlington Hydro, Alectra is engaged in 
a smart grid funding project entitled “Piloting Electric Vehicle Load Shaping with Dynamic Price 
Signals,” which is still in progress [174].   
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Québec  
For nearly two decades, Québec has led Canada’s provincial jurisdictions in pursuing explicit 
environmental action plans that set clear targets to electrify its public and private transportation fleets. 
The province’s environmental policies stemming from the early 2000s have remained largely unchanged 
in their overall intention and investment levels over several governing periods, leading to substantial 
province-wide investments in EV consumer subsidies, EV charger subsidies, electric bus innovation 
subsidies, and procurement initiatives regarding public or semi-public electric fleets, including electric 
school buses. These efforts have been buttressed by Hydro Québec’s proactive approach in positioning 
itself as the country’s largest utility and national energy leader in the EV sector bolstered internally by a 
fully established R&D institute—the Institut de recherche en électricité du Québec (IREQ)—which actively 
pursues the development of intellectual property (IP) of electric motors, energy storage devices and 
charging equipment [175].  
 
In its “2006–2012 Action Plan: Québec and Climate Change, A Challenge for the Future,” the province 
identified the intensive utilization of public transit and the transitioning of automobiles to low-carbon 
propulsion systems as critical goals to achieve to effectively fight climate change. Specifically, the plan 
identified that Montréal has one of the highest rates of public transit use in North America. Nonetheless, 
transit electrification could help to reduce emissions further from the transportation sector. Building on 
its “Québec Public Transit Policy” (launched on June 16, 2006), the government set out to increase 
public transit use by eight per cent by 2012 and to purchase hybrid and electric buses alongside new 
suburban trains and subway infrastructure [176]. In its updated strategy, the “2013–2020 Climate 
Change Action Plan,” the province underscores the importance of procuring public fleets of electric 
vehicles and supporting local job growth through manufacturing innovation in tandem with public 
procurements [177]. 
 
In its provincial “Budget 2019–2020,” the government further enhanced measures from its “2013–2020 
Climate Change Action Plan” by incorporating new investments totalling over half a billion dollars to 
maximize GHG reductions by the end of 2020 and to electrify its public and private fleets more rapidly 
than previously envisioned to ensure the province will meet its 2030 GHG emission reduction targets of 
37.5 per cent below 1990 levels, as stipulated in its Paris climate commitments [178]. Building on a 
robust carbon pricing market that is tethered to the cap-and-trade system deployed in California, 
Québec has been able to generate billions of dollars in new revenues to support transit expansion and 
electrification initiatives over the past three years. Therefore, several cities have moved forward with 
climate action plans that explicitly integrate electric transit as a core focus of municipal GHG reductions 
efforts. 

1. Laval: The City of Laval adheres to the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy, an 
agreement that brings together over 10,000 cities around the world (including 29 in Canada) to 
mobilize local authorities in achieving and exceeding the objectives of the Paris Climate 
Agreement [179]. As part of this effort, Laval has issued a series of strategic plans to adapt to 
and mitigate climate change, including promoting sustainable mobility such as electric bicycles 
[180] and introducing electric transit systems.  

As part of Laval’s public fleet electrification strategy, on August 15, 2019, the Société de 
transport de Laval (STL) announced its first electric bus procurement. Aiming to procure 10 
BEBs with a proposed range of 250 kilometres each, STL will test and validate the new BEB 
models prior to their deployment into full revenue service in 2020 [181].   

2. Montréal: Since 2002, Montréal and the region surrounding it has aimed to reduce emissions to 
fight climate change. The region’s “Progress Report on Montréal’s 2013–2020 Citywide 
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Plan” documents 12 potential solutions proposed to 
overcome challenges to reducing GHGs in past years. As of 2014, the region had reduced 
emissions by 23 per cent from 1990 levels, with an objective of achieving 30 per cent by 2020. 
Emissions reductions of 30.1 per cent from 1990 had been observed in stationary energy 
systems (e.g., residential, commercial, institutional and industrial) and in waste sectors, but a 
portion of the reductions were cancelled out by emissions increases in the transportation sector 
(+3.8 per cent) and industrial processes and product usage (+3.2 per cent, mainly attributable 
to the increase in fugitive emissions of refrigerant gas). Combined indicators suggest the 
Montréal region will not be on track to reach its 30 per cent reduction target by 2020 if it does 
not take significant steps to reduce household car ownership and improve transit and multi-
modal public transportation. According to the region’s action plan, those steps include integrating 
electrification planning in transportation and developing Mobility as a Service (MaaS) systems 
to support non-car mobility [182].   

As part of this municipal and regional effort, the Société de transport de Montréal (STM) has 
been operating fast-charging BEBs since 2017 as part of an international consortium known as 
the “Projet Cité Mobilité” initiative. This project involved three Nova Bus LFSe BEBs that were 
equipped with high-powered charging capabilities [183]. The project integrated two fast-charging 
stations at critical terminal points along the trial electric route and four slow-charging stations 
(for overnight charging) at the depot. The Government of Québec, along with Hydro Québec’s 
support, aided the effort as part of a global initiative focused on demonstrating compliance with 
the OppCharge™ protocol for electric bus charging systems. In August 2017, the STM launched 
its “Plan stratégique organisationnel 2025,” which called for purchasing exclusively electric 
buses as of 2025 [184], with the goal of transitioning the entire fleet to zero emissions by 2040 
[185]. As part of this strategy, STM has committed to procuring an additional 40 BEBs, 
integrating both slow- and fast-charging stations to accommodate the charging needs of its 
newly electrified fleet [89].  

STM’s latest BEB acquisitions are divided into several sub-groups: 30 electric buses that will 
utilize a slow-charging strategy; four electric buses that will utilize a quick-charging strategy (and 
which will be applied exclusively to the 36 Monk bus route to render it entirely electric, adding to 
the three BEBs already allocated to that route as part of the Projet Cité Mobilité project); and 
four midibuses (30-foot vehicles) and two para-transit electric minibuses that will also rely on 
slow-charging mechanisms. In an undated update on its electric bus project, STM reports its first 
newly procured BEBs have passed the agency’s closed-course winter conditions test, which 
STM carries out on a specially prepared slippery and snow-covered road to assess the vehicle’s 
braking systems, stability controls and traction capacities. Testing under cold temperatures also 
allows STM to better understand the vehicles’ energy consumption and range when heating 
systems are operating as auxiliary parasitic loads in winter conditions [186]. 

3. Québec City:  The City of Québec has published a climate change action plan that focuses on 
significantly reducing corporate GHGs from the city and its surrounding municipal jurisdictions 
by 10 per cent in 2020 from 1990 levels. At least five per cent of that total goal will come from 
the capital’s management of its transportation network, including its transit system [187]. The 
plan envisions reducing the Réseau de transport de la Capitale’s (RTC) emissions by 20 per 
cent from the transit system’s 1990 levels by 2020. As part of this effort, the RTC contracted 
CUTRIC in 2019 to analyze selected rapid transit routes in its network for BEB applications to 
assess the feasibility of near- and mid-term electrification technologies. As of May 2020, 
CUTRIC has completed the analysis but has not yet publicly disclosed it.  
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In a concomitant local effort, Université Laval (based in Québec City) is the first university in 
Québec to reduce its emissions to zero, and the first in Canada to do so without being legally 
obligated [188].  

4. ATUQ:  The Association du transport urbain du Québec (ATUQ) [189] is a member-based 
organization that represents transit agencies in Québec. It organizes joint procurements to 
decrease costs for transit systems. Representing transit in Montréal, Québec City, Lévis, Laval, 
Longueuil, Gatineau, Trois-Rivières, Saguenay and Sherbrooke, ATUQ agencies provide over 
90 per cent of public transportation services across Québec.  

As a coordinating association, ATUQ has been leading electrification planning initiatives for over 
five years, during which time it has commissioned a feasibility study and supported its transit 
agency members in planning for, procuring and integrating primarily depot-charged BEBs. 
ATUQ has committed to supporting all zero-emissions bus procurements as of 2020 onward. Its 
most recent BEB procurement stem from Montréal and Laval’s combined purchase of 40 electric 
buses announced in 2019. These buses will be slow-charged and built by NFI.  

From an electrical utility perspective, Québec benefits from a vertically integrated marketplace actor, 
similar to B.C. and Manitoba:  

5. Hydro-Québec: Hydro-Québec stands out as a national leader in utility-led electrification 
planning. Alongside its shareholder, the Government of Québec, Hydro-Québec explicitly states 
that transportation electrification will be a priority in its strategic business plans going forward. 
In fact, one of the utility’s four main objectives is to contribute “to Québec’s economic 
development and energy transition,” and specifically to its transportation electrification strategies 
[190].   

The Hydro-Québec “2016–2020 Strategic Plan” states, “We will continue to support the 
decarbonization of Québec by furthering electric transportation” [191]. The utility’s website 
dedicates large sections of its portal to transportation electrification [190]. Hydro-Québec further 
confirms that in “developing innovative battery and motor technology for electric vehicles as well 
as a charging network, and producing clean and renewable energy,” it is actively promoting 
transportation electrification across the province. The utility is involved and co-funding several 
feasibility studies and pilot projects for transportation electrification across the province. Hydro-
Québec is involved in several BEB projects across Québec, including a series of electric school 
bus projects with Lion Electric and slow-charging BEB projects with STL and Société de 
transport de l'Outaouais (STO), as well as the Projet Cité Mobilité project with STM that uses 
high-powered on-route charging to support buses along the Monk 36 route, as previously noted 
[191].    
 
Uniquely for Canada, Hydro-Québec has also supported developing new technologies by 
spinning off for-profit entities active in the electrification space. In 1998, it spun off a new electric 
motor maker, TM4, to spur the development of electric propulsion technologies. In 2012, TM4 
set up a joint venture called Prestolite Electric Propulsion Systems (PEPS) with Prestolite 
Electric Beijing (PEBL). At the time, PEPS marketed SUMO electric motor systems in China, 
which propel buses ranging from six to 18 metres long (i.e., up to 40 feet), as well as trucks. 
Today, electric school buses manufactured by the Québec school bus maker, Lion Electric 
Company, use motors produced by TM4, which is now part of Dana. This speaks to Hydro-
Québec’s historical investment efforts to advancing EV-related technologies.  
 
With support from the Government of Canada, Hydro-Québec is commissioning 1,600 fast-
charging stations for electric cars over the next 10 years, with over 20 new stations having been 
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deployed already in 2019 and another 100 scheduled for 2020. The utility aims to expand the 
network to areas that currently have few fast-charging stations, such as Mauricie, Côte-Nord, 
Saguenay-Lac-St-Jean and Abitibi-Témiscamingue, and to densify the network of stations in the 
busiest regions to reduce or eliminate waiting times during peak hours, particularly along 
highways. Overall, Hydro-Québec’s goal is to “provide a high-quality, reliable service that is 
provided at the same price for all electric vehicle drivers so they can travel anywhere in Québec 
with ease” [192]. 

 

New Brunswick 
In 2016, the province launched its climate action plan, “Transitioning to a Low-Carbon Economy,” which 
identifies the need to create an EV program for the province in the near-term future [193]. The plan 
focuses on energy and fuel shifting within the energy sector, setting a target of 75 per cent of electricity 
demand being met with renewable or emissions-free sources by 2020, creating a positive context for 
low-carbon and zero-emissions transportation technologies from a well-to-wheel perspective. In New 
Brunswick, 30 per cent of overall emissions emanate from the transportation sector. As part of its climate 
action plan, the province has set a target of 2,500 EVs on provincial roads by 2020 and 20,000 by 2030 
to reduce emissions. It has also committed to developing an EV program for fleet vehicles, as well as a 
recharging infrastructure program and a new fleet procurement program [193]. 
 
Additionally, the strategy focuses on the laudable goal of increasing transit ridership to reduce car-travel 
emissions, with additional collaborative goals outlined for municipal and local partnerships to expand 
clean alternative transportation options, such as EVs, carpooling, ride-sharing, bicycling and walking, 
as well as “advance[d] public transportation planning” (i.e., data-driven route optimization) to integrate 
support for regional transit and improve access to shared mobility modes for residents [193].  
 
In 2017, New Brunswick supported an electric school bus pilot program [194], but results from that pilot 
have not been publicized. Meanwhile, another school bus pilot was initiated in 2019, focusing on 
propane-fuelled school buses, which are identified as a more reliable option than electric [195]. 
 
New Brunswick Power (NB Power): NB Power has not issued a public strategy statement regarding 
electrified or low-carbon transit, although it does outline its engagement in electrified personal 
transportation. In recent years, NB Power has contributed to establishing a network of EV chargers 
across the province, installing seven public smart chargers in major centres and aiming to replace 25 
per cent of its entire light-duty passenger fleet vehicles with EVs. Unfortunately, due to the fact general 
EV sales have not been strong in the province [196] and the utility’s regulator raised concerns about 
investments in charging station infrastructure that are not part of the utility’s core business, NB Power 
was disallowed from spending the $1.3 million identified in its 2018 rate application to further expand 
the network. Despite the ruling, NB Power completed the build-out of its previously invested network 
[197].   
 
Nova Scotia  
In 2009, Nova Scotia published its first “Climate Change Action Plan” with two main goals: (1) to reduce 
the province’s contribution to climate change by reducing its GHG footprint and (2) to prepare for 
climate changes that are deemed inevitable. Specifically, the province set out to reduce its GHG 
emissions by at least 10 per cent from 1990 levels by 2020. Within the plan, it identifies transportation 
as a critical area of concern. It produces one-quarter of Nova Scotia’s total GHG emissions. The plan 
focuses, therefore, on increasing vehicle efficiency on roads, encouraging alternative modes of 
mobility—such as walking, biking and public transit—and planning communities to reduce the need for 
transportation in general to reduce fuel consumption [198].   
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The province’s subsequent “Sustainable Transportation Strategy: Choose How You Move,” published 
in 2013, has led to over $3 million invested in 75 projects across Nova Scotia, including active 
transportation, engagement, alternative fuels, fleet efficiency and public transit projects over the past 
decade. In its “2019 Progress Report,” the province reports it has surpassed the federal 2030 target for 
reducing GHGs “13 years early” and that it had set one of the country’s most ambitious provincial GHG 
reduction targets for 2030—namely, reducing GHGs by another 45 to 50 per cent below 2005 levels 
[199]. And the plan confirms Nova Scotia is preparing for a future full of ZEVs by investing in a highway 
network of 14 electric fast-charging stations for cars and over 100 local public charging stations.  
 
Recently, the province set up a framework for a cap-and-trade program to further reduce GHG 
emissions in Nova Scotia and to create new revenue sources to support green infrastructure 
investments [200]. 

1. Halifax: In October 2016, the City of Halifax’s municipal council approved spending $40,000 on 
a third-party feasibility study to explore BEB usage in Halifax Transit’s fleet. The project was a 
joint partnership with Nova Scotia Power, which contributed an additional $10,000 to the study 
[201]. Based on the outcomes, Halifax Transit joined the CUTRIC-led “Pan-Canadian Electric 
Bus Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase II” in 2017 to 2018, focusing on integrating ESSs 
with high-powered charging systems to support BEB deployments while reducing demand 
charges and costs for transit agencies [202]. The project’s anticipated units of infrastructure were 
set to include eight BEBs in Halifax with two overhead high-powered charging devices (installed 
on route and/or at garages) alongside low-powered depot charging systems and energy storage.   

In 2018, Halifax Transit joined a CUTRIC-led funding bid to the NRCan EVID Program, which 
tentatively awarded funding to initiate the Phase II conjoined deployment of BEBs and charging 
systems with Halifax Transit, Brampton Transit and Burlington Transit from 2019 to 2020. 
However, due to a 12-month delay in launching CUTRIC’s Phase I project in Brampton and York 
Region—because Ontario’s cap-and-trade emissions trading market was cancelled and, 
therefore, the concomitant $10 million in electric bus funding previously approved by the 
Government of Ontario in 2018 from allied funds—the City of Halifax and Halifax Transit withdrew 
from the Phase II project, unable to overcome extensive delays caused by Ontario’s emissions 
funding withdrawal.  
More positively, in May 2020 Halifax Regional Council adopted a “Rapid Transit Plan” as one of 
the most ambitious transit plans in the city’s history. The plan outlines an eight-year road map 
to get more people onto Halifax Transit’s services and to electrify the service along the way 
[203].  

2. Nova Scotia Power Inc. (NSPI): NSPI, a subsidiary of Emera, has no transit- or heavy-duty 
electrification strategy in place. However, in January 2018, Shawn Connell, director of Customer 
Solutions at NSPI, stated the utility would “contribute project resources; either in the form of a 
monetary contribution or expert knowledge on the electrical system and potential impacts of a 
pilot [EV] project” [204]. NSPI’s website does provides EV owners with information [205]. In 
2018, NSPI/Emera and the Government of Nova Scotia, with funding assistance from NRCan, 
installed a network of 12 DC fast-chargers and 12 Level 2 chargers in Nova Scotia [206]. Emera’s 
2018 annual report lists EVs as a potential “energy consumption risk” [207]. 

 

Prince Edward Island 
In Prince Edward Island, transportation accounts for 44 per cent of total emissions, most of which 
emanate from cars and trucks, with additional contributions from off-road vehicles, including tractors, 
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boats, ATVs and snowmobiles. The province’s “Climate Action Plan for Prince Edward Island,” 
published in 2018, highlights the critical goal of “ensuring that communities are walk-able and transit 
friendly” so that “people live close to the places they work, shop, and visit, encouraging healthier and 
more active lifestyles.” The plan confirms the province will increase EV usage in its light-duty vehicle 
fleet as well [208]. 
 
Charlottetown: The Charlottetown transit system launched 15 years ago in 2005. Since then, ridership 
has grown, and the city has reported over 500,000 passengers using the system in 2017 alone.  
 
In January 2019, P.E.I.’s T3 transit system stated its plans to purchase 14 BEBs, and the Government 
of Canada agreed to fund 40 per cent of it. However, Charlottetown’s Environment and Sustainability 
Committee chair subsequently indicated there is still insufficient funding to build the necessary 
infrastructure or to purchase BEBs [209], stating in August 2019 that although “the city is exploring the 
option of electrical and continues to research ways to move in that direction,” there is no ZEB 
procurement being planned as of yet.  
 
However, the P.E.I. “Provincial Energy Strategy (2016–2019)” discusses the benefits of EVs for personal 
use and electric school buses as a “testing ground for substantial penetration of electric vehicles” [210]. 
The strategy also identifies a broader plan to showcase “green” and sustainable transportation 
electrification technologies to address long-term emissions reduction goals [211]. Charging stations for 
personal EVs are being constructed with funding from both the provincial and federal governments in 
P.E.I. today [210]. 
 
P.E.I.’s main electrical utility is Maritime Electric, a subsidiary of Fortis located in the town of 
Summerside. As of December 2019, the utility had not published a transportation electrification strategy 
or identified transit electrification as a critical area to address [212] [213]. 
 

Newfoundland and Labrador 
In March 2019, the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador launched its climate change action plan, 
“The Way Forward on Climate Change,” setting a target of reducing provincial GHGs by 30 per cent 
below 2005 levels [214]. The plan outlines 33 action steps to reduce GHGs and stimulate clean 
innovation and growth, including a provincial carbon pricing regime and plans aimed at increasing EV 
penetration province-wide.  
 
The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador has also established an Electric Vehicle Working 
Group composed of representatives from electrical utilities, municipalities and private industries “to 
guide the province’s long-term policy approach to electric vehicles” [215]. However, there is currently 
no indication that Metrobus, which provides transit services in St. John’s, Mount Pearl and Paradise, is 
planning a transit electrification initiative.  
 
From a utility perspective, Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (a subsidiary of NALCOR) has pursued 
an 18-month pilot examining the viability of using EVs given low temperatures prevalent in the province’s 
long winters [216]. NALCOR recently announced plans to construct a network of high-speed EV 
charging stations across Newfoundland, excluding Labrador, to be commissioned in 2020. It has stated, 
however, that the project will proceed only if the utility obtains sufficient funding from government 
sources [217]. The province’s most recent budget did identify $2 million for an EV charging network, 
and NALCOR has filed an application to NRCan for funding. Additionally, Newfoundland Power (a 
division of Fortis) has collaborated with NALCOR to pursue a strategy to add more charging stations 
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and fleet EVs province-wide [218]. However, Newfoundland Power has indicated in its “2018–2019 
Sustainable Electricity Program Report” that it is not involved in innovation initiatives [219]. 
 

Yukon 
The Government of Yukon has been active in climate change discussions for decades, given the severe 
impact of climate change on northern territories. In 2009, the Yukon published its “Climate Action Plan” 
identifying climate change as a fundamental issue facing the territory’s long-term economic 
development and highlighting its need to adapt to climate change by setting goals and action plans. The 
plan set forth a target of reducing GHG emissions territory-wide and becoming carbon-neutral by 2020. 
As of December 2019, that goal had not been achieved, however [220].  
 
The plan did, however, target the transportation sector, which contributes to approximately 60 per cent 
of the Yukon’s GHG emissions overall, focusing attention on studies of the sector and developing 
incentives for fuel-efficient transportation. In its “2018 Climate Action Plan Update,” the government 
summarized several key projects under this investment umbrella [221], one of which includes an online 
ride-sharing program launched in 2016 to offer Yukoners an opportunity to offset their commuting costs 
while also reducing transportation emissions [222].  
 
In 2019, the Yukon also received $212,000 in federal funding from NRCan’s EVID program and invested 
an additional $156,250 of its own revenues into the territory’s first three fast-charging stations for a 
three-year pilot project [223]. The purpose of the EV pilot project is to collect data to analyze EV 
performance in cold climates. At its launch, a government representative stated the region’s focus is on 
“greener and cleaner transportation” since the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in Yukon 
come from transportation [224].  

1. Whitehorse: The City of Whitehorse published a 2018 “Transit Master Plan” identifying BEBs as 
impractical for the territory due to its cold climate, although it identified hybrid vehicles as 
potentially playing a key role in overall GHG reductions [225]. The plan also recommended that 
Whitehorse Transit continue using diesel as a primary propulsion source for conventional buses 
given the perceived shortcomings of BEBs according to the plan’s authors.   

2. Yukon Energy Corporation (Yukon Energy): Yukon Energy is the territory’s main electricity 
generator and transmitter. In 2016, it initiated an investigation into the feasibility of EVs territory-
wide and their potential opportunities and impacts on the grid system. This study concluded that 
although EVs are a viable transportation option, residents will have difficulty maintaining normal 
functionality during the coldest months of the year [226]. The study also found there is a modest 
EV adoption rate across the territory currently, leading the authors to predict an adoption rate 
ranging from 2.6 to 11.7 per cent of total new sales by 2035 [226]. But the report also concluded 
that given on-road gasoline and diesel usage accounts for approximately 50 per cent of the 
Yukon’s total GHG emissions, EVs could significantly reduce emissions even with a low adoption 
rate. It predicted that this level of EV adoption will have a minor impact on the Yukon electrical 
grids. 

3. ATCO Electric Yukon: ATCO Electric Yukon also serves Yukon customers. Nothing has been 
publicized suggesting that it is pursuing electrified transportation strategies at this time [227]. 
Neither Yukon Energy nor ATCO Electric Yukon has indicated that they are working on a transit 
electrification strategy in the near future. 
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Northwest Territories 
Similar to the Yukon, the Government of Northwest Territories (GNWT) has been active in climate 
change discussions over several years given the severe impact it has had on the northern territory 
already. In its “2030 Northwest Territories Climate Change Strategic Framework” [228] the territory sets 
out the goal of using less fossil fuel to reduce GHGs by 30 per cent below 2005 levels by 2030. In its 
concomitant “Energy Strategy Action Plan for 2018–2021” [229], the territory also aims to reduce GHG 
emissions from transportation sources by 10 per cent per capita over the same time period. 
Yellowknife: In the City of Yellowknife’s “2015–2025 Corporate and Community Energy Action Plan,” the 
municipality has outlined transportation-specific policies to encourage sustainable transportation by 
integrating energy-efficient vehicles and pro-environment driving behaviours to reduce 18,500 tonnes 
of GHG emissions in the transportation sector by 2025 [230]. To achieve this, major transportation 
actions in the plan include reducing vehicle-kilometres travelled by 20 per cent, transitioning 
Yellowknife’s vehicle mix to include more zero-emissions vehicles, reinforcing the city’s anti-idling by-
law, and promoting broader EV adoption. The plan estimates that if just one per cent of Yellowknife’s 
light-duty vehicles were electrified, people would travel over one million kilometres using electricity in 
an average year [230]. Residents are already familiar with plug-in electrification in the winter as they 
use block heaters to maintain conventional car system performance in cold conditions. Thus, the city 
states it can easily educate the community about further EV and fast-charging adoption as a next step 
in moving toward overall transportation electrification. The plan does not, however, identify an 
electrification plan or goal for the territorial transit agency. 
 
Northwest Territories Power Corporation (NTPC) and Northland Power are the two main electricity 
providers in the region. Neither utility has yet publicized a strategy to implement electrified transportation 
or support transit electrification projects, however.  
 

Nunavut 
Nunavut also faces challenging circumstances emanating from climate change affecting northern 
Canadian communities. In recent years, it has launched the Nunavut Climate Change Centre, which 
provides residents with a compendium of climate change information and actionable steps that 
households can perform to reduce their carbon footprint and safeguard the environment [231]. 
 
Nearly two decades old, the territory’s “Climate Change Strategy” does state that as of 2003, 
transportation produced at least 24 per cent of total emissions in the jurisdiction [232]. In 2003, however, 
EV and bus technologies were too nascent to have been integrated into an effective regional strategic 
plan and, not surprisingly, do not appear in this one. 
 
However, in its more recent 2019 “Transportation Strategy,” the territory identifies several actionable 
steps to respond to climate change threats. Still, it does not specifically mention EVs or low-carbon 
transit systems [233], and this is likely due to Nunavut struggling with basic transportation infrastructure 
development such as building out highways and intercommunity connective roadways. It also relies 
heavily upon air travel for connectivity, and electrified air travel as a low-cost public transit application 
is not feasible currently.  
 
Qulliq Energy Corporation: Qulliq Energy Corporation does not mention electrified transportation 
initiatives on its website, although the corporation’s 2017–2018 annual report indicates the utility is 
interested in exploring alternative technologies that may help to reduce GHG emissions [234]. 
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Summary  
 
Four of Canada’s largest transit systems—TTC, STM, TransLink and Edmonton Transit—along with a set 
of mid-sized transit systems—e.g., Brampton Transit, York Region Transit and STL—are already moving 
forward with trialling initial BEB procurements, which form part of their permanent fleet assets and no 
longer appear as temporary “pilot” vehicles. Winnipeg Transit remains the country’s pioneer in this 
space, although its multi-bus long-term integration trial has now been decommissioned.  
 
Notably, all of these systems have so far focused on BEBs only as deployed technologies, along with 
allied low- and high-powered charging infrastructure. To date, TTC, Brampton Transit, YRT and 
Winnipeg Transit have also considered FCEB technologies in their planning processes and internal 
dialogues, and both TTC and YRT have either commissioned CUTRIC or received modelling outputs 
from CUTRIC within the last 12 months exploring FCEB performance in their fleets, specifically. 
However, no Canadian transit agency is currently procuring FCEBs despite efforts by MiWay to do so 
in 2019 as part of a CUTRIC initiative documented earlier.  
 
Other notable system deployments or procurement planning efforts include those of St. Albert Transit 
(Alberta), RTC (Québec), Guelph Transit (Ontario) and BC Transit, among a host of other agencies 
nationwide that have recently (in 2020) announced plans at the municipal council level to consider 
integrating electric buses in upcoming years. 
The joint procurement effort led by the ATUQ community of transit agencies in Québec (nine in total, 
including STM, RTC and STL) will affect volume pricing and deployment data over the next 36 to 48 
months, substantially altering the landscape of available products and known product performance 
measures, which other agencies could rely upon for evidence-based procurements in the lead-up to 
2025, assuming a robust data-sharing mechanism is in place to enable real-time BEB performance 
comparisons across agencies in Québec and outside.  
 
An ongoing gap in this space, however, is the lack of such a data-sharing mechanism Canada-wide. 
The lack of a publicly-backed “transit data trust” where transit agencies and cities can retrieve real-time 
data from BEBs, FCEBs, chargers and fuelling systems through accessible repositories from across the 
country (in a common cloud platform) will continue to impede evidence-based procurements of highly 
complex electric busing systems as they emerge over the next five years. Indeed, the only coordinated 
real-time BEB data collection and sharing plans in Canada today are those enabled through CUTRIC’s 
multi-year “Pan-Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration and Integration Trial: Phase I” with TransLink, 
Brampton Transit and YRT, and its associated “ACES Big Data Trust” concept currently in development 
with members of the consortium nationally. Importantly, ATUQ’s coordinated procurement in Québec 
may form an optimal launching pad for a transit-oriented big data trust due to the volume of standardized 
units procured and deployed by multiple agencies in a short period of time in that jurisdiction.   
 
From a utility perspective, most utilities throughout Canada have either not planned for an electrified 
heavy-duty transportation or public transit fleet sector or have only just begun because of the local transit 
agency launching a BEB project in their jurisdiction of service. For example, BC Hydro, New 
Westminster Utilities, EPCOR, Manitoba Hydro and Toronto Hydro have necessarily engaged in BEB 
transition planning due to their local transit agencies procuring and integrating BEBs in recent years, 
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which has forced a discussion sina qua non about transmission and transformer capacities, local grid 
constraints, electricity pricing and storage support for demand charge mitigation. 
 
Several Canadian utilities have, however, initiated early investments into electric car projects (including 
some fleet cars) by developing car charger networks. BC Hydro has gone further than most by proposing 
new rate plans to support EV charging and the EV industry more broadly. 
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QUALITATIVE DATA OUTCOMES: FINDINGS 
FROM INTERVIEWS WITH TRANSIT AGENCIES 
To gain deep insights into the benefits of electrification and the ongoing challenges facing transit 
agencies seeking to electrify, CUTRIC engaged in a series of semi-structured interviews with transit 
agencies across Canada and the U.S. 

The interview methodology adopted in this study was designed to assess best practices in planning for 
electrified public transit fleets (e.g., BEBs and FCEBs), to integrate charging and hydrogen fuelling 
systems, and to develop optimal fleet deployment strategies in Canada. The interview method focused 
on gathering structured feedback from transit agencies regarding the opportunities, challenges and 
solutions allied to their electric transit technology integration efforts. (Structured queries posed in 
interviews mimic in form and direction the structure of queries posed also to focus group participants, 
as documented later on.) Appendix B contains a list of the questions asked in the interview.  

CUTRIC commenced the interview process by issuing invitation letters to a list of targeted transit 
agencies in Canada, the U.S. and the U.K., where known deployments of electric transit buses have 
occurred. A sample of an invitation letter is provided in Appendix A.  

Of all the agencies invited for an interview, nine transit agencies agreed to participate in this study within 
the available time frame—September to December 2019: SunLine Transit (U.S.), TransLink (B.C.), 
Winnipeg Transit (MB), TTC (ON), Brampton Transit (ON), YRT (ON), Durham Region Transit (ON), 
Burlington Transit (ON) and RTC (QC). Table 1 provides more information about these agencies along 
with their interview dates. The interview was conducted by telephone or teleconference line and was 
scheduled for completion in 60 minutes or less.  

A key virtue of semi-structured interview schedules is that the interviewer can ask follow-up questions 
that go “off script” to encourage participants to elaborate upon a given point and to obtain additional 
insights into relevant outcomes potentially important to NRCan. Several “off script” queries posed in 
these interviews provided valuable insight, as detailed in the summary section below. 
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Table 1. Transit agency information 
Transit agency Province/state Service 

area 
population  

Number 
of active 
buses 

Average 
annual 
distance 
travelled 
(km)  

Average 
age of 
standard 
bus fleet 
(yr) 

Date of 
interview 

SunLine Transit California 450,000 120 60,350 7 Dec. 13, 
2019 

TransLink  
(Metro 
Vancouver) 

British 
Columbia 

2,592,206 1,604 62,370 10.5 Dec. 12, 
2019 

Winnipeg Transit Manitoba 694,400 639 47,200 10.3 Dec. 10, 
2019 

Toronto Transit 
Commission 
(TTC) 

Ontario 2,932,301 2,311 62,425 7.7 Nov. 20, 
2019 

Brampton Transit Ontario 607,704 424 64,159 7.8 Dec. 10, 
2019 

York Region 
Transit 

Ontario 1,088,882 539 58,315 8.3 Dec. 6, 
2019 

Durham Region 
Transit 

Ontario 579,446 190 75,260 7.5 Dec. 9, 
2019 

Burlington Transit Ontario 179,236 52 75,461 6.1 Nov. 28, 
2019 

Réseau de 
transport de la 
Capitale (RTC) 

Québec 593,061 578 47,986 9 Nov. 26, 
2019 

Source: CUTA 2017 Operating Data, Canadian Fleet and On-Board Equipment Statistics  
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Figure 27. Canadian transit agencies participating in fleet electrification interviews. 

 

Methodology 
 

Interviews conducted in this research study followed a semi-structured methodological framework. This 
methodology is best suited for interviews that intend to elicit deep insights, especially when more than 
one person is in the interview setting. 

The semi-structured interview methodology is a standard research method employed in the social 
sciences. The interviewer formulates a foundational set of informed queries based on previous literature 
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review outcomes and experiences (see Appendix B). The topics of query and specified question themes 
and question structures are planned to ensure that required interview topics are explored during the 
interview process. The interviewer typically poses (and ought to pose) questions in open-ended formats 
so respondents can answer discursively rather than being forced into answering with a “yes” or “no.”  

Unlike a fully structured interview methodology, however, a semi-structured interview process enables 
respondents to veer into unforeseen areas of dialogue, which the interviewer might not have predicted 
and which might generate new sources of qualitative insight. Thus, semi-structured interviews allow 
interviewers to pursue new lines of inquiry during the interview process itself rather than restrict 
themselves to a predefined set of inquiries in order to pursue further lines of inquiry respondents pose, 
or develop perspective analyses that arise from interview responses in situ. 

Semi-structured interviews are also optimal for interviews that involve one to two participants, which 
occurred at times in this study as transit and city officials frequently joined interviews conjointly to ensure 
both the transit agency’s operational division and the municipality’s infrastructure considerations were 
integrated into interview responses. In other cases, more than one operational transit expert might have 
joined the interview to ensure that sufficient information was provided in the interview process. Thus, 
semi-structured methodologies enable banter and interviewee intercommunication to inform the study’s 
outcomes as interview data are not dependent upon the views of one person but, rather, the dialogue 
between two while in an interview setting. 

Qualitative data analysis 
 
The interview schedule was specifically designed to identify opportunities, challenges and solutions 
associated with the electrification of transit fleets, with a total of 12 questions posed to explore the 
viewpoints and experiences of transit agencies from economic, commercial, technological, socio-
cultural, political and environmental perspectives.  

The first part of the interview process began with a general question to investigate participants’ attitudes 
toward transit electrification opportunities, followed by questions about the technological drivers behind 
electrification and the operational outcomes experienced by agencies deploying BEBs and FCEBs.  

The second part of the interview process shifted focus toward investigating the general challenges 
facing electric bus deployments. The interview explored funding challenges as well as social, cultural 
and political challenges.  

The third part explored solutions interviewees proposed. Participants offered ideas about how best to 
facilitate the transition toward zero-emissions fleets. This section of the interview was followed by 
questions about existing funding incentives for fleets as well as policies that drive transit systems 
electrification. Cultural and political solutions were also explored.  

The interview process ended with an open discussion about transit electrification and potential 
unexplored outcomes related to this research study.  

Each interview was fully transcribed before being analyzed from a content analytical perspective to 
cluster data outcomes into thematic categories.  

To preserve anonymity and confidentiality, interview recordings and identifiers were destroyed one year 
after their publication in this report; anonymized transcriptions are maintained to ensure historical 
reference points for future studies. 

Canadian transit agency interview outcomes 
A total of nine agencies were interviewed in this study. Key thematic outcomes have been grouped, and 
a matrix of best practices by theme is provided below to help further classify qualitative responses into 
structured policy guidance tools. 
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Table 2 presents distinct themes allied to opportunities, challenges and solutions that emerged from 
interviews (and allied focus group outcomes, as reported in a later section), followed by a detailed 
description of perspectives interviewees offered to better guide NRCan in its policy considerations.  

 

Table 2. Thematic interview outcomes. 
 Categories  Themes  

Opportunities  

Economic 

• Fuel and maintenance cost savings 

• Electricity (commodity) cheaper as a propulsion fuel than 
diesel or CNG, and more stable in terms of long-term 
pricing 

• Increase in ridership potential due to better/quieter rider 
experience 

• Hydrogen economy development and job creation 
nationally 

• Data-sharing opportunities that support smarter cities 

• Manufacturing opportunities for Canadian-made BEBs and 
FCEBs and component parts 

• High Canadian content potential for current BEBs and 
FCEBs available in the marketplace 

Technology 

• BEB and FCEB technology viable and reliable today 

• FCEB range capabilities solving range issues associated 
with long routes 

• BEBs and FCEBs digitally connected today and data-
sharing possible already 

• Charging systems now standardized with SAE J1772 and 
J3105 

• CNG facilities already experienced in retrofitting for 
compliance (i.e., for hydrogen)  

• BEB and charging systems manufacturers now 
collaborating to offer turnkey and systems solutions 

Operational  

• Quieter operations and smoother acceleration experienced 
by drivers and riders 

• Better driver and rider experience overall (noise, vibration, 
etc.) 

• Participation in BEB integration trials supporting staged 
operational learning, and deployments helping to smooth 
integration experiences at transit agencies 

• Hybrid buses already in operation facilitating the transition 
to full BEB or FCEB fleets 

• Real-time data-sharing potential existing today, as most 
BEBs, FCEBs and charging systems are cloud-networked 
already 

• Charging systems sharing across cities or regions for 
fleets that overlap service areas  

Social • Positive support from local communities due to cleaner air 
and quieter operations potential 
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 Categories  Themes  

• Public perception and reputation of transit agencies as 
innovators improves 

• Health benefits arising from cabin air quality improvement 
for drivers and riders 

• Cities collaborating on systems deployments in 
neighbouring communities or across local regions 

Political 

• Climate action plans and emissions reductions targets 
establishing a pathway to transit electrification 

• Municipal plans for GHG emissions reductions creating an 
ethos for change among champion municipalities and 
regionalities  

• Growing national political support for transit action on 
climate change  

• Alignment among cities, federal government and most 
provinces today on climate change action and the role of 
transportation in GHG reductions 

Environmental 

• Achieving substantial GHG emission reductions  

• Achieving zero tailpipe emissions, including noxious 
pollutants reduction 

• Improved local air quality, supporting community health 

• Optimized BEB and FCEB applications through data-
sharing, maximizing immediate GHG reductions  

• Trucks and delivery vehicles benefitting from shared 
infrastructure, reducing GHGs further from transportation 

Challenges Economic  

• High up front capital costs posing an ongoing barrier to 
agencies that are experienced with buying assets rather 
than leasing or financing them 

• Expensive charging and hydrogen fuelling infrastructure 
requiring systems design thinking immediately 

• Fleets requiring both BEBs and FCEBs to achieve full 
zero-emissions facing additional systems costs and 
complexities 

• Unknown long-term prices per kg of hydrogen as supply 
chain is undeveloped in Canada 

• Unknown long-term prices per kWh depending on 
provincial or regional energy policies, which may vary by 
government  

• Energy storage integration to mitigate demand charges an 
undeveloped business in transit 

• FCEB manufacturers, fuelling systems providers and 
energy producers not collaborating well enough in Canada 
for the sake of transit deployments 

• Extra labour costs posting long-term operational cost 
uncertainties (i.e., extra skilled labourers needed in 
addition to existing mechanics labour) 

• Costs associated with feasibility and predictive planning 
draining resources internally and drawing on constrained 
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 Categories  Themes  

staff resources and time, yet need to be done pre-
procurement 

Technology  

• Lack of technological training and skilled staff at all 
operational levels vis-à-vis advanced technology solutions 

• Unknowns about BEB and FCEB degradation and 
performance over time (e.g., battery and fuel cell stack 
degradation) 

• Lack of systems planning or systems thinking (including 
integrated bus, truck and fuelling systems/charging 
systems integration) from municipal and regional levels of 
government, affecting transit deployments that require 
cooperation beyond the scope of transit services 

• BEB range issues for longer route deployments a 
challenge facing mid-sized transit agencies that might not 
be able to afford mixed fleets of technologies 

• Technologies still in the early stages of deployment 
experience (no agency has more than a few years of 
prototypical or pilot-based experience with BEBs and 
FCEBs) 

• Charging processes not yet fully predictable (on-route or 
in-depot) or reliable, and deep insights and data-based 
evidence from other agencies lacking 

• Long charging times at depot with low-powered charging 
systems possibly causing scheduling problems 

• High-powered charging on route possibly degrading 
vehicles and batteries more rapidly than expected, leading 
to poorer performance or more frequent replacement 
needs 

Operational 

• Compatibility issues facing various chargers and BEBs for 
smart-charging in-depot still a concern, especially for 
agencies still using pilot-era charging systems 

• Little experience and almost no transit-level data-sharing 
existing regarding smart charging controls systems at 
depots  

• Less control by transit agencies over electricity supplies 
compared with diesel or CNG supply today 

• Extra management workforce needed to oversee new 
fleets of BEBs or FCEBs 

• Recharging needing to be scheduled during non-peak 
hours, but operational schedules may not align as such 

• Lack of operational data from deployed BEB and FCEB 
systems in a shareable or accessible platform today 

• Not enough safety protocols or standards for operations, 
maintenance or emergency responses to guide transit 
agencies 

• Grid limitations in some communities where high-powered 
charging or substantial depot charging is required 

• Lack of technical readiness by utilities for BEB and FCEB 
load and demand management 
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 Categories  Themes  

• Lack of knowledge of the transit industry among local 
utilities 

• Utilities consistently viewing electrification through the lens 
of automotive, light-duty cars, which does not align with 
transit realities 

Planning  

• Charging type (high- or low-powered) unknown without 
simulation or feasibility modelling 

• Lack of funding for robust simulation and feasibility 
modelling, which often requires iterations based on transit 
learnings throughout the process 

• Optimal location selection for the installation of charging 
units unknown without simulation or feasibility modelling 

• Optimal route selection for first BEB or FCEB deployments 
unknown without simulation or feasibility modelling 

• Feasibility planning possibly expensive and resource-
draining (several hundreds of thousands of dollars for mid-
sized agencies) 

• Federal funding programs not allowing sufficient time for 
feasibility planning before procurement deadlines arise 

• Long-term planning involving facilities and location choices 
integrated with broader urban planning and decision-
making needed but deeply political  

• No strong collaboration between utilities and transit 
agencies today; city planning departments and transit 
agencies only now starting to collaborate on these issues   

• BEB and FCEB integration seen as an “environmental” 
issue but is primarily an operational and urban design 
issue  

Social 

• Risky being the first adopter 

• Potential local public backlash against high taxpayer 
investments for “unproven” technology deployments   

• NIMBY-ism (“Not-in-my-back-yard”) reaction possibly 
arising against high-powered on-route charging systems or 
energy storage devices 

• Difficult to make a trade-off between investing in 
BEB/FCEB or improving other transit services overall, 
especially in high ridership communities 

Solutions  Economic  

• Flexible and predictable federal and provincial grants over 
the long term that go beyond “the bus” 

• Need alternative financing models developed with private 
financers, utilities and manufacturers if grants are 
insufficient  

• Long-term Canada Infrastructure Bank leadership in utility 
business case development for fee-for-service support 
mechanisms needed among transit agencies that lack this 
support locally 

• Carbon-pricing and road-pricing mechanisms to drive 
market and clientele into transit to increase local revenues 
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 Categories  Themes  

Technology 

• Engine/motor-swapping options from manufacturers or 
improved refurbishment support  

• Battery lease option program development by 
manufacturers 

• Improved maintenance support for BEBs and FCEBs and 
charging infrastructure (localization of foreign corporation 
service teams in Canada) by manufacturers 

• Support for large trial integration projects over several 
years for data collection and best practices sharing by 
governments, manufacturers and utilities 

• Developing battery and vehicle component recycling 
programs to support cradle-to-grave “green” profile of 
BEBs and FCEBs 

• Community colleges training programs in tandem with 
current BEB procurements  

Social 

• Educating public about the positives of BEBs and FCEBs 
and transit overall 

• Offering digital connection on board BEBs and FCEBs to 
advance futurism and attractiveness 

• Deploying BEBs and FCEBs in dense communities that 
suffer most from smog, or sensitive communities needing 
quieter surroundings (i.e., seniors’ care homes, hospital 
zones, etc.), supporting social ethos building 

 
Opportunities 
All transit agencies interviewed as part of this study demonstrated a positive attitude toward transit 
systems electrification. This marks a fundamental transition in opinion toward electrified transit systems 
and ZEBs overall compared with sentiments documented at CUTRIC ZEB technical consultation 
sessions that ran from 2016 to 2018 (structured as focus group consultation sessions), undertaken as 
part of the “Pan-Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase I” planning process. At 
that time, agency representatives from over a dozen transit agencies across Ontario, Québec, Manitoba 
and B.C. consistently expressed a lack of confidence in the vehicle, powertrain, charging, fuelling and 
software technologies associated with ZEBs, as well as their long-term viability. During those sessions, 
CUTRIC had consistently documented a desire among transit agency representatives to achieve a 
perfect one-to-one ratio between ZEBs and diesel or hybrid-diesel electric buses. Circa 2019, per 
interview outcomes documented in this study, transit agencies are much more willing to consider 
systems integrations that overcome ongoing technological challenges or unknowns associated with 
ZEBs, and they are open, in many cases, to a ratio of replacement that is not one-to-one in all instances.   

The positive systems-level opinions expressed in the interviews captured here are underscored by the 
fact that all interviewees who participated in this study were employed at agencies that have either 
procured electric buses, are in the process of procuring electric buses, or are actively pursuing 
simulation studies or funding programs to prepare for the procurement of electric buses.  

Political and environmental  
A core driving factor behind the positivity demonstrated in these interview results are the municipally led 
or regional climate action plans alluded to or explicitly discussed by interview participants. Among 
interview participants captured in this study, all emanated from transit agencies within regionalities or 
municipalities that have committed to some form of explicit climate emergency declaration, or climate 
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mitigation and emissions reduction action plan, which has guided transit agency planning over the past 
24 to 48 months: 

“The [Quebec] government has set a target date and transport companies will have to acquire 100 
per cent electric vehicles from 2025 to qualify for subsidies. That's what creates the context 
creating an opportunity.” RTC, Québec. 

“The first thing obviously is a positive impact on the environment and the ability to reduce GHG. 
As of June of this year, our council declared climate an emergency as I previously mentioned, and 
they committed to reducing GHG by 80 per cent by 2050, so that's a fairly aggressive target.” 
Brampton Transit, Ontario. 
 
“One of the big opportunities associated with the benefits of this from our perspective would be 
the initial emission reduction potential that will support the region in achieving its climate change 
objectives and its objectives around more efficient and sustainable energy use for the coming 
decades. The region of Durham has recently adopted a community energy plan that looks out 
another 10 to 20 years on what energy use in the region looks like and sets goals for what we are 
looking to achieve here, and one of those is based on the goal of electrifying transit over the next 
10 years.” Durham Transit, Ontario. 
 
“We have a target of a 40% reduction by 2030, an 80% reduction by 2050, and of that transits 
currently targeted to be 40% electric by 2030 and 100% by 2050, in order to align those goals with 
what province in the city are looking at. So, we are actively working with the city and the process 
to try to align our electrification plans with their greenhouse gas and climate action plans … 
obviously that's where we're going to be able to make the gain … greenhouse gas reductions and 
increase customer experience… Basically our goal is, with a few other things that we're doing, 
trying to increase ridership. So, getting more cars off the road and more buses combined with 
electric buses, you're getting a greater benefit of greenhouse gas reductions.” Winnipeg Transit, 
Manitoba. 
“I think for York region as a whole, I guess one of the biggest items that we see as being an 
opportunity is greening out the region fleet, so the reason the goal of zero greenhouse gas 
emissions by 2051, our transit fleet is one of the largest contributors to the region’s overall 
emissions, and legal expectation is probably the only or the best way to achieve that goal.” YRT, 
Ontario. 
 
“For us, it's not a reduction target but more of an adoption target. Having said that, our two targets 
are 1) procurement of zero emissions buses starting in 2025, and 2) Zero Emissions fleet by 2040. 
They've also approved the capital budget which we've forecasted or planned for the procurement 
of electric buses every year between now and 2025.” TTC, Ontario. 
 

Evidently, a core driving factor propelling transit agencies to consider, plan for and adopt BEB or FCEB 
technologies is the existence of a municipal or regional zero-emissions action plan, or a climate change 
plan identifying transportation emissions as a target area of concern. These local plans drive decision-
making at the transit agency level given that most transit agencies take direction from city or regional 
councils or provincial/states ministries.  
 
The lack of a municipal or regional climate action plan with explicit targets causes transit agencies to 
delay considering BEBs and FCEBs. As documented below, this is likely because “taking action” in fleet 
electrification is complex, time-consuming, technically complicated and resource intensive. Thus, 
overarching climate action plans that force transit agencies to consider ZEB technologies constitute one 
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of the most explicitly positive variables CUTRIC has identified in the movement toward BEB and FCEB 
technologies integration and deployment in Canada. 
 
Economic, technological and operational 
The agencies interviewed in this study considered BEBs to be a contemporary, viable and reliable 
technology, potentially offering long-term operational savings by reducing maintenance and fuel costs. 
By comparison, participants had differing views regarding FCEB “readiness,” largely because most 
participants had not been exposed to active FCEB procurements in Canada. Nonetheless, participants 
viewed both BEBs and FCEBs as important and critical tools to leverage in reducing GHG emissions 
from municipal fleets and operations overall, improving air quality in local communities, creating a better 
rider experience, and ensuring cleaner, noise-free fleet systems overall: 

“The fact that you have an electric bus means that you have a lot less fluids on board…you no 
longer really have engine oil and transmission fluid and things that will make the workplace for the 
maintainer cleaner…” TTC, Ontario. 

“There is an opportunity to reduce emissions. I think the other opportunity is the quietness of the 
vehicles, so it makes it easier for us to operate in areas where there may be reluctance to have 
large diesel buses running because of the noise, etc. Economically, the electric buses are less 
costly from an operating standpoint, but more costly on the capital front. But for us with funding, 
oftentimes we get the capital and not the operating costs. So, there's advantages that way, as 
well.” Burlington Transit, Ontario. 

“Part of what we've heard from other jurisdictions that have started to adopt electric buses is that 
the vehicles tend to be quieter and smoother in the acceleration, which leads to a more 
comfortable ride and higher operator and customer satisfaction levels, as well, which is obviously 
a benefit … If the quieter aspect holds true, that helps to address some issues you may have in 
neighbourhoods, where there can be issues about bus stops near residences… So, it may help 
reduce the number of complaint calls that come in about noisy buses at bus stops near your 
home.” Durham Transit, Ontario.  
 
“Hydrogen buses would eliminate the additional over time to account for charging sequences, 
which could in turn reduce the number of buses required and the number of operator hours that 
we expand for those charging sessions. They significantly reduce the infrastructure costs, for the 
overhead chargers on the street. Because, we just wouldn't need them anymore.” Brampton 
Transit, Ontario. 

Results also showed that transit agencies were aware of the technological maturity of BEBs and FCEBs 
as contemporary replacement options for convention diesel or even CNG buses. Again, this sentiment 
is markedly different from CUTRIC focus group data obtained from 2016 and 2018, when agencies 
across Canada repeatedly cited the lack of experimental data on BEBs and FCEBs, as well as their 
readiness and reliability as key barriers to their adoption. In interviews carried out for this study, 
participants identified several positive aspects of today’s BEB and FCEB technology over and above 
the most advanced petroleum-based conventional bus technology available in the marketplace:  

“I think from a technology standpoint, the technology is mature in a sense that there are enough 
buses running in North America today to give all agencies confidence that the technology works 
and that it is reliable.” TTC, Ontario. 

Participants noted that an ideal goal still remains a one-to-one replacement ratio of diesel or hybrid 
buses to ZEBs and that technologies available today are increasingly trending in that direction, but 
challenges remain, and systems-level flexibility may need to prevail to achieve 100 per cent 
electrification in the mid-term future:   
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“The essential or at least the ideal factor is to be able to replace a motor vehicle with an electric 
vehicle without having to increase the number of vehicles required. All this goes through a 
sufficient autonomy [sic. read “range”] of electric vehicles.” RTC, Québec. 

“Our focus right now … is battery, but I'm sure that will change eventually at some point in time 
where hydrogen technologies become cheaper and more commercialized and fuelling stations 
and filling aspects of them become more commonplace. So, we'd be looking to that as a potential 
solution down the road, and based on that, we can see benefits over battery electric and diesel in 
terms of the extended range, which would be based on the diesel equivalent powertrain. So, based 
on what we know, hydrogen will out-perform our electric bus on any day in any weather condition 
so it's truer to a diesel experience today, giving us increased flexibility.” Brampton Transit, Ontario. 

Despite differing views regarding FCEBs, participants in this cohort of interviewees identified their own 
growing positive sentiments toward hydrogen-fuelled propulsion circa 2019. Although Canadian transit 
agencies do not currently deploy FCEBs, CUTRIC’s national technical consultation sessions allied to 
the “Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel Cell Demonstration & Integration Trial: Phase I” are making an 
impact. Several agencies participating in those sessions from 2017 to 2019 were interviewed for this 
study and articulated their altered sentiments regarding the value of FCEBs to transit fleets with a made-
in-Canada hydrogen economy and ecosystem solution: 
 

“We're also looking at hydrogen here, so we are looking at potential for developing hydrogen 
economy in the province, which could have spin off to other industries like trucking and even the 
automotive business. So, depending on which way we go, there's a few other opportunities... so 
we are looking at whether if we do end up producing hydrogen by electrolysis on whether there's 
a market for us to be able to sell that hydrogen to. There's been a few enquiries about forklift 
operators, wanting to use hydrogen forklift. We've been in talks with the transportation industry, 
and I was also being driven by the province to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions, so has a 
much bigger opportunity for long hauling than electric does, so being able to potentially create a 
new product line that could generate some income for transit.” Winnipeg Transit, Manitoba. 
 

From an operational standpoint, participants highlighted the importance of trials and long-term pilot 
projects in supporting mass ZEB procurements in the near-term. These types of trials and integration 
efforts support the adoption of other low-emission fleets by building incrementally on internal 
competencies of staff (such as hybrid bus maintenance staff and drivers), and they support the 
development of shared data-driven learnings among jurisdictions, informing an agency’s transition 
toward fully electric or zero-emissions fleets:  
 

“Another big achievement for us in terms of the GHG modelling that the bus project has to offer 
us, we're looking forward to substantiate the modelling that's been done by CUTRIC and what our 
buses, as part of phase one, is going to contribute in terms of GHG savings… So, being part of this 
initial project on a very early stages, we've had the fortunate opportunity to be able to really shape 
the future of how we want to see these solutions moving forward with the OEMs and the 
businesses, and it's been a very collaborative approach to everything that we've been doing in 
terms of developing standards for interoperability... And, I think just having that general subject 
matter expertise in-house has been a bit of a learning curve for us… We're actually fortunate we've 
got both. Close to 30 per cent of our fleet is currently hybrid, so our maintenance staff are familiar 
with working in high voltage situations. There's going to be some key differences, I think, between 
fully electric and hybrid, but it's not like they're starting fresh and they've never seen a battery on 
a bus before. So, I think in that sense, we've got some experience with these classes, as well, so 
that lands us well to this project.” Brampton Transit, Ontario. 
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Interviewees from smaller systems note the ongoing struggle, however, with operational training and 
labour challenges ahead. From a labour force perspective, systems that have electric trams, subways 
or hybrid electric buses may be able to transition within a five- to 10-year period to all-ZEB 
procurements. But smaller systems with only diesel or CNG in their fleets today are restricted in doing 
so, as they cannot operate both a “BEB maintenance” team and a “diesel maintenance” team in tandem, 
and there are no “hybrid” staff to draw upon: 
 

“None of our maintenance staff have experience with electric vehicles, or even hybrid vehicles, 
because we only operate diesel buses.” Burlington Transit, Ontario. 

 

Social  
Participants identify various social benefits associated with transit electrification. Opportunities exist for 
municipalities to become leaders in sustainability, and participants perceive that the public (especially 
younger generations of residents, riders and voters) support transit electrification: 

“We've also got another benefit, which is public perception and a reputation. We want to be known 
as a leader in sustainability and I think that overall... We're being encouraged by the mayors in 
our region and our customers, obviously, which is this public, to move as quickly as we can to 
zero-emissions buses.” TransLink, British Columbia.  

 
Challenges 
Economic 
Participants identified several barriers still facing transit agencies in their efforts to electrify. These 
barriers stymie agencies in their design, testing, procurement and deployment of ZEBs. Some of these 
challenges include insufficient national and collaborative provincial funding to offset high up front 
systems-wide capital costs for ZEBs compared with conventional diesel or CNG bus integrations (noting 
the already built-out supply chain in Canada for those). They also related to ongoing and immediate 
skills gaps on staff and in the college training sector, which limit the availability of trained personnel at 
fleets—a matter of major concern for agencies that face electrification in a context of unionized and 
organized labour environments, such that much training and personnel growth need to occur in-house 
and cannot be outsourced (at least not easily) for requisite skills adoption.  

Additionally, seemingly infeasible or impractical targets set out by city-led or provincial environmental 
policies create, at times, a system-level sense of disruption and chaotic planning, which runs against 
transit’s historically slow adoption culture and pattern.  

Thus, combined perceptions of preclusive capital expenses of BEB and FCEB infrastructure—including 
charging systems, ESSs, hydrogen fuelling systems, and BEBs and FCEBs themselves—along with a 
sense of planning chaos and seemingly ad hoc deadlines set by funding agencies and governing 
ministries have overlaid to create a sense that substantial and potentially insurmountable hurdles still 
lie ahead for electrification, even for champion transit agencies: 

“I think the biggest challenge for us, as I see, is funding, because we barely have enough capital 
funding to fund the fleet requirements for diesel buses. So, when you look at adding the additional 
capital for the electric buses, plus the charging infrastructure that's needed, that's a huge 
challenge for us.” Burlington Transit, Ontario.  

“I think the biggest challenge could be the potential funding of the gap between diesel buses and 
electric buses. It's approximately $500,000 now, so when you look at that, incrementally over a 
fleet of 450 vehicles, that's a huge amount of money you're talking about long term. So, for those 
vehicles to retire and then replacing them, you're still spending essentially $500,000 more in that 
money that could go a long way in building community recreation centres and other infrastructure 
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needs within the city. So, those are difficult decisions that have to be made.” Brampton Transit, 
Ontario. 

“Obviously, one of the big challenges is just the purchase price of the vehicles currently, which 
have a very significant premium relative to diesel buses. So, when you've got fleet to maintain and 
growth pressures to introduce service into new areas across the region here and you've only got 
a limited amount to invest in your fleet the funding only goes so far on the capital side. You can 
be left with the choice of, say, buying 16 conventional buses or 10 electric buses. It's a tough trade 
off to make even though you know over the life cycle of the electric bus, you're likely to see a 
return on that investment.”  Durham Transit, Ontario. 
 
“One of our most significant challenges right now is the funding requirements to bring on this type 
of technology vehicle, all that kind of stuff, because they are more expensive than other buses 
that we currently have in our fleet. Not to mention the additional cost of the infrastructure that goes 
along with the vehicle. So, there are some government programs that we can apply to, but not 
very many. It feels like that portion of the industry is still very young and only offered by either 
municipal or provincial governments that are more interested in sustainability in the environment 
than other provinces.” TransLink, British Columbia. 
 
“Well, the biggest challenge is obviously the sticker shock for initial deployment because the buses 
are more expensive to begin with, but in addition to that, you're also having to buy chargers and 
install infrastructure and training new staff and hiring the staff, so that the funding for it is probably 
the biggest up front. And then the addition to that, workforce limitations: there's a bit of a fear here 
of who's actually going to service these buses. We have a very good staff of mechanics who don't 
know how to do anything with these buses.” Winnipeg Transit, Manitoba. 
 
“The biggest challenge on our side is to set up all the infrastructure to be able to operate electric 
buses. There is also the acquisition of equipment and new technologies, the integration of 
increasingly technological systems. But honestly, buying the bus is almost the ‘easiest part.’ The 
challenge is to have the infrastructure in place as soon as the first vehicles arrive to be able to 
operate them (all that is electricity supply, distribution, put-in-place chargers, refurbishment of 
garages, etc.). So, it's really at the infrastructure level that we are targeting the biggest issues.” 
RTC, Québec. 

Operational  
Participants were concerned about the market readiness of powertrain components, including onboard 
units such as batteries, battery management systems, fuel cell stacks and hydrogen storage tanks, 
leading to concerns over near- and mid-term manufacturer support for operations and maintenance 
purposes. Allied to this point, participants were concerned about integrating chargers and BEBs 
acquired from different manufacturers over time, which could render parts non-interchangeable and 
complex supply chains for replacements and maintenance in the future: 

“There's a lack of integration of all the onboard systems. Many of these buses rely on multiple 
suppliers that provide components that comprise the overall propulsion system that aren't 
integrated very well and are still standalone today, where OEMs don’t really have much knowledge 
of how these subsystems work or how their programming are relying on these Tier 2 or 3 suppliers 
to provide them with information. And they don't have those controls in place yet to view and 
understand the system, and partly to troubleshoot.” TTC, Ontario. 

While acknowledging the standards movement that helped publish the SAE J3105 standard for high-
powered charging (based on the European OppCharge™ protocol)—delayed in publication for two years 
due to manufacturer disagreements—as well as the now well-accepted SAE J1772 for in-depot low-
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powered charging, participants were still concerned about ongoing interoperability of charging systems 
in practice, especially those who have had direct experiences working with BEBs in multi-charger 
environments: 

“One of the challenges right now is I know both manufacturers of the chargers and the buses do 
follow the OppCharge policy. But I think even within what we're seeing now, there's still certain 
things that are not well-defined enough that we're discovering now as we're adopting these 
buses in terms of like the rail placements, and then another one in terms of the WiFi receivers 
between the charges in the bus. I think there's definitely room for improvement in terms of 
narrowing down those criteria. So, everybody is on the same page, and we have less challenges 
adopting them … I think additionally, as well, there's a lot of work still to be done on the interaction 
between the various OEMs and ensuring that even though that people are following the 
OppCharge protocols, it's inconsistent, and whether that means that the OEMs are still very 
much trying to protect their own priority information, which is correct. I think that there's got to be 
more collaboration across them. What else is definitely trying to [integrate in the system] … more 
ease of charging, because right now we're still finding […] the charging process [is] not as easy 
as we thought it would be. We're still running into a lot of unexpected charge interruption.” 
TransLink, British Columbia. 

Additionally, participants expressed concerns about the fact the electricity supply is controlled by utilities 
(i.e., energy providers that differ substantively in their operation and sales approach than historical 
petroleum providers and fuel suppliers). Participants were concerned about whether the current 
electrical grid can supply electricity for an increased fleet of BEBs: 

“Right now, we supply our buses with diesel fuel. In the future, we'll be looking to supply our buses 
with electricity and so we have less control over the supply of electricity than we do of the supply 
of diesel. We can make sure that we order diesel, that it's on its way and it's in the tank and we're 
ready to go when it's needed. Electricity is a bit different and we're kind of putting faith in other 
people's hands to deliver that fuel to us to make sure the buses can operate. I guess that's been 
a bit of a challenge for us as we go through the planning process … I think one of the challenges 
you have with electric for example, is that… you get to switch your consumption of the electricity to 
non-peak period … And it's kind of like... Yeah, we [utilities] can help you if you need it. Here's the 
cost of the help. It's like we're going to them just to make a contract rather than really look at a 
partnership right now.” Brampton Transit, Ontario. 

“They've [utilities] been supportive of the project, and they provided some funding for it, but I guess 
it's just really the limitations of the wire they have in the ground, and what they can provide in 
terms of electricity right now … There's not really any kind of, like, even coming up with [solutions]... 
We're looking at depot solutions potentially for our next transit centre if we go electric. And [for] 
the manufacturer, we're wondering if there's a way we could sequentially charge and not have to 
have 300 chargers for 300 buses, maybe have 150 and two buses, sharing that. But that 
technology still isn't there yet, it's still kind of being worked on.” TransLink, British Columbia. 
 

Participants had safety concerns based on their experiences with BEBs to date: 

“We were finding from the maintenance side that there isn't enough safety procedures or protocols 
in place for us to follow in terms of how we bring the bus to isolate the high-voltage source or 
minimize it … And similar to the bus safety procedures, the charging procedures in terms of having 
a defined standard [are lacking] ... Right now, we're doing a CSA site certification, but then there's 
not a CSA standard for overhead charging stations right now, so we're kind of left to come up with 
our own due diligence on what we think. We're relying on the manufacturers to fabricate a charger 
that's safe for the public, but we don't really have anything we can reference right now.” TransLink, 
British Columbia. 
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Concerns about safety and capability to manage high-powered equipment were combined with 
concerns about the lack of skilled labour from an operations and maintenance perspective. All interview 
participants raised the latter point regarding training, troubleshooting and working with chargers and/or 
fuelling systems that differ from conventional fleets: 
 

“The other challenge is training. We've heard from other transit agencies that have had hybrid 
electrics as part of their fleet for some time that their staff made a fairly easy transition to battery 
electric because their staff had already received high-voltage training. We do not have hybrid 
electrics. We're actually looking to add them currently to address some of the challenges on our 
longer routes... But for us, that's an added cost of having to train our entire maintenance team on 
high-voltage training, so that they can be ready for the vehicles when they arrive.” Durham Transit, 
Ontario. 
 
“We have a very good staff of mechanics who don't know how to do anything with these [electric] 
buses. So, we've been trying to work with our local community college to try to get a work program 
in place so that when our buses do arrive, we will potentially have workforce in place to be able to 
work on it. Those are probably the two concerns [with the other one being funding].” Winnipeg 
Transit, Manitoba. 
 
“I would say training is the biggest thing because our maintenance staff do not have the 
experience in maintaining electric buses. Also, there is the issue with even first responders being 
trained in order to understand the high voltage situation they'd be looking at if they were dealing 
with an on-street incident. I mean, all of our maintenance staff have no experience with electric 
vehicles or even hybrid vehicles because we only operate diesel buses.” Burlington Transit, 
Ontario. 
 

Technology  
From a technological standpoint, participants raised several challenges vis-à-vis the newness of the 
technology and the lack of data-sharing across agencies, which has prevented evidence-based 
decision-making and procurements over the past 12 to 48 months.  
That the technology is new and at its early developmental stages is no longer a barrier per se; rather, 
the lack of information-sharing among agencies across Canada is leading to ongoing concerns over 
unnecessary “unknowns.” Agencies are concerned they will need to learn by trial-and-error by deploying 
these technologies in integration trials on their own, which is costly and time-consuming. These 
concerns could be minimized and the process expedited through a better information-sharing system 
that disperses learnings from TTC, STM, TransLink, Edmonton Transit, St. Albert Transit and other 
agencies that have deployed BEBs to date faster and more efficiently to the rest of Canada’s transit 
agencies:  
 

“The buses just haven't been in place long enough in many fleets to understand what the life span 
of the batteries is proving to be, so to have a better sense or more confidence in how long those 
batteries are going to last and whether that results in additional costs or savings over the course 
of a life cycle is another unknown.” Durham Transit, Ontario. 
“We do have a lack of resourcing and subject matter expertise when it comes to procuring and 
deploying a high-powered overhead charger. I think it's been a bit of a learning experience for 
everybody at the city, especially within transit. We don't have a dedicated resource project team 
set up to deal with this, we don't have engineers on staff, like some other larger transit agencies.” 
Brampton Transit, Ontario. 
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“What we want to be sure of is whatever technology we do end up sourcing and buying, it's 
something that's going to be service-proven and it's something that's going to last for quite a 
number of years, because we do keep vehicles in our fleet for up to about 17 years.” TransLink, 
British Columbia. 

Additionally, concerns over technically limited range and charging times still exist, although they are 
more nuanced than the perspectives shared in CUTRIC’s technical consultation sessions on ZEB 
deployments from 2016 to 2018, as noted previously. These nuanced views emanated from participants 
identifying the need to match charging times to schedules and ZEB types to blocks, runs and specified 
routes and facilities to reduce fuelling times: 
 

“Right now, our limitations are range and charging time, so those are the things that most critically 
impact our operations. The time they can be out there and how long it takes them to charge has 
to determine how big our fleet is, so those two factors are the biggest factors in terms of what our 
overall operational costs are going to be.” Winnipeg Transit, Manitoba. 
“One of our challenges is we're a really big geography out here in in Durham, and so our buses 
have to cover quite a long distance. So, you know, fuel cell buses, which I understand to have 
longer range capability in battery electric for us, that would be a good solution to offering 
alternative propulsion zero-emissions options for our longer routes that battery electric can't 
handle at this place.” Durham Transit, Ontario. 
 

Allied to concerns over charging times and distances travelled were ongoing and overarching concerns 
about infrastructure installations, which will require an entire system overhaul. These concerns merged 
with challenges around urban planning and integrating energy providers into energy systems for transit 
electrification. Participants noted that policy-makers and political decision-makers often ignore how 
complex “green infrastructure” is, where the vehicle or bus is often the easiest part to acquire in the 
electrification equation, while the energy system (including chargers, smart charging software and 
energy storage that is deployed “on demand” across a transit fleet or community) has been largely 
ignored or only dealt with in an ad hoc or siloed fashion by NRCan (and not Infrastructure Canada). This 
leads to procurement decisions that may not be sustainable, effective or low-cost over the long term:  
 

“I think, ultimately, when it comes to electrification, electric buses now are getting enough attention 
and they're cool and everybody understands. And it's all really what I don't think everybody totally 
understands a lot of the time is that the U.S. is an important piece of it, obviously, but the 
infrastructure to support the electric buses is equally as important. And it's not the cool customer-
facing piece that everybody gets to see and experience, but it's a hurdle that needs to be 
addressed and managed because obviously you can't have the buses in reliable service if we 
don't have the infrastructure to support them.” YRT, Ontario. 
 
“Our funding for the moment is not attached to the main partners. Let me explain: normally, in a 
standard way, we have funding for vehicles that comes from the Québec transportation 
department through various subsidy programs. On the other hand, for the implementation of 
electric vehicles, in addition to the purchase of vehicles, which should be financed as was the 
case for thermal vehicles, there is a question of financing infrastructure that is not yet clear. The 
biggest funding challenge is to have funding to put the infrastructure in place.” RTC, Québec. 
“I guess on the charging infrastructure side, there's also some of the challenges we've had and 
have been in working with Hydro just having capacity for these chargers at specific sites, beyond 
the two sites that we picked. We're fine, but now going to a second charger there, we're already 
out of capacity, which is some coordination and I guess we can do it but we don't know how many 
we could really put before we kind of limit out that area.” TransLink, British Columbia.  
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Planning and social  
Participants confirmed that advanced systems and urban planning—including schedule optimization, 
route analysis and block redesign for transit services—must be executed specifically for BEBs and 
FCEBs in advance of procurements arising. Yet, as participants also noted, there is little funding for 
advanced feasibility analyses of this type with few consultants knowing how to do this work accurately. 
It has been, in many cases, an afterthought for transit agencies and cities themselves, leading to less-
than-optimal procurements from 2016 to 2019 that could have been better designed from the start:  

“It's the whole planning and integration of the buses into our current service from a planning and 
scheduling perspective, and then also from a maintenance perspective, how are we going to 
manage this new small bus fleet as a subset within our overall fleet? So, this bus fleet is going to 
require some special considerations over and above what we do currently with diesel, and how 
the maintenance department is going to handle that and integrate that with operations and make 
sure everything still continues to run smoothly .... I think right now, the real issue for us is trying to 
decide whether on-street opportunity charging or in-facility charging works… If the charging units 
are into your bus garage and you guys do the station for share, which is very expensive, finding 
locations for the storage unit is not clear, what you have on a side of a building, on top, or where 
they have to connect to long cables to electrical room. There's a lot of tactical issues surrounding 
it, and there's a lot of money involved to make it happen. The savings, if they come, seem to be 
over the life of one vehicle, but it requires a very big upfront capital cost, and that's real hard for 
us right now.” Brampton Transit, Ontario. 

“There's a big footprint that the depot chargers take up on site and depending on if we're doing 
on-route or depot-charged chargers, how much of a footprint, that is, or how many chargers were 
needed or even what types of chargers we need. And some of the challenges we're running into 
right now: how do we size the electrical need for a future depot that may or may not have electric 
buses at it? And if they're all being charged on-street, we don't need chargers for every single bus, 
but if they all are charged at the depot, then we need a lot more power there… Sort of in between 
deciding whether we just commit to going one direction or the other, that's a decision to make.” 
TransLink, British Columbia. 
 
“With the development of the new current technology at the battery level and the increase in the 
level of autonomy, what is anticipated is to deploy vehicles to recharge at the depot, so as to 
minimize the external impact of adding equipment such as recharging on-route or by opportunity, 
which requires the installation of chargers at several points in the city. Ideally, we do not want to 
go in that direction. Ideally, we want to be able to make a depot recharge and be able to offer the 
service without recharging during the day.” RTC, Québec. 
 

Finally, although participants expected the public will generally support electrification projects that 
support climate change action, there may be ongoing concerns about social responses from taxpayers 
based on price points for capital investments and potential community responses to infrastructure 
installations: 

“I think understanding what the cost is of doing that and what the trade-off is, because there are 
trade-offs, and it might be that investing to green our fleet means there is fewer dollars available 
to invest elsewhere in our service.” Durham Transit, Ontario. 
 
“[Since] electricity is pretty green, so we're not really facing too many problems there. The only 
thing I can think of is that we are at a budget crunch right now, so there may be concerns from the 
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public about spending money on these cases when we're at the same time cutting service and 
things like that.” Winnipeg Transit, Manitoba.  

 
Solutions 
Participant transit agencies in this study identified several solutions to help overcome the challenges 
noted above. These solution propositions indicate promising near- to medium-term opportunities for 
navigating or at least circumventing substantial challenges at the municipal, provincial and federal levels 
of ZEB funding, planning and procurement.  

From a funding standpoint, participants identified that municipalities need to advocate for flexible, 
systems-level coordinated “green” capital investments in the immediate and near-term future at higher 
orders of government to address the financial barriers to integrating BEBs, FCEBs and allied storage, 
charging, and fuelling infrastructure. Participants noted this advocacy should be tethered to the “real” 
systems costs (i.e., the billions of dollars of investment needed to go beyond the price differential of the 
bus to electrify Canada’s transit fleet):   

“Awareness sessions and advocacy opportunities for municipalities to higher levels of government 
for additional funding... Where we could benefit most from a capital investment side is through the 
renewal and replacement of our fleets for the adoption of electric buses.” TTC, Ontario. 
“If we met the line [for a federal or provincial grant] we've talked about the need for predictable 
and flexible funding and something that's centrally administered, so we don't have to go pick-
pocketing every avenue of the federal government and the provincial government. And trying to 
find your way through the maze of the funding programs—there has to be something that's simple, 
easy to understand, easily accessible, and it's flexible.” Brampton Transit, Ontario. 
 
“I think the most obvious one is funding of some kind to help address that initial purchase price 
premium, so that you're not leaving us with the choice of buying, say, 10 zero emission buses 
versus 16 conventional diesel buses.” Durham Transit, Ontario. 
 
“I had broached that [P3 model] with our city manager to make sure he was comfortable with me 
exploring that future, and he is. And I think our finance department would be as well, so I think the 
reality is for a municipality our size, the funding is always going to be a challenge.” Burlington 
Transit, Ontario. 
 

From a planning perspective, leveraging internal talent already trained in electrification technologies 
allied to electric streetcars, subways and hybrid buses is an evident solution for overcoming immediate 
technology planning challenges at transit agencies:  

“In terms of solutions, in Québec, we are fortunate to have a project of structuring networks for 
trams, which is ongoing. The solution would be to create a synergy with the tramway equipment 
that will be deployed to be able to potentially integrate charging in the city without too many 
constraints. But this is quite specific to Québec City.” RTC, Québec. 

And at the municipal level, participants identified that cities may have competent staff allied to EV (i.e., 
BEV) charging capacities already partnering with local utilities operating in non-transit divisions, which 
could be leveraged in planning for or managing BEBs, FCEBs or alternative energy technologies at the 
transit division in the near-term: 

“I know within the city of Burlington there are a good number of electric vehicles charging stations 
for cars. I would say they're pretty proactive that way. And I know that Burlington Hydro is quite 
interested in being a partner if we were looking to electrify the fleet.” Burlington Transit, Ontario. 
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“With the deployment of vehicles and the fact that there are more and more 100 per cent electric 
motor vehicles and there is a craze, it will help people to accept 100 per cent electric buses. I 
would also say that the move towards the electrification of transportation in Québec with Hydro 
Québec, which provides 99 per cent of clean electricity (a figure that will be put forward), will help 
the acceptance of electric vehicles for transportation.” RTC, Québec. 

Given the complexity and cost of a ZEB overhaul and transitioning to fleet-wide electrification, 
participants identified the need for community partnerships: agency-to-agency and agencies with 
manufacturers. Partnership solutions could include data-sharing, motor swapping, retrofitting and 
maintenance support, personnel training and sponsorship agency-to-agency (i.e., with agencies that 
have hybrid buses helping to train those that do not) or manufacturer-to-agency, battery leasing and 
new powertrain software upgrades over time:  
 

“I understand that some of the hybrids now come sort of where you could swap out the diesel 
engine for an electric motor at some future date, so that may well be what we look at on a go-
forward basis. Because if you have a deal hybrid, whatever else you might have, if you can't ever 
change it out, then you are condemned to 15 to18 years for you or that vehicle. Whereas if it's one 
of the ones where you could change out to the motor after six years after the motor needs to be 
replaced, then theoretically, you could consider if you built sole electric capacity for charging, you 
could swap as these engine electric motor in. That makes a transition much, like, shorter if you 
can do it.” Brampton Transit, Ontario. 
 
“I think one of the other opportunities out there that is emerging is battery leasing that also helps 
to address that initial purchase price by reducing the capital cost for battery acquisition… And the 
other benefit of the lease option is that it takes away the risk of what happens with the battery over 
time.” Durham Transit, Ontario. 
 

Critically, to address operational knowledge gaps and experience-building, participants referenced the 
need for large-scale integration trials (not pilots). They identified large-scale trials as critically important 
to understanding what is known and unknown about BEBs and FCEBs, where “large-scale trial” refers 
to an integration procurement of at least 10 BEBs or FCEBs in one order combined with charging or 
fuelling solutions permanently integrated into facilities or on streets with data-sharing across agencies:   
 

“This [CUTRIC Pan-Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration & Integration] trial really has given us 
a lot of feedback in terms of identifying a lot of the gaps that we probably wouldn't have known if 
we hadn't have actually done the trial and tried to make it actually work.” TransLink, British 
Columbia. 
“We need to see more… we're waiting on some more data from a couple of manufacturers to be 
able to flesh out that business case a bit more, but being able to show if there were, I say purchase 
models that could show transit agencies what that return [on investment] looks like over the life 
cycle [of buses], that would be great.” Durham Transit, Ontario. 
 
“I think right now, unless there was government regulation that came down … or there was a large 
infrastructure program designed... I think the path is we continue to do our bus [projects].” 
Brampton Transit, Ontario.  
 

Participants identified new college training programs as a mid-term necessity. Transit agencies hire 
directly from community colleges, and none currently offer BEB or FCEB training programs, 
exacerbating the gap in skilled labour—meaning agencies going electric fully depend entirely on internal 
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staff who may not have the right skills today. Agencies are also restricted in hiring new talent, as none 
are graduating with skills in this space:  
 

“We've been trying to work with our local community college to try to get a work program in place 
so when our buses do arrive, that we will potentially have workforce in place to be able to work on 
it.” Winnipeg Transit, Manitoba. 
 
“Like anything new, there would be challenges potentially with the drivers or mechanics on training 
and learning new things and just operating or maintaining something completely new. And that's 
a bit of a gap that's out there right now as well. Because all of this is so new, especially in Canada, 
there isn't a lot out there in the way of training and certifications and so on to give people the direct 
path that they need to get certified, as an example, as a technician to maintain electric buses.” 
YRT, Ontario.  
 

Finally, participants underscored the critical importance of communicating with the public throughout a 
ZEB procurement process and during the initial trial or procurement launch phases to ensure community 
ownership of the initiative. Participants recommended communicating operational successes and 
failures regularly and publicly to ensure long-term community buy-in and that all community decision-
makers become educated and informed about the value and the complexity of the initiative at hand:   
 

“I think from the social perspective, obviously, we're working on a communications and a branding 
strategy with our bus, which will help educate the public in terms of the positive factors involved 
there. I think as long as we're educating politicians, we're educating members of the public in 
terms of the positive aspects of it will make it easier.” Brampton Transit, Ontario. 

 

U.S. transit agency insights 
 
California-based SunLine Transit Authority participated in this study’s interview process and shared 
important insights regarding opportunities, challenges and solutions for fleet electrification based on its 
years of experience in operating early-stage prototype ZEB models and more recent contemporary 
products. SunLine currently possesses 82 buses in total, of which 18 are FCEBs and two are BEBs. 
The agency is working to achieve a non-negotiable (state-imposed) target of a fully zero-emissions fleet 
by 2030 to 2035—which is at least 15 years sooner than what most champion transit agencies in Canada 
are proposing to achieve. This initiative will include 20 to 25 BEBs and another 60 FCEBs.  
 
SunLine was a particularly useful participant as it has been operating FCEBs for 15 years and BEBs for 
five years. From an opportunities, challenges and solutions standpoint, it offered an overview of lessons 
learned for Canadian transit agencies to consider. 
 
Funding opportunities necessarily emerge when a regional jurisdiction makes a climate commitment 
that is unwavering and non-negotiable, but that funding may not be fully comprehensive or capable of 
supporting full-fleet electrification with all concomitant systems-level requirements. Therefore, 
technological innovation considerations must necessarily merge in the short-, mid- and long-term with 
financial innovation considerations. 
 
California is committed to a zero-emissions and low-carbon future, encapsulated in the regulatory 
limitations of emissions established by CARB, as discussed in an earlier section. The state has issued 
funding to initiate champion transit agencies’ transition to fully ZEB fleets over the first five-year period 
of the transition to a state-wide low-carbon economy. However, future funding is unknown and remains 
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questionable. Champion transit agencies that entered the procurement process early on therefore stood 
to benefit from early-adopter funding programs: 
 

“It takes regulation and centres; otherwise, it's very difficult for either private fleet owners or 
public transit agencies to have the money to do it. And so that's exactly what's happened here 
in California: there's been both regulation and incentives for transit agencies and soon-to-be all 
heavy-duty fleet operators to move to zero-emissions.” 
“In the state of California, we have incentives to get zero-emission vehicles, so we have 
programs here. If I want to replace a diesel or CNG bus, I can buy a zero-emissions bus and get 
a credit from the state of California for up to US$400,000.”  
 
“There are federal and state grants for infrastructure here in the U.S., and it's highly competitive, 
but it's something that, at least if you're looking to move in that direction, you can apply for these 
grants, to build your own power or your own power plant, or in part whether it's charging 
infrastructure or whatever it is you need to.” 
 

SunLine recommends, therefore, entering the electrification planning process sooner rather than later 
when initial funding pools may be available, and in case long-term funding pools dry up and agencies 
are expected to meet mandatory emissions requirements unfunded by the level of government imposing 
a climate mandate. 
 
Other ongoing pricing concerns also exist that may not be resolved in the near-term with government 
funding programs. For example, SunLine identified ongoing electricity pricing challenges that systems 
in Canada are likely to face. Specifically, variable and unstable electricity pricing mechanisms and the 
scheduling of charging during optimal electricity pricing periods remain ongoing challenges: 
 

“The cost of electricity happens by the minute whereas the cost for fuel is usually something you 
negotiate and then, you know, every year I'm going to have to pay X amount of dollars for diesel 
or X amount of dollars for CNG … [It is a challenge] because of the time and the different time of 
use and how many hours they used for that day, and that's the way electricity is priced. I think 
that learning to be an energy manager and learning about where your power comes from and 
how much it costs is one challenge.” 
 

From a solutions standpoint, energy regulators and utilities can and should help. Rather than being 
observers in a transitioning transportation landscape, energy regulators and utilities need to actively 
contribute spurring transportation electrification in the near-term. In California, several utilities have 
offered initial trial-period subsidies and support programs for transit agencies seeking to electrify early 
on, but the future of those programs is still questionable locally. 
 
Additionally, California’s air quality regulator requires that all transit agencies prepare a feasibility action 
plan to indicate clearly how and when they will transition from their current petroleum-focused fleet to 
ZEB vehicles. “ZEB Roll Out Plans,” as they are informally known, require transit agencies and cities to 
avoid ad hoc planning or rapid-fire procurements motivated by temporary funding by requiring that all 
agencies engage in pre-procurement feasibility studies, simulation studies and economic planning to 
map out a pathway ahead for sustainable ZEB procurements: 
 

“[What] California is doing from a regulatory policy standpoint [is] called the Innovative Clean 
Transportation Role [… which] detail[s] for you how all heavy-duty providers have to move to 
zero-emissions by 2024. And we have to write a plan on how we're going to do it, and so that's 
what we're in the midst of doing right now, is writing our plan.” 
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Finally, training technicians and operational staff is critical—a common issue across both Canadian and 
U.S. transit agencies. To address this challenge, SunLine has created its own training program in 
collaboration with other regional agencies and now offers technician training directly to its personnel 
and new potential labourers rather than waiting for educational institutions to catch up through formal 
programming:  
 

“We're building a school here [at SunLine] in zero-emissions technology school for technicians, 
and we already have electrical high-voltage certification. Because you want to make people safe, 
so they need to know what they're working with and we have a fuel cell class on how to 
troubleshoot and repair fuel cells. We're going to be building a facility here at SunLine that 
anyone could come to, including Canadian transit agencies, to learn to teach their decisions, 
what they need to know, because they need professional training, because electricity, electrical 
work is not just easy to learn.“ 

 
 

Additional summary outcomes 
 
Interview participants representing large, mid-sized and small transit agencies across Canada, as well 
as SunLine Transit Authority in California, indicated common themes categorized as opportunities, 
challenges and solutions regarding ZEB rollouts and full-fleet electrification among transit agencies in 
Canada, as documented above.  
 
Additional summary insights participants provided during open-ended and unstructured dialogue 
segments of the interviews include the following considerations: 
 

• The magnitude of a ZEB overhaul creates opportunities for greener, cleaner and more rider-
friendly transit systems in Canada that could buttress the shift to a wider green low-carbon 
economy nationwide. 

• A holistic solution that gets transit agencies to ZEB solutions faster would integrate policy-
makers from transportation, infrastructure, energy and job-creation ministries as well as 
environmental divisions. 

• A holistic solution that gets transit agencies to ZEB solutions faster would also acknowledge the 
absolute need to drive forward a transit marketplace through carbon and/or road pricing that 
creates new transit clientele and riders who invest in the system and enable new revenue 
streams needed for the massive electrification transition required by 2050.   

• Capital costs are significantly higher than what most federal, provincial or municipal 
governments envision and cannot be downplayed—the long-term success of ZEB transit 
policies at the federal, provincial or municipal levels will require tens of billions of dollars in 
infrastructure programming and investment across Canada over the next 10 years to achieve 
ZEB transit by 2050. 

o This level of funding can be justified only if governments stipulate unwavering climate 
action targets that require municipalities to move toward ZEB systems; otherwise, the 
costs, technological complexities, labour constraints and urban planning requirements 
at the local level prevent immediate action despite the environmental challenges and 
climate crises existent in Canada and globally today. 
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o Although one unified fund is ideal for this type of systems-wide overhaul, it is unlikely 
such a fund will be established soon as it requires federal, provincial and municipal 
alignments, which do not currently exist across Canada. 

• Given funding challenges ahead, agencies will need to explore alternative financing and asset 
maintenance models that might include partnerships with utilities, manufacturers and banks to 
de-risk and finance products, assets and maintenance over 10- to 18-year periods in nouveau 
arrangements that have never been trialled before in the transit sector.   
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FOCUS GROUP CONSULTATION SESSION 
OUTCOMES: MONTRÉAL   
The interview outcomes above pointed to several core considerations policy-makers need to consider 
allied to ZEB funding, technology integration, labour gaps, necessary cultural shifts in procurement 
within transit agencies, and the social acceptance of newly electrified transit and public fleet services.  
 
Given that interviews rely heavily upon individual participants’ opinions, however, this study also 
assessed qualitative outcomes emanating from a semi-structured focus group consultation session 
combined with semi-structured panel-based conference dialogues. These group dialogues were 
structured to focus on ZEB best practices and to provide additional insights into ZEB planning that 
emerged from discussions by Canadian experts and transit agencies set within a group-based 
dialogue environment. 
 

Methodology 
 
The first series of outcomes documented here emanated from a semi-structured consultation session 
run by CUTRIC and hosted by ABB Group in Montréal, Québec, on November 8, 2019.  
 
CUTRIC uses semi-structured focus group methodologies as a consultation framework to elicit 
qualitative data allied to a particular topic of concern. In this instance, CUTRIC posed the following 
thematic multi-part question to participants as a guiding topic of concern: “What are the opportunities, 
challenges and solutions associated with electrifying transit and fleet systems?”  
 
Methodologically, CUTRIC consultation sessions commenced with informative presentations from 
industry and academic experts within the transit electrification field to support an initial creative thought 
process among participants and to ensure they were aware of the global state of the industry beyond 
their local boundaries and immediate experiences. Participants were then organized into focus groups 
categorized by their industrial sector as follows: 
 

6. (Private) industry and manufacturers  

7. Transit agencies  

8. Academic stakeholders 

9. Public (government/non-profit) stakeholders 

Each group was further subdivided into groups of no more than six participants to ensure meaningful 
internal dialogue given the time constraints of the session. Each sub-group was tasked with the following 
activities within a time-constrained framework: 
 

10. Identify the top technology opportunities (economic, commercial/innovation, social, political and 
environmental) of electrifying transit and fleet systems. 

11. Identify the primary challenge associated with the top opportunities identified in (1). 

12. Propose a solution for each challenge identified in (2) as a mechanism to overcome the 
challenges and achieve the opportunity identified in (1).   
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Groups had five to 10 minutes per activity, and a rapporteur provided task-by-task feedback and 
outcomes to the plenary audience in timed increments. Outcomes from each group’s dialogue was 
documented in real time, projected on a commonly viewed screen to ensure accuracy of documentation, 
and vetted against written notes and session recordings post factum to create the summary outputs 
below.  
 

Focus group consultation outcomes 
 
This section outlines high-level empirical results (i.e., focus group feedback) from session discussions 
regarding the electrification of transit and fleet systems in Canada.  

 
Opportunities 
Participant groups identified several economic opportunities associated with transit and fleet systems 
electrification, as follows: 
 

1. Transit and fleet electrification can create a new source of income for public and private sectors 
such as bus and charging manufacturers, as well as energy providers (e.g., electric utilities and 
hydrogen producers).  

2. This transition could help to develop an ecosystem around utilities that support (on a fee-for-
service basis or other business model) the development of skilled e-charger labourers, which 
cities and transit agencies can employ.  

a. It may also support the development of other fee-for-service offerings that help with 
operating and maintaining charging systems, energy storage devices and high-powered 
equipment for clusters of agencies operating in nearby jurisdictions or rural agencies that 
do not have that skill set internally.  

3. The transition to ZEB technologies among Canadian transit systems may create an economy of 
scale wherein high volumes of sales (relatively speaking) can reduce the costs of BEBs, FCEBs, 
chargers, and hydrogen fuelling systems and services, and result in a less costly taxpayer-
subsidized procurements in the future.  

a. In such an environment, citizens, riders and transit clients might benefit from cheaper 
fares or improved transit service frequency based on long-term operational cost savings.  

4. By tethering ZEB technologies in transit to economic development and innovation in Canada, 
the country can be a global leader and key player in transportation systems electrification, 
manufacturing, digital systems integration and big data-sharing.  

Participants identified three key environmental opportunities associated with transit and fleet systems 
electrification: 

1. Reducing transit’s ecological footprint is an important opportunity for Canada overall, as it could 
help stimulate the technological innovation and infrastructure integration required to help reduce 
the environmental impact of heavy-duty vehicles in general (e.g., coach buses and trucks) in 
both public and private fleets.  

a. While transit electrification reduces local pollutants, and importantly so, it segues into the 
technological reductions possible from heavy-duty transportation more broadly across 
Canada based on common charging infrastructure deployments nationwide. 
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b. Transit agencies may be able to provide private trucking companies access to their 
charging systems, as deployed on routes, using a fee-for-service model that generates 
new revenues from “green” municipal infrastructure leveraging.  

2. Transit electrification helps Canada meet its international political commitments toward global 
GHG reductions through local (municipal and regional) action. That goal is 30 per cent below 
2005 levels by 2030 federally and 37.5 per cent below that level provincially in Québec, which 
can be achieved only through a radical energy transformation and fuel transitioning in the heavy-
duty transportation sector. Transit electrification is one piece in the complex transportation 
emissions reduction puzzle. 

a. This may shift more riders from cars to transit overall, further enabling Canada to meet 
its political commitments.  

3. Several key players in transit electrification are Canadian-based, including NFI, Nova Bus, 
Ballard Power Systems and Hydrogenics (now part of Cummins). Other global companies have 
major branches and relevant divisions in Canada as well, including ABB Group and Siemens. A 
series of small- to mid-sized enterprises, including e-Camion, Lion Electric and TM4 (now part 
of Dana) are also locally based. Therefore, transit electrification will create jobs in the 
manufacturing sector.   

a. This is an opportunity for Canadian companies to demonstrate their global 
progressiveness toward green and cutting-edge technologies by presenting a positive 
corporate image to the public regarding sustainable products and services partially 
designed or manufactured domestically.  

b. The public needs to hear more about sustainable technology solutions made by private 
sector investors, innovators and manufacturers in Canada to see that the low-carbon 
economy is alive and how transit procurements could help it grow, thereby creating 
widespread job growth for Canadians.  

Participants identified two core innovation and technology opportunities associated with electrifying 
transit and fleet systems: 

1. In Canada, and specifically in Québec, there is potential for further R&D in the sector, which will 
incentivize the private sector to promote new technology developments (through innovative P3 
models) and thus motivate long-term R&D investment in the economy. 

a. Québec, specifically, is a land of ZEB and low-carbon technology innovation. It already 
possesses a relevant ecosystem. It can develop leaders and create clusters of innovation 
by electrifying its transportation system.  

b. By focusing on the “innovative” aspect of ZEB rollouts, transit electrification planning can 
create a whole new market for the province as it is already one of the most “ZEB-ready” 
regions in the country.  

Participants identified additional social opportunities associated with transit and fleet systems 
electrification:  

1. Transportation systems electrification can attract the public’s attention and shed a positive light 
on transit systems overall by highlighting their innovation and green credentials. 

2. In electrifying Canada’s transit systems, citizens can help reduce energy consumption and GHG 
emissions in their daily lives, which can have positive social and political impacts long term, 
demonstrating that climate action is personal, immediate and locally actionable. 

3. The transition to ZEB technologies creates an evident public health opportunity through 
pollutants reduction and a cleaner transportation system. 
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a. This opportunity has not been properly quantified to date but if it were, taxpayers’ 
contributions and other forms of investment in the transit sector would be strongly 
preferred socially. 

b. An opportunity lies ahead to properly document health care savings to taxpayers and 
families from transit electrification and the concomitant electrification of the heavy-duty 
sector in Canada overall. 

 
Challenges 
Despite the seemingly overwhelming opportunities associated with ZEB technologies, participants also 
identified several challenges associated with transit and fleet systems electrification.   
 
First, participants identified several economic challenges associated with transit and fleet systems 
electrification: 
 

1. The lack of a long-term financial tool to aid agencies in electrification is impeding long-term 
procurement and adoption planning in local communities.  

a. There is no current incentive through federal funding (or in most provinces) to support 
the extraordinary capital investments and full systems costs of full-fleet transitions, 
whether BEB or FCEB in nature.  

b. Acquisition costs are too high for cities or regions to bear themselves, and the investment 
risk is high enough to inhibit natural consortia of private investors from forming.  

c. The return on investment (ROI) calculation is complex, because the “system” generates 
returns, but not all investors will benefit. For example, banks or financial investors will 
not benefit from the evident governmental and social ROIs in terms of health care 
savings, pollution reduction, infrastructure maintenance reduction, etc.  

d. Transport systems electrification involves a plethora of complex stakeholders whose 
individualized ROI calculations may not overlap seamlessly, as the primary beneficiaries 
of electrification—taxpayers, governments, citizens and transit riders—are not necessarily 
the ones investing into the costs (e.g., utilities, private investors, banks, etc.). 

2. Canada’s approach to financing and investing in transport system electrification is currently 
incoherent.  

a. There is currently some funding available to support EVs as cars, and even BEBs in 
Québec, but no funding targeted for the extensive systems-level infrastructure required. 

b. BEBs are useless without chargers, and FCEBs are useless without hydrogen fuel. 
Therefore, the framework of transit funding and design must be altered fundamentally to 
optimize investment choices to achieve an overall end goal—namely, transportation 
systems electrification and GHG reductions from the sector. 

c. A lack of appropriate or sufficient knowledge of the transit industry by policy-makers at 
funding agencies further undermines the process and can adversely affect the overall 
funding and innovation processes already at play. All related stakeholders must be 
involved with greater collaboration and coherence in national and sub-national policy-
making in this specific sector. 

3. Transit agencies lack a comprehensive review of internal processes to work through new 
technologies. They must develop new expertise and skills to accelerate fleet electrification and 
to adapt to new technologies.  
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a. But transit agencies themselves lack internal review processes to fully map out all 
opportunities, challenges and solution pathways ahead, leading to blind or ad hoc actions 
that satisfy short-term policy needs but create long-term systems challenges due to a 
lack of robust risk-analysis planning. 

4. Among transit agencies, efficient computing and digital analytics systems are not integrated to 
optimize ZEB operation and exploitation.  

a. Agencies need to acquire an efficient and automated data analytics tool to prepare for 
the exponential increase in electrification of transit fleets going forward.  

b. Such a tool would collect, analyze and—with artificial intelligence—optimize fleet 
applications, asset allocations, block and route designs, and ridership pathways, as well 
as maintenance, operations, and real-time performance of ZEBs, chargers, and all 
systems-level units integrated into the electrified system. 

5. There are challenges in adopting new technologies among different industry stakeholders, from 
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Québec to large manufacturers. Canadian 
corporations tend to be very traditional and conservative and avoid high-risk investments. 
Hence, there is a lack of innovation from within, and SMEs in this sector rarely “make it” or grow 
large enough without substantive (and possibly skewing) government subsidies.  

a. This creates public backlash against incentives that might subsidize inefficient SMEs as 
well as large corporations that create conservative inertia and which do not envision 
change that helps shift public and market perception of these technologies.  

6. Trained labour and civil works capacities are scarce in transportation systems overall, and the 
civil works aspect of electrification and ZEB technologies is not insignificant.  

a. It is unclear how the civil works expertise needed for Canada’s ZEB transformation in 
transit will be achieved in the near- to mid-term future given already existent constraints 
in that labour sector today. 

Participants identified several environmental challenges associated with transit and fleet systems 
electrification: 

1. Local government policies do not always align with higher-level environmental objectives at the 
provincial or federal levels. For example, the government still subsidizes school buses that are 
diesel-run. No solid plan or defined goals exist to redirect money invested into diesel school 
buses toward ZEB transit agencies and/or ZEB infrastructure.  

a. It often seems there is a disconnect between one branch of government (subsidizations 
included) and other branches, which operate at cross-purposes when it comes to GHG 
reductions overall. 

2. The price of infrastructure related to electrification and batteries is still extremely high, and these 
technologies are not being purchased or produced at large enough volumes yet to substantially 
reduce prices. 

a. Price parity in up front capital investments compared with diesel, hybrid or CNG buses 
(including fuelling) is far off still, despite popular prognostications about radical drops in 
battery pricing forecasted in the automotive industry. 

b. It is still difficult to design cost-effective and reliable infrastructure for electrified transit 
fleets when municipal systems are limited to budgets designed around diesel 
procurements and diesel fuel costs and operations.  
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3. The public is largely unaware of the new technologies under discussion here. Transit 
management levels also lack knowledge on how to smoothly transition from diesel and hybrids 
to electrified transit units.  

a. Slight problems with ZEBs become inflated into major negative transit stories, whereas 
positive stories about community benefits or job creation from ZEB deployments are 
minimized and do not get airtime in Canada.  

4. There is no organic innovation development in industrial sectors across most of Canada since 
public mandates do not bind private companies to necessarily reduce their transportation fleet 
emissions or pay a fine or fee.  

a. Industry-wide ZEV and ZEB fleet adoption is therefore slow and occurs only when 
industries see cost savings from the start.  

b. Provincial and municipal governments provide motivating climate action statements 
encouraging transit agencies to electrify, but there are no punitive measures for not doing 
so. 

Participants identified several technological challenges associated with transit and fleet systems 
electrification: 

1. There is a disconnect between universities and industries in the ZEB space today. Research 
institutes must provide more qualified graduates for the transit sector, while considering future 
generations’ needs regarding clean transportation options.  

a. Currently, transit is not typically a core theme at research or management training 
institutions. 

b. Most universities, colleges and cégeps focusing on EV innovation or research focus on 
cars and the automotive sector (often because the automotive industry funds this type of 
academic research) rather than public transit, which does not typically fund multi-million 
dollar research studies at academic institutions. 

2. Many qualified technical and citizen-oriented resources exist as do funding resources in the 
Province of Québec, specifically, for the EV industry.  

a. However, few resources are available for charging deployment and smart grids 
deployment for transit systems. 

b. Information and funding resources for technologies applied to heavy-duty applications 
such as BEBs, e-coaches or municipal truck fleets are missing in action.  

3. The government and industrial sectors lack a vision for smart grids and smart mobility overall, 
which transit electrification falls into.  

4. There is very little innovation by Canadian utilities, as they are not motivated by mandatory 
environmental objectives vis-à-vis transportation and are not historically sites of technology 
innovation in Canada outside of Hydro-Québec. 

5. Technology deployment is not adequately supported in the ZEB space, as costs are high and 
the ROI for a multiplicity of stakeholders is long and complex. 

a. This hampers the development of electrification projects, especially in smaller 
jurisdictions with less ridership, fewer co-funding resources and fewer innovation 
personnel. 

6. Electrification standards do not evolve simultaneously with technologies. A lack of 
standardization of BEB and FCEB performance measures, or charging and fuelling systems 
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performance measures, across Europe and North America is delaying electrification processes 
ahead, as it is not evident which performance measure or “standard” transit agencies should be 
aiming to perform at or which measures they should hold manufacturers accountable to. 

Participants identified the following socio-operational challenges associated with transit and fleet 
system electrification: 

1. There are no established public programs or funding assistance for electrification infrastructure. 
In the absence of clear emissions reductions targets or mandates that carry fees, fines or other 
punitive outcomes, transit agencies are not pressured to invest in electrified fleets from a 
systems-level.  

a. The “cultural” shift toward high-cost enviro-technology adoption must be spurred by at 
least some punitive mandating that drives business casing and decision-making, as 
environmental concerns alone are not enough. 

2. Transit agencies must spend a lot of time and effort in adapting their existing and aging 
infrastructure (including depots and bus storage facilities) to electrification requirements while 
continuing to operate their current diesel and hybrid fleets unhindered. 

a. This is a major resource constraint and, to the extent possible, needs to be addressed 
by supportive and collaborative non-profits or consultants funded with transition planning 
funds.  

b. Governments are focused on funding the buses but are not considering the substantial 
labour costs and time needed to plan for this transition, especially when agencies will be 
required to offer “dual” modes—diesel and electric—for the next two decades of fleet 
transition. 

Solutions  
Faced with the challenges noted above, which are preventing transit agencies from fully realizing the 
opportunities associated with ZEB deployments and full-fleet electrification, focus group participants 
proposed various immediate and mid-term solutions that could help to overcome existing barriers 
toward zero-emissions transit technology integration.  
 
Participants identified the following economic and financial solutions associated with transit and fleet 
system electrification: 
 

1. Governments (federal and provincial) should provide taxpayers with an annual report showing 
how public funds are invested in infrastructure and fleets and how these investments contribute 
to reducing GHG emissions per dollar of investment in the short and long term.  

a. This would educate the community and support optimized ZEB procurement strategies 
to ensure low-cost negotiations with manufacturers over time. 

2. Governments (federal and provincial) should implement and support a national or regional joint 
RFP process for green infrastructure funding that integrates transit systems to achieve clear 
GHG reduction targets. These RFPs should require eligible major stakeholders to participate, 
including utilities and private sector manufacturers and integrators, which are often better 
positioned to manage major electrification projects.  

3. Agencies and governments should integrate a combination of new GHG-oriented municipal 
revenue models, such as vehicle kilometre-travelled (VKT) pricing (i.e., road pricing), to help 
diversify available funding sources so that individual passenger car drivers who use publicly 
funded road infrastructure and who generate GHGs per kilometre travelled are obligated to help 
fund ZEB transit solutions that offset their polluting mobility behaviours.  
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a. This would help to alleviate pressure on cash-strapped cities and taxpayers as the only 
source of funds, and it would help to concomitantly pressure car drivers to share the 
internal costs of pollution as part of the transportation-energy transition in Canada.   

4. Systems-level government funding is still necessary to encourage the adoption of new 
technologies. 

a. Incentives are required at the primary stages of new technologies until prices decrease 
due to technological maturity and market acceptance. However, governments must 
signpost and clearly indicate when that “primary stage” will end so that agencies and 
cities can properly plan.  

b. It is unlikely that governments can fund ZEB technologies on their own forever; therefore, 
they must set a percentage marker (e.g., five or 10 per cent of transit fleets electrified) at 
which point subsidies begin to drop off, and other funding or financing tools must take 
over to support sustainable long-term electrification. 

c. This will motivate robust and proactive community, city, regional and private sector 
financial innovation thinking and planning. 

5. Governments should stimulate, or create competition within, the utility industry by providing 
financial incentives for micro-grid and district energy providers that could supply electrical fuel 
to transit and municipal agencies in the future without drawing power from the main grid system, 
or by providing power in tandem with it.  

a. This would encourage renewable energy farms, energy storage companies and 
blockchain-based energy markets to become “fuellers” of the future.  

6. Funding programs are currently short-sighted and allied to four-year electoral cycles, which is 
extremely challenging for cities and transit systems to plan around given how long of robust 
feasibility studies and municipal funds allocation take, as well as RFP procurement bids, 
solicitation, approval of winners, contracting, vehicle manufacturing and delivery, and charging 
systems installation and commissioning.  

a. Given that infrastructure can last up to 40 years and buses are acquired for a period of 
12 to 16 years Canada, sustainable and predictable long-term funding and financing 
pathways are needed for transit ZEB procurements if the federal government wants to 
hit climate change targets overall in a taxpayer-efficient manner.   

Participants identified the following environmental solutions associated with transit and fleet system 
electrification: 

1. The Government of Canada must maintain its international commitments to the Paris Agreement 
by officially embodying electrification strategies and emissions reduction targets as laws or 
regulatory compliance requirements that carry punitive measures at a national level for failure to 
comply.  

a. There needs to be laws or punitive regulation that obliges transit agencies to reach zero-
emissions, however they get there, and concomitant funding to do so at the federal level 
(e.g., interconnections, bridges, ports, etc.).  

b. Provinces must ideally mimic those circumstances and support cities in this endeavour 
based on the long-term benefits to their health care and infrastructure budgets. 

2. Laws and regulations promoting electrification and environmentally friendly transportation 
should be reformed to create a transparent and perennial policy.  
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a. Cities could get more robustly involved by helping to ban petroleum vehicles in their 
jurisdictions, and the federal government should consider cancelling any subsidies or 
programs that inadvertently support fossil fuel propulsion systems for transportation. 

3. Funding from federal or provincial entities should explicitly link taxpayer dollars to GHG reduction 
targets and overall sustainability development objectives, and those targets and objectives need 
to be streamlined throughout all ministerial plans and strategies; otherwise, the government will 
be working to achieve zero emissions through some programs while promoting emissions-
intense transportation through others.  

a. The inconsistency in governing nationwide environmental mandates at differing 
government levels often causes the transit industry to believe that shared mobility and 
alternative propulsion are trivial goals for the nation. 

Participants identified the following technological solutions associated with transit and fleet system 
electrification: 

1. The federal government should allocate budgets to transit electrification and integrated smart 
grids and make them accessible to all provinces. This would encourage universities to adjust 
focus their research on innovation and electrification, studying analyzing smart grid applications 
to electrified transit and municipal fleet services.  

a. These types of programs could also promote more innovative partnerships between 
universities and utilities funded at the provincial levels, which have occurred in the past 
successfully (e.g., Ontario’s historical Smart Grid Fund supported Ontario universities 
working with local utilities to develop several EV-related integrated tools). 

2. Transit agencies should explore integrating renewable energy supplies, such as wind and solar 
energy, as well as “green” hydrogen fuels, through partnerships with the non-traditional energy 
sector.  

a. The renewables industry in Canada has grown robustly over the past decade. 
Partnerships and alliances with the renewable energy sector and transit are possible and 
should be promoted, as it has not arisen organically across the country. 

b. It is necessary to establish policies to produce and distribute energy among the provinces 
and globally to ensure ZEB technologies can be fuelled sustainably and robustly from 
green energy supplies. 

3. Provinces may need to leverage their dominion over educational policy to implement plans to 
facilitate scholarly and professional training programs for future positions in the low-carbon 
shared mobility sector and to create an immediate labour force (in the next 24 to 36 months) that 
can help the low-carbon ecosystem of companies, transit agencies and utilities already requiring 
this type of personnel.  

a. Adjusting the labour force requires continued appraisal at the provincial and transit 
agency level given the electrification transformations underway that are fundamentally 
altering the labour market already. 

4. Provincial governments can help set up internships and mentorship programs at different transit 
agencies and transit manufacturing and innovation companies to support job training related to 
transport electrification.  

a. They can also create specific programs at cégeps, colleges and universities using federal 
funding programs such as MITACS (a non-profit national research organization), as well 
as provincial scholarships, internship programs and bursary programs. 
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Participants identified the following socio-political and socio-operational solutions associated with transit 
and fleet system electrification: 

1. Provinces and the federal government must set a clear and unequivocal commitment and target 
(i.e., a ZEB vision) that does not specify the number of vehicles to be electrified but rather the 
total amount of emissions to be eliminated from fleets (i.e., percentage requirements) with 
specified government-mandated timelines.  

a. Clear guidance with targets set up as regulations, with fines for non-compliance, would 
encourage transit agencies to anticipate and meet the needs for major changes in their 
fleet systems and infrastructure deployments immediately.  

2. Public awareness programs complete with marketing must be created to disseminate the 
environmental message surrounding ZEBs to the public. Such programs may require federal, 
provincial and municipal alignment to be maximally effective.  

a. Transportation electrification and the energy systems issues it raises should be included 
in curricula aimed at children as well to create a new generation of mobility-informed 
Canadians who see public transit as critical to the economy, social advancement and 
household economic well-being. 

Summary 
 
Consultation outcomes from CUTRIC’s semi-structured focus group session held in Montréal on 
November 8, 2019, centred on several core themes, many of which mimic results emanating from semi-
structured individual transit agency interviews presented earlier in this report: 
 

• The cost of transitioning to ZEB transit fleets in Canada is orders of magnitude higher than most 
policy-makers realize today. Transit and infrastructure funds already available federally and for 
transit agencies in Québec, specifically (as part of the province’s green infrastructure funding 
programs), are insufficient. Most government funding programs to date have been fragmented 
in nature, focusing on the “bus” and ignoring the entire energy system requisite to support ZEB 
systems deployments.   

• Transit electrification requires systems thinking and not just “bus” thinking. It necessitates a 
wholesale overhaul of the energy matrix, creating and integrating a new energy generation, 
distribution, storage and delivery system (whether directly from the grid as electricity or indirectly 
as hydrogen), which transit agencies have no experience with, and which utilities are largely ill-
prepared to deliver on, because regulatory compliance is not required. 

• Climate action at the transit agency level will be taken seriously only if punitive measures are 
enacted, meaning governments—federal and/or provincial—will need to convert their wishes for 
ZEB technology adoption into mandatory targets that carry punitive measures if not achieved, 
similar to California’s model of regulation in this sector. 

• Revenues to fund this massive transit system overhaul will need to emanate conjointly from (a) 
taxpayer “green” innovation funds and ZEB systems incentives, (b) private financing with long-
term contracts with manufacturers and utilities as part of new financing models, and (c) road-
pricing or some form of punitive measure that prices car travel and reinvests those funds into 
transit electrification. 

• If these actions are taken, Québec’s low-carbon ZEV and ZEB ecosystem stands to gain as they 
are already well positioned to lead in this space nationally due to decades of provincial 
investment in the sector and the growth of several innovative SMEs and manufacturers in the 
EV segment locally. 
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TRANSIT ELECTRIFICATION AND ZEB PANEL 
OUTCOMES FROM CUTRIC’S 1ST CANADIAN 
LOW-CARBON SMART MOBILITY 
TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE, WINNIPEG, 
MB (SEPTEMBER 2019) 
As a final source of additional data input and perspective analysis on transit fleet electrification and, 
specifically, best practices in ZEB technology adoption and deployment, this study integrates results 
from a series of focused conference panels designed as part of CUTRIC’s 1st Canadian Low-Carbon 
Smart Mobility Technology Conference held in Winnipeg, Manitoba, from September 16th to 18th, 
2019. 
 
The conference was dedicated to two themes: ZEB transit technologies and smart shuttle 
technologies (i.e., “smart mobility” in the form of autonomous low-speed electrified shuttles for first 
kilometre/last kilometre solutions).  
 
Several panels were designed to feed into this research study by focusing speakers’ and panellists’ 
attention on a range of issues regarding the best (and worst) practices allied to ZEB transit fleet 
adoption across Canada to date. Moderators were trained to structure stakeholder engagement 
across conference keynote and panel sessions—which included representatives from Canada’s transit 
agencies, private and public sector utilities, private sector transit operators, manufacturers, data 
integrators, transportation network companies (TNCs) and government bodies—to ensure the 
outcomes of conference discussions, dialogues and debates could be integrated into this report. 
 
The conference constituted an opportunity for Canada’s transit agencies, manufacturers, integrators 
and innovators to offer insights into the opportunities, challenges and solutions allied to technologies 
addressing the need for low-carbon, smart-enabled and shared mass mobility solutions. The event 
fostered open and critical dialogue among varied stakeholders representing the entire ZEB supply 
chain.  
 
Findings from CUTRIC’s semi-structured and moderated conference sessions are provided in the 
following section of this report.  
 

Methodology 
 
Conference panels were structured as plenary sessions in all instances, allowing the entire audience of 
approximately 175 participants to engage in all session content, including all BEB and FCEB panel 
discussions.  
 
Each keynote or multi-speaker panel session commenced with a detailed presentation by one to five 
industry or public sector experts, whose objective it was to initiate creative thought and critical dialogue 
among conference participants to ensure a robust national discussion regarding the state of BEB and 
FCEB technological readiness in the country.  
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Conference panelists were asked to structure their presentation materials to address the opportunities, 
challenges and solutions regarding state-of-the-art BEB and FCEB technologies, as well as allied 
policies and deployment experiences.  
 
Keynote and panel participants were selected from the following core categories allied to BEB and 
FCEB technology development and deployment sectors in Canada:  

1.    Transit agencies 
2.    Utilities 
3.    BEB and FCEB manufacturers 
4.    Electric chargers and H2 fuelling innovators  
5.    Public sector/government (federal, provincial and municipal) 
6.    Other (e.g., consultant) 
 

Keynote and panel sessions were followed by structured question-and-answer periods controlled by a 
moderator, whose questions were pre-communicated to participants to encourage semi-structured 
responses replete with examples. The moderator also encouraged non-structured dialogue to gain 
insightful points of view with greater robustness.  
 
Keynote and panel sessions benefited from an unstructured moderator-managed audience question-
and-answer period as well, which allowed a wider audience of participants to discuss unexpected areas 
of insight. 
 

Transit agencies 
Transit agency panellists identified core issues affecting contemporary ZEB technology adoption, 
include planning needs, variable guidance on climate action, and local GHG goal-setting.  
Panellists from TTC, Brampton Transit and TransLink all highlighted local (municipal or regional) GHG 
reduction targets as the primary driving force behind their local transit electrification procurements.  
In general, and across all panels, however, transit agency panellists reiterated that government funding 
must be “systems” oriented—not “for buses” or “for chargers” but for “fleet electrification aimed at 
supporting the full transportation-energy transformation required to sustainably integrate BEBs and 
FCEBs, including concomitant facilities upgrades and overhauls.  
 
In terms of realizing environmental opportunities associated with ZEB emissions reductions, while 
overcoming insufficient capital funding and addressing potential social and taxpayer reluctance in the 
face of high capital costs for ZEB technology adoption, transit agency panellists recommended 
highlighting triple bottom line (i.e., economic, environmental and social) benefits of ZEBs regarding 
pollution, health and GHG emissions reductions at the municipal council and provincial ministerial levels 
to secure funding commitments.  
 
In terms of realizing economic opportunities associated with greater ridership due to improved ridership 
experiences on ZEBs and to overcome the convenience of single-use or single passenger vehicles, 
transit agency panellists recommended transit systems adopt a new mobility paradigm encapsulated as 
PACE (Personalized, Autonomous, Connected, Eco-friendly). A PACE paradigm positions transit 
agencies as client-facing mobility service providers rather than bus or transit operators. With a PACE 
planning process and set of goals in mind, agencies can create services that are as personalized as the 
automobile but more autonomous, connected and eco-friendly in nature, as well as more economical 
for the client, thereby encouraging riders to use transit systems to help offset high up front electrification 
costs over time. 
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To realize operational opportunities associated with cost reductions over diesel (for electricity 
specifically) and to overcome the electricity demand charges that arise when many BEBs charge at 
once in an unstructured or unintelligent manner, transit agency panellists recommended distributing 
ZEB power requirements using both high-powered opportunity and overhead charging systems 
combined with low-powered charging equipment at depots and on routes. Combined with smart 
charging controls to ensure expensive assets are fully utilized throughout the day and to ensure the 
greatest possible vehicle range while also avoiding straining power infrastructure, this approach enables 
a spatial and temporal distribution of charging that can be optimized at the systems-level to reduce 
power delivery costs for transit agencies. For example, smart-controlled high-powered chargers 
deployed on route can learn to throttle up or down to the relevant power level needed, say from 150 kW 
to 450 kW, depending on a BEB’s SOC or the traffic rush-hour circumstances and limited scheduled 
downtime during the day, to maximize power delivery, minimize charging times and optimize demand 
charges local utilities impose. 
 
Meanwhile, to encourage transit agencies to act despite no climate-oriented punitive regulations, transit 
agency panellists recommended agency champions and managers engage continuously with municipal 
decision-makers throughout the pre-procurement process to ensure local councils and all transit staff 
buy into what is certain to be a complex and expensive initiative in the early years. This will help to avoid 
unnecessary internal resistance or delays to the electrification agenda in future years when the full 
complexity of the system emerges.   
 
Transit agency panelists also recommended pursuing and completing low-cost feasibility studies before 
procurements (such as those completed recently with CUTRIC’s non-profit simulation tool RoutΣ.i™), as 
these studies cost between $50,000 and $500,000 for the full fleet analysis and simulation of ZEB 
technologies in local systems, depending on the size of the fleet and the total number of ZEB makes 
and models and charging equipment simulated. This type of modelling reduces procurement costs 
substantially by helping agencies to avoid mistaken procurements based on inaccurate vehicle 
performance or range promises. Route- and block-based feasibility studies help with meaningful and 
well-designed evidence-based procurements and create visible ROI calculations for transit agencies by 
documenting annual operational savings per bus, per route and per passenger, which can be presented 
to councils and decision-makers to motivate ZEB investments over the near to long term. This type of 
simulation work also helps identify energy and power demands, which help transit agencies determine 
whether they need to consider energy storage at an early procurement stage and the extent to which 
agencies need to integrate utility partnerships at an early stage of ZEB planning. 
 
To overcome long-term funding constraints, transit agency panellists stated that transit agencies, 
municipalities and regions need to explore new business models and new financing structures. This 
should include considering outsourcing new technically intense ZEB operations and maintenance 
services to external experts, such as utilities, manufacturers or third-party vendors. These maintenance 
and operations tasks and services cannot be performed in-house in the near- to mid-term future at 
agencies that do not presently possess hybrids, streetcars or subways. And even for those that already 
possess electrified assets, the technical complexity and specified knowledge requirements associated 
with these services and skills may require their long-term outsourcing to specialized companies anyhow. 
 

Challenges  
Participants identified several specific challenges associated with transit and fleet systems 
electrification: 
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1. TransLink’s plan to cluster high-power (450 kW) overhead chargers at one location may strain 
BC Hydro’s power infrastructure, so it would need excessive numbers of permissions and 
licences.  

2. Switching to ZEBs is much more arduous than switching the fuel source from diesel to electricity. 
As it involves a systems-wide overhaul, it necessarily involves almost every division of a transit 
agency’s operations. Similarly, local utility involvement is required and usually requires more 
than one division to be engaged. The problem of transportation emissions is complex and so is 
the solution of ZEB technologies. Transit and utility agencies need to prepare for the fact this is 
a “whole agency” initiative and will require heavy lifting by several departments or groups within 
a city, transit agency or utility corporation. 

3. Planning for charging infrastructure is one of the most critical aspects in fleet electrification 
initiatives, and new personnel with relevant expertise will need to be hired in the immediate short 
term, especially if the transit agency is not planning to outsource infrastructure planning to 
domain experts (e.g., utilities or OEMs).  

4. A list of unknowns must still be addressed as part of the planning process for any transit agency 
considering ZEB technologies in Canada. This list includes several sub-categories of detailed 
technical engagement, investigation and analysis before procurement begins:  

a. Launching an engagement plan with utilities  

b. Identifying operational requirements  

c. Identifying infrastructure gaps  

d. Estimating implementation timelines and costs  

e. Identifying required approvals and their corresponding agencies  

 

Solutions 
Participants identified several specific solutions associated with transit and fleet systems electrification: 
 

1. Transit agencies must specify clear targets regarding electrification, with their local municipality 
backing them, as in the case of TTC, which has adopted the target of procuring only electric 
buses from 2025 onward with a GHG reduction target of 80 per cent fleet-wide by 2050.  

a. If the transit agency is not powerful enough to do so on its own, its leaders should 
encourage town or city council to do so. Otherwise, dedicated action toward ZEB 
adoption will not occur given the cost and complexities involved. 

2. Physics-based feasibility studies exploring ZEB (BEBs and FCEBs) performance in situ, the 
adequacy of current electrical infrastructure, and route- and block-based scheduling constraints 
in meeting the needs of an electrified fleet will expedite procurements and reduce procurement 
costs in the long term.  

a. Low-cost, well-designed detailed feasibility studies can help agencies avoid poor 
investment choices, amounting to millions of dollars saved at the time of procurement.  

b. Performing predictive modelling of full or partial route/block electrification to understand 
the operational, energy and cost requirements, as well as garage and future routing 
requirements that affect energy consumption (i.e., new route designs based on 
demographic growth), alongside ridership growth predictions can furnish evidence to 
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present to municipalities and political decision-makers as they deliberate funding ZEB 
technologies. 

3. Deploying energy storage devices to minimize demand charges should be explored and 
modelled further in preparation for full-fleet electrification, no matter the agency’s size, as local 
municipal vehicles can also benefit from a shared storage device.  

4. BEB and FCEB sectors are fundamentally distinct from the EV (“electric car”) sector, as BEBs 
and FCEBs have longer life cycles (12 to 18 years), much higher operational costs, less 
downtime hours for charging, greater passenger loads and more rugged duty cycles and energy 
load requirements. Governments must view them distinctly when in the process of designing 
funding programs, yet too often (over the past five years) federal and provincial governments 
have conflated BEBs and BEVs and made poor funding decisions as a result, or have failed to 
make relevant and required decisions based on differing system needs. Future funding, 
incentive and regulatory compliance programs must be systems appropriate. 

5. There needs to be a consortium-based technical guide developed, published and maintained 
yearly by a non-profit documenting the long list of operational concerns, resolutions and work-
arounds associated with BEBs, FCEBs, chargers and hydrogen fuelling stations across Canada, 
including maintenance and repair-related tasks.  

6. Each agency intending to transition to a zero-emissions fleet must have a dedicated project 
team in place along with a project manager, as this type of work cannot be completed with a 
business-as-usual approach.  

7. Manufacturers must provide a full turnkey solution for charging, especially for smaller transit 
agencies, providing supply chain coordination by the private sector.  

8. A 10- to 30-year budget timeline is needed for local councils, highlighting phase-wise targets for 
transit electrification and associated capital costs versus operational savings.  

 

Manufacturers 
 
To achieve a low-carbon transportation ecosystem across Canada through ZEB transit systems while 
overcoming the challenges of such a “systems” overhaul, manufacturing panellists identified that 
transit RFPs need to be better designed. Procurement processes need to be designed in a way that 
privileges systems performance goals, GHG reduction goals and health improvement goals by RFP 
respondents (and consortia of respondents) rather focusing on the lowest price possible, which will not 
achieve systems-level solutions or long-term technological sustainability. Requests for proposals that 
focus on the lowest price points primarily or solely will lead to ad hoc and fragmented BEB or FCEB 
procurements, which risk taxpayer investments.  
 
Manufacturing panellists also recommended identifying new procurement solutions that will help to 
lower the up front and life cycle costs of ZEBs by encouraging greater sales volumes immediately 
through joint procurements and P3s. Experts from utility and infrastructure developers can be 
incorporated into P3-styled ventures. These types of financial tools may provide resiliency against 
government funding stops and ideological funding gaps.     
 
To realize the overall environmental opportunities associated with ZEB adoptions while overcoming 
transit agency inertia and slow movement due to no punitive compliance requirements, manufacturing 
panellists highlighted that Canada could possibly use the U.S. “Low or No Emission Vehicle Program” 
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[235] as a template for a similar program. The program funds state and local government authorities to 
purchase or lease ZEBs and low-emissions transit buses, and construct or lease required supporting 
charging and fuelling facilities. The program is scheduled to deliver US$55 million by the end of fiscal 
year 2020. Manufacturing panellists recommended exploring battery leasing options to address issues 
regarding existing battery degradation and constant battery technology evolution.  
 
To improve ridership experiences with long-range BEBs, manufacturing panellists identified that 
smart-charging-enabled hybrid approaches are needed as local charging strategies. This would 
involve integrating slower plug-in charging in-depot with faster high-powered opportunity charging in-
depot and on-route. This hybrid approach is a mechanism that ensures fleet operations are resilient 
during blackouts, surge periods, or mechanical or operational failures that otherwise block charging at 
a given location. Additionally, to address the tactical steps that must be taken toward electrification, 
manufacturing panellists identified that grid-side charger management (i.e., demand management 
protocols and programs) needs to converge with transit operations to reduce demand charges and 
peak power levels.  
 

Opportunities 
Manufacturing participants identified several specific opportunities associated with transit and fleet 
systems electrification as follows: 

1. Cities have strong intentions and resolutions in place to become sustainable, and this is the 
critical driving force behind the paradigm shift in mobility today with technology and infrastructure 
being the enablers.  

2. Transit agencies can procure standardized BEBs and chargers going forward, utilizing SAE 
J3105 for overhead chargers and SAE J1772 for plug-in charging.  

3. Motor Coach Industries (MCI), a division of NFI Group, indicated it would soon be launching its 
J1772 standardized 150 kW depot charging, allowing the J4500e electric motor coach with 
electric drive and two different types of batteries to charge in a standardized fashion with other 
BEBs.  

4. Proterra panellists defined the company’s innovative Battery Leasing Program, developed with 
a $200 million credit facility with Mitsui & Co., which aids in achieving price parity with diesel 
buses.  

5. Hydrogen fuel cell stacks of 60 to 200 kWh of power are currently being integrated in recent 
coach bus variants, and FCEBs need to be explored with greater alacrity in Canada today. 

 

Challenges 
Manufacturing participants identified several specific challenges associated with transit and fleet systems 
electrification: 

1. The impact of battery degradation is significant and should be explored and integrated into 
maintenance plans. The impact of heavier onboard higher battery capacity, which affects overall 
vehicle weight and passenger/rider capacity, should be considered in procurement planning, as 
these constitute physical parameters agencies cannot change.  

2. The involvement of infrastructure majors and utilities at the onset of the planning process 
requires extensive network building. Most transit agencies have under-developed utility 
relationships in their local communities, yet the electrical and civil works required, including the 
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shifting of existing power lines to electrify even small fleets, is substantial and requires utility 
engagement early on.  

3. Canadian transit agencies’ lack of knowledge about global growth in HFC electrification and 
technology innovation is needlessly hampering ZEB planning processes and is largely due to a 
cultural perception of the BC Whistler trial as having been a “failure” in 2010. This cultural inertia 
is preventing Canadian systems from reaching ZEB solutions that are viable now, especially for 
routes, blocks and operational areas that are rugged, steep, high-speed and which suffer from 
short downtime periods—all of which render BEB electrification on its own challenging at best.  

4. There are specific challenges facing large e-coach technologies that do not apply as readily to 
local transit BEB needs. Very large battery densities, route ranges exceeding 200 kilometres, 
extreme high-power charging infrastructure (e.g., up to 1 MW or beyond, given restricted down-
periods at terminal points), powertrain design challenges due to luggage space requirements, 
and private operator cost recovery constraints over short periods of time mean that coach 
electrification is much harder to achieve than transit electrification today.   

5. Future professional acquisition processes at transit levels require a shift in thinking about skilled 
labour. Historically, general technicians have sufficed, but transit agencies and manufacturers 
increasingly need electrical and mechanical engineers, of which there are not enough graduates 
in Canada already.  

Solutions  
Manufacturing participants proposed several specific solutions associated with transit and fleet 
systems electrification: 

1. Telematic systems and software algorithms that integrate data into decision-making is the new 
norm and can support evidence-based decision-making immediately. 

2. A hybrid approach regarding charging strategies, involving both slow plug-in charging overnight 
and fast high-powered opportunity charging in-depot or on-route, is the new norm. High-density 
charger installations along with smart-charging and fleet management tools should be 
established as baseline (new) infrastructural requirements.  

3. Grid-side charger management systems needs to converge with transit operations to reduce 
demand charges and power demands on the grid. Therefore, utility relationships are critically 
important at the outset to support transit agencies in the pre-planning phase.  

4. Financial innovation is needed to enable transit agencies to manage the transition to 
electrification without relying on underfunded infrastructure programs.  

5. Increased and immediate real-time data collection is needed to support evidence-based 
electromobility integration and performance assessments by.   

6. Existing procurement bidding processes must be modified to integrate lifetime costs, as well as 
triple bottom line benefits and performance measures, rather than “lowest-cost” offers, to 
transform the conventional bus industry and fleet operations. 

7. There is a need to explore technological and financial innovation by exploring new mechanisms, 
such as battery leasing, to lower costs.  

8. Predictive modelling tools must be used to estimate the resource requirements (operational, 
energy, cost) for transit electrification ahead of procurement.  

9. Government regulation and compliance measures are needed to spur the industry and force 
adoption against local inertia and climate change ambivalence.  
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10. Metrolinx/GO Bus should concomitantly explore motor coach fleet electrification (with BEBs or 
FCEBs) across the GTHA to create shared electrification infrastructure at terminals and stations 
that would support local transit agency electrification from Niagara to Oshawa.   

 

Utilities   
 
To use ZEB technologies as emissions-reducing tools to fight climate change, utility panellists noted 
that utility regulators must add GHG emissions to their mandates going forward. This would affect 
planning and investment decisions regarding electricity transmission and distribution at the utility level.  
Utility panellists also underscored that utilities need longer 10-year strategies to manage their 
infrastructure upgrade requirements (i.e., in support of, say, garage refurbishments with new sub-
stations and power lines).  
 
Utility participants identified several best practices in California as possible models to follow, though 
panellists noted fundamental delays in planning at the utility level in Canada  compared with California. 
To achieve harmonious transit-utility relations and to spur ZEB adoption by overcoming technical 
knowledge gaps at the transit agency level regarding electricity as a fuel, utility participants urged the 
Government of Canada and provincial governments to follow California, where utilities have developed 
a transportation electrification framework based on rate design principles for ZEV charging and 
refuelling. Californian utilities have also developed new incentives for individuals and organizations to 
spur electrical charging and hydrogen refuelling infrastructure installation while reducing overhead 
charging demand charges.  
 
To develop new business models among utilities regarding transit electrification, utility panellists 
stressed the need to create service-level agreements between transit agencies and utilities to ensure 
resiliency in the case of cataclysmic power outages. They also recommended the government provide 
policy-level guidance to address any ambiguity and risk in such instances and to attract private 
investments despite the risks associated with privately developed electricity sources and the fuelling of 
public transportation.  
 
Utility panellists identified energy storage integration and renewable energy integration as lucrative 
propositions to invest in further at the highest levels of utility decision-making, since contemporary 
modelling techniques can predict transit loads on the grid. This type of strategic thinking could help to 
develop a secondary battery market (i.e., secondary stationary storage applications) led by utilities in 
the future. 
 
To achieve the opportunities associated with full-fleet electrification sooner than later, and to overcome 
insufficient public funding for all requisite capital costs today, utility panellists acknowledged their 
interest in exploring and potentially supporting turnkey P3 financing and consortium-based solutions 
related to BEBs, FCEBs, electric charging infrastructure and hydrogen fuelling infrastructure, provided 
there is an acceptable level of risk enabled through government policy initiatives and that city and transit 
officials accept higher risk levels than they have before (i.e., in the form of potentially rising costs for 
financed solutions). This approach is critical for smaller transit agencies that lack staff trained in high-
power electric infrastructure and would need to offload some of these tasks to experts through a P3 
arrangement.  
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Opportunities  
Utility participants identified several specific opportunities associated with transit and fleet systems 
electrification as follows: 

1. BC Hydro filed a rate application to the BC Utilities Commission to minimize electrification rate 
impacts. The proposed rates (which were approved in 2020) are as follows:  

b. Time-of-use (ToU) rate (overnight rate), shifting the EV charging load away from peak 
periods by providing cheaper rates during off-peak hours.  

c. Energy-only rate (demand transition rate) charges based on class average load 
characterizations.  

2. ENMAX is already developing capabilities to support EV adoption in engineering, procurement 
and construction, as well as capital investment programs and operations and maintenance 
services (infrastructure). 

3. The opportunity for integrating renewables becomes stronger with transit integration from a utility 
business case perspective, as added predicted loads make it lucrative enough to integrate 
various renewable power sources, especially in communities with predicted rising ridership 
levels. 

4. Turnkey solutions are attractive, and P3 models are viable solutions. In many cases, Canadian 
utilities are experienced in financing other types of assets and are in a much better position to 
maintain and operate charging or fuelling infrastructure as it is “energy.”  

5. Utilities will not have trouble obtaining external capital if there is an acceptable risk level that is 
either lowered by law or by regulatory or environment policies.   

 

Challenges  
Utility participants identified specific challenges associated with transit and fleet systems electrification: 

1. Ambiguity in federal, provincial and municipal commitments to climate action or ZEB technology 
integration due to a lack of mandatory compliance regulations leads to industry ambivalence and 
concerns about capital investments. This currently prevents private investments. 

2. Smaller transit agencies likely do not have the requisite staffing requirements to manage power 
and charging infrastructure, and would need to transfer these tasks to utilities, but labour 
constraints and unionization may prevent that. 

3. The role of emergency response services is currently ambiguous regarding ZEB technologies. 
In a major blackout (due to weather or terrorism), how does transit respond? And do utilities 
privilege transit? Utility participants noted that service-level agreements between transit 
agencies and utilities will need to address resiliency solutions in the event of power-downs.  

 

Solutions  
Utility participants proposed specific solutions to challenges identified with transit and fleet systems 
electrification: 
 

1. Although Canadian utilities might not directly follow California’s example in creating a 
transportation electrification framework, which would help establish the rate design principles 
for ZEV charging or fuelling, utility regulators could learn a great deal from them and build a 
made-in-Canada or made-locally regulatory solution to promote the industry. Panellists identified 
Southern California Edison’s “Charge Ready” program as unique and innovative in terms of 
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paying individuals and organizations to install electrical charging infrastructure and hydrogen 
refuelling. It also involves dismissing demand charges until 2024, after which they will be 
accelerated. Panellists identified similar approaches to reduce demand charges by other utilities 
such as Pacific Gas & Electric.  

2. The government and regulators must mandate utilities to invest in ZEB technologies to ensure 
it occurs; otherwise, it will not happen. The regulator must include GHG reductions or 
environmental conservation in its mandate while keeping electricity inexpensive and inclusive. 
Emissions reductions rely upon power producers, but the regulator does not mandate GHG 
emissions restrictions on the transmission or distribution sides. This may need to be changed. 

3. A 10-year strategy, as opposed to a five-year electrification plan locally, is needed as transit 
electrification will require sub-stations, garage refurbishment, new power lines, etc. to be set up, 
which requires ample time and can be cost-prohibitive if forced in short time periods. 

4. Transit agencies should aim to integrate energy storage devices at various electric charger 
locations, as demand charges can constitute up to 80 per cent of ZEB charging costs. Various 
ownership models could be tested to see what fits local transit and utility needs best from an 
ownership and a rate-of-return perspective.  

5. It is possible to modify existing business models required for fleet electrification by focusing on 
batteries, including second-life management, and applications such as secondary energy 
storage, charging infrastructure and electricity, which utilities could lead. 

 

Summary of conference panel sessions, Winnipeg 
 
Conference panellists across the transit, manufacturing, and utility industries acknowledged that 
Canada could potentially lead in incorporating standardized electrification solutions for zero-emissions 
transit to support overall transportation-related GHG reductions and achieve the country’s Paris Climate 
Agreement commitments.  
 
Panellists identified transit as the vanguard in this transition because BEBs, FCEBs and their supporting 
infrastructure constitute relative “low-hanging fruit” compared with municipal trucks, snow-movers and 
other unique heavy-duty municipal vehicles.  
 
Several manufacturers already make these systems and products in Canada. While several utilities are 
eyeing the development of potential new business models to become more fully engaged in new 
business opportunities, the job creation opportunities from ZEB electrification emerged as a prominent 
theme and oft-repeated likelihood by panellists.  
 
However, challenges also exist. Panellists identified that smaller demonstration projects are no longer 
needed—large-scale integration trials are. ZEB technologies could be part of a safe, efficient, connected 
and multi-modal mobility system for Canadians today, but there is currently no funding for large-scale 
integration trials, including bus, charging and fuelling infrastructure, storage devices and data analytics. 
Funding is fragmented and insufficient federally and provincially where it does exist. 
 
Panel participants also identified that ongoing ZEB and FCEB design and development is critical, which 
could help bring down procurement costs nationwide.  
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Panellists underscored the importance of physics-based feasibility studies as being absolutely 
necessary prior to procurement decisions being made, while technology standardization, performance 
measures monitoring and data-sharing are critical aspects that ought to be embedded in procurement 
plans internally and in partnership with manufacturers, utilities and other transit agencies. 
 
Panellists acknowledged that initial maintenance support from manufacturers is needed while labour 
retraining and the college-led training of a transitioning workforce are underway.  
 
In terms of solutions currently available, panellists articulated the need for comprehensive “systems” 
planning to cover all aspects of electrification, ranging from equipment standardization, data collection 
and sharing, re-skilling of the workforce,  maintenance and operations outsourcing or “in-housing,” as 
well as electricity or hydrogen fuelling resiliency planning with local utilities or fuel providers. 
Comprehensive systems planning is needed to scale up fleets faster across Canada. 
 
Panellists acknowledged the inherent need for innovating financing models that might include Design-
Build-Finance-Operate-Maintain (DBFOM) applications, as well as skills training and labour relations 
pertaining to shared mobility. Such a model would spread high capital costs and technology risks across 
the entire life cycle of BEBs, FCEBs, chargers and hydrogen fuelling systems and help overcome 
funding gaps in the near term.  
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CONCLUSION 
The global transition to electrification is imminent as part of international actions to combat climate 
change. Worldwide, governments are declaring climate crises and mandating their fleets to achieve 
zero-emissions by mid-century or sooner. 
 
Several major manufacturers are emerging as key players in this endeavour. Federal, provincial and 
municipal governments across North America, Europe and China are becoming increasingly aware of 
the environmental and operational benefits associated with electrified public transportation, specifically 
BEB and FCEB fleets.  
 
This report provided an overview of global literature relating to BEB and FCEB technologies, 
manufacturers, government policies, utility readiness and transit agency deployments in Canada. It also 
documented a series of semi-structured interviews, focus groups and panel discussions conducted over 
a six-month period across Canada to glean insights into best practices in transit electrification for the 
nation. 
Given current technological constraints and the uniqueness of BEB, FCEB, e-charger and hydrogen 
fuelling infrastructures compared with diesel and CNG competitors, transit agencies will need to 
redesign their facilities and optimize their schedules, routes and blocks, as well as re-evaluate their 
relationships with local utilities, train and hire new personnel, and explore new financing models to 
support the extraordinary costs and complexities involved in full-fleet electrification initiatives.  
 
Massive investments in charging capabilities both on route and in depot (with both high- and low-
powered capacities) will be required to fully electrify fleets without reducing service. The concept of a 
“mixed fleet” composed of both BEBs and FCEBs is becoming increasingly palatable. Physics-based 
modelling and simulation will become de rigueur and potentially even mandated precursors to 
procurements in the near future. 
 
As more transit agencies move toward electrification, new charging standards for heavy-duty vehicles 
will support the expedited integration of other heavy-duty vehicles such as trucks, while the long-
standing standardization of EV charging, which already supports the integration of e-taxis and light-duty 
EV fleets for household mobility, supports the ongoing growth of the transportation electrification 
industry across Canada.  
 
Utilities in Canada are just now starting to assess the status of their business plans regarding electrified 
transportation and, specifically, heavy-duty transit electrification.  
 
Based on the combination of interview, focus group and conference panel outcomes documented 
throughout this report, the following high-level opportunities, challenges and solutions lie ahead: 
 

• BEBs, FCEBs and their allied fuelling infrastructures are key components in national and local 
efforts to radically reduce GHGs from transportation applications. Transit electrification serves 
as a segue to electrifying all heavy-duty vehicles in Canada. 

• Joint procurements, consortium-based P3 models and manufacturer partnerships offering 
financially innovative tools to enable rapid procurement and systems integration are all viable 
options for cities and transit agencies aiming to mass-procure ZEBs in the next 12 to 48 months. 

Future public funding for ZEB deployments must be system-oriented and include all ZEB system 
assets, not just “the bus” or charger but all components including the bus, charger, fuelling 
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system, storage device, facilities redesign and data collection tools. Just as transit agencies 
need to modernize their views of vehicular adoption and begin to think in terms of “system 
integration” and “systems overhaul,” funding bodies must also modernize and alter the way they 
issue funding. They must overcome the asset-type restrictions and initiate programs around 
“systems goals,” such as zero-emissions targets. 

• BEB and FCEB adoption in Canada could create jobs given the domestication of several leading 
manufacturers in this space, including NFI and Nova Bus, with BYD providing recent additional 
investments in Ontario. Major charging systems innovators, such as ABB Group and Siemens, 
have extensive operations in Canada, and relevant SMEs such as eCamion are also Canadian 
based. Increasing ZEB technology adoption in Canada can create many new job opportunities 
in the country. 

• All champion Canadian transit agencies CUTRIC interviewed recognized that they must develop 
robust utility relationships as a starting point for sustainable electrification initiatives at the 
earliest stages of ZEB planning. 

• BC Hydro and Hydro Québec has already invested in several innovative projects and initiatives, 
and lessons learned could be shared across the country to spur utility development and business 
planning in adjacent provinces.  

• The current lack of real-time data-sharing among transit agencies has created a gap in evidence-
based decision-making. The creation of some form of real-time data-sharing mechanism by and 
for transit agencies in Canada will allow them to observe each other’s asset performance in real 
time and generate improved and less costly procurement plans.  

• Nearly all interview participants, focus group participants and panellists documented in this 
report also acknowledged the need for better physics-based predictive modelling to support 
evidence-based decision-making and procurements.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS  
Ø Economic  

o Federal and provincial grants are still needed to decrease the initial deployment costs 
but need to be designed as “systems” solutions and not “bus” subsidies or “charging 
system” funds. 

o Long-term financial benefits should also be considered as well as health and 
environmental benefits in triple bottom line assessments of the value of ZEB 
infrastructure deployments and investments in Canada. 

o New innovative financial models including P3s are required for long-term ZEB adoption 
in Canada.  

Ø Technological 

o Charging infrastructure is now standardized and is emerging as interoperable in principle 
(due to standards published in 2020), but real-time data-sharing needs to be formalized 
across transit agencies so that they can share the commissioning and actual 
performance of interoperable systems in the initial years of deployment and so that 
jurisdictions can more rapidly share troubleshooting solutions. 

o Manufacturers may need to start including options such as battery leasing or engine 
swapping/retrofitting to decrease consumer and technology anxiety and support ZEB 
adoption today that could be upgraded tomorrow. 

Ø Operational 

o Local utilities should be onboarded and introduced to local transit agencies’ ZEB 
planning early on even if procurement is years away to ensure a competent local utility 
support team is available and to initiate assessments of local power supplies and storage 
capacities to install charging stations, energy storage and hydrogen fuelling stations. 

o Close collaboration with stakeholders and energy suppliers at each stage of the 
deployment project is recommended. 

o Training bus operators and maintenance staff is an important part of deployment, which 
should be arranged in a more systematic way starting soon (i.e., within 12 months), with 
college training programs and in-house training for technicians.  

Ø Planning 

o Feasibility studies are recommended to understand the fleet operational needs and 
unique characteristics of cities such as route length, topography, weather conditions, 
ridership, etc., as these affect energy consumption and therefore the type of ZEBs 
required to deliver and maintain adequate service. 

o Efficient deployments require energy systems planning to avoid operational delays. 
Installing charging infrastructure takes time, requiring permits, civil works and 
connectivity with local grids. 

o Physics-based feasibility studies should precede every local BEB or FCEB procurement, 
and “green” funding dollars should be tied to such studies to avoid wasted investments 
or ZEB technology procurements that fail to meet the system’s needs given route 
characteristics, topography, ridership figures, growth projections, real estate ownership 
realities and other critical performance and cost-planning factors. These studies create 
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performance expectations that can be built into performance measures in manufacturers’ 
procurement agreements. 

o While exchanging experiences with successful fleets is encouraged, a one-size-fits-all 
solution does not exist. A real-time data-sharing platform across all transit agencies is 
strongly encouraged to motivate and expedite ZEB adoption in Canada. 

Ø Social  

o Climate action on its own is ambiguous and does not directly motivate transit agencies 
to adopt ZEBs unless specific targets are set. 

o Cities and provinces can lead the way by establishing local emissions targets, which 
have successfully motivated agencies (e.g., Brampton, YRT, TransLink, TTC, STM, etc.) 
to act and procure ZEB technologies. 

o Punitive measures within regulatory compliance tools—such as emissions caps and 
reduction targets—that are tethered to fines for non-compliance would motivate transit 
agencies to adopt ZEB technologies soon, but transit agencies would need initial funding 
or to establish financing tools in tandem to set such compliance targets.  

o An innovative fleet system can improve service quality, leading to passenger satisfaction 
and boosting transit systems’ social image. 

o An improved, convenient, reliable and pleasurable transit system experience increases 
transit ridership and revenue, which can be reinvested into advancing transit 
technologies and planning.  
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW INVITATION LETTER 
[English] 

Best Practices and Key Considerations for Fleet Electrification & Charging 
Infrastructure Deployment 
 
Subject line: Invitation for Interview - Transit Electrification Expertise Feedback 
 
Dear  
 
On behalf of Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), the Canadian Urban Transit Research and 
Innovation Consortium (CUTRIC-CRITUC) invites you to participate in an interview to assess best 
practices in the design of electric bus charging systems and fleet deployment strategies, globally and 
in Canada. 
Funded by NRCan, this interview will focus on gathering structured feedback from transit agencies 
regarding the opportunities, challenges, and solutions allied to electric transit technology integration. 
The interview will take place by phone or teleconference, depending upon your location and 
preferences. The interview will last no more than 60 minutes. 
 
The information your agency provides in the interview process is confidential and only reported in 
aggregated form, unless otherwise directly stipulated by your agency.  
 
Should information from your interview be used in any report or publication, all identifying information 
would be removed, so that you or your organization would not be individually identifiable in any way.  
We hope that you will help by participating in this interview as an innovative, forward-thinking agency 
in electrifying the future of transit and mobility. The outcomes of this research work will help to inform 
NRCan’s next generation of electrified transit and fleet funding programs. 
 
Could you please let us know the following details by Tuesday, November 12, 2019: 
 
1. If you or a colleague from your organization accept to participate in this interview. 
2. At least two dates/times of availability. The interview should happen November 18-29, 2019. 
3. Name and email of participant(s). 
4. Phone number or dial-in instruction for the interview.  
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[French] 

Bonnes Pratiques et Considérations Clés pour l'Électrification de la flotte et le 
Déploiement de l'Infrastructure de Recharge 
 
Objet : Invitation à une Entrevue- sur l'Expertise en Électrification du Transport en Commun 
Cher/Chère  
 
Au nom des Ressources naturelles du Canada (RNCan), le Consortium Canadien de Recherche et 
d'Innovation sur le Transport en Commun Urbain (CUTRIC-CRITUC) vous invite à participer à une 
entrevue pour évaluer les meilleures pratiques en matière de conception de systèmes de recharge de 
bus électriques et de stratégies de déploiement de flotte - à l'échelle mondiale et au Canada. 
 
Financée par RNCan, cette entrevue visera à recueillir des commentaires structurés venant des 
organismes de transport en commun concernant les possibilités, les défis et les solutions liés à 
l'intégration de la technologie du transport en commun électrique. L'entrevue se déroulera par 
téléphone ou téléconférence, selon votre lieu et vos préférences. L'entrevue ne durera pas plus de 60 
minutes. 
 
Les informations fournies par votre agence au cours du processus d’entrevue sont confidentielles et 
ne sont communiquées que sous forme agrégée, sauf indication contraire de votre agence. 
 
Si les informations de votre entrevue étaient utilisées dans un rapport ou une publication, toutes les 
informations d'identification seraient supprimées, de sorte que vous ou votre organisation ne seriez 
plus identifiable individuellement. 
 
Nous espérons que vous aiderez en participant à cette entrevue en tant qu’agence novatrice et avant-
gardiste pour électrifier l’avenir du transport en commun et de la mobilité. Les résultats de ce travail 
de recherche aideront à informer sur les programmes de financement des prochaines générations du 
transport en commun et du parc de véhicules électrifiés de RNCan. 
 
Pourriez-vous s'il vous plaît nous faire savoir les détails suivants d'ici le Mardi, 12 Novembre 2019: 
 
1. Si vous ou un collègue de votre organisation acceptez de participer à cette entrevue 
2. Au moins deux dates / heures de disponibilité. L'entrevue devrait avoir lieu entre le 18 au 29 
Novembre, 2019 
3. Nom et email du (des) participant (s). 
4. Numéro de téléphone ou numéro à composer pour l'entrevue. 
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS  
[English] 
 
OPPORTUNITIES  

1. Based on your experiences, what are the most evident opportunities associated with zero-
emissions transit fleets (or e-taxis)? Examples of opportunities might include economic, 
commercial (or technologically innovative), social, political, or environmental opportunities 
associated with electrifying transit and public fleet systems overall. 

[Answer] 
2. What would you identify as the critical technological drivers for electric vehicle deployments in 

your fleet experience? 

[Answer] 
3. What would you identify as the critical operational outcomes associated with electric vehicle 

deployments in your fleet experience? 

[Answer] 
 
CHALLENGES 

4. Based on your experiences, what are the most evident challenges associated with zero-
emissions transit fleets (or e-taxis)? Examples of challenges might include economic, 
commercial (or technologically innovative), social, political, or environmental challenges 
associated with electrifying transit and public fleet systems overall. 

[Answer] 
5. What would you identify as the critical funding challenge facing electric vehicle deployments in 

your fleet experience? 

[Answer] 
6. What would you identify as the critical social (or cultural) challenges facing electric vehicle 

deployments in your fleet experience? 

[Answer] 
 
SOLUTIONS 

7. Based on your experiences, what are the most evident solutions associated with zero-emissions 
transit fleet (or e-taxi) deployments that would help get more of these vehicle types on the roads 
and integrated into public fleets? Examples of solutions might include economic, commercial (or 
technologically innovative), social, political, or environmental solutions associated with 
electrifying transit and public fleet systems overall. 

[Answer] 
8. What would you identify as the critical funding solution facing electric vehicle deployments in 

your fleet experience? 

a. What funding solutions/incentives currently exist for your fleet needs?  

b. What policies are currently driving your fleet electrification (if any)? 

[Answer] 
9. What would you identify as the critical social (or cultural) solution facing electric vehicle 

deployments in your fleet experience? 

[Answer] 
10. Is there anything else you would like to add to this dialogue that we have not asked you about 

but which you think is important to note? 

[Answer] 
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[French] 
 
OPPORTUNITÉS 

1. Basé sur vos expériences, quelles sont les opportunités les plus évidentes associées aux flottes 
de transport en commun (ou taxis électroniques) à zéro émission? Des exemples d'opportunités 
peuvent inclure des opportunités économiques, commerciales (ou technologiquement 
innovantes), sociales, politiques ou environnementales associées à l'électrification de 
l’ensemble des systèmes de transport en commun et des parcs de véhicules publics. 

[Réponse] 
2. Quels seraient, selon vous, les facteurs technologiques essentiels pour le déploiement de 

véhicules électriques dans votre parc de véhicules ? 

[Réponse] 
3. Quels seraient, selon vous, les résultats opérationnels essentiels associés aux déploiements de 

véhicules électriques dans votre parc de véhicules ? 

[Réponse] 
 
DÉFIS 

4. Basé sur vos expériences, quels sont les défis les plus évidents associés aux flottes de transport 
en commun à zéro émission (ou taxis électroniques) ? Des exemples de défis peuvent inclure 
des défis économiques, commerciaux (ou technologiquement innovants), sociaux, politiques ou 
environnementaux associés à l'électrification des systèmes de transport en commun et des 
parcs de véhicules publics. 

[Réponse] 
5. Selon vous, quel est le principal problème de financement auquel sont confrontés les 

déploiements de véhicules électriques dans votre parc de véhicules ? 

[Réponse] 
6. Quels seraient, selon vous, les défis sociaux (ou culturels) essentiels au niveau des 

déploiements de véhicules électriques dans votre parc de véhicules ? 

[Réponse] 
 
SOLUTIONS 

7. Basé sur vos expériences, quelles sont les solutions les plus évidentes associées aux 
déploiements de la flotte du transport en commun (ou de taxis électroniques) à zéro émission, 
qui permettraient d’intégrer davantage de ces types de véhicules sur les routes et de les intégrer 
aux flottes publiques ? Des exemples de solutions peuvent inclure des solutions économiques, 
commerciales (ou technologiquement innovantes), sociales, politiques ou environnementales 
associées à l'électrification des systèmes de transport en commun et des parcs de véhicules 
publics. 

[Réponse] 
8. Quelle serait, selon vous, la principale solution de financement sur les déploiements de 

véhicules électriques dans votre parc de véhicules ? 

a. Quelles solutions de financement / subventions existent actuellement pour les besoins 
de votre flotte ? 

b. Quelles politiques encouragent actuellement l'électrification de votre flotte            (s’il y 
en a) ? 

 [Réponse] 
9. Quelle serait, selon vous, la solution sociale (ou culturelle) essentielle aux déploiements de 

véhicules électriques dans votre parc de véhicules ? 

[Réponse] 
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10. Y a-t-il autre chose que vous aimeriez ajouter à ce dialogue que nous ne vous avons pas 
demandé mais que vous jugez important de noter? 

[Réponse] 


